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SUMMARY

This workbook is intended to provide the designer and the safety
engineer with the best available technology that they need to predict damage
and hazards from explosions of propellant tanks and bursts of" pressure
vessels, both near and far from these explosion sources. The information
is presented in the form of graphs, tables, and nornographs to allow easy
calculation without recourse to difficult mathematical manipulation or the
"use of extensive computer programs. When complex methods have been
used to develop simple prediction aids, they are fully described in appen-
dices.

Topics covered in various chapters are:

(1) Estimation of explosive yield
(2) Characteristics of pressure waves
(3) E'ffects of pressure waves
(4) Characteristics of fragments
(5) Effects of fragments
(6) Risk assessment and integrated effects.

Short chapters giving discussion of results, conclusions, and recommenda-
tions for further work are also included.

ix
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INTRODUCTION

Nature of the Hazards

The likelihood of accidental explosions, in the various activities
that involve liquid propellants for space vehicles, can best be decreased

by improvements in design practices and operating procedures. Over the
years, the frequency of occurrence of accidental explosions in the space

programs has decreased with advances in technology. Nevertheless, the

possibility of space vehicle fuel/oxidizer explosions or pressure bursts
will always exist, especially with reusable propulsion systems that must
be more reliable compared with those in the "one-shot" space vehicle.

Excessive cyclic stresses, wear of moving parts and the accumul-Ation of

contaminants are some of the factors that could contribute to component
malfunctions or material failures during the lifetime use of such systems.

These malfunctions or failures could, in turn, contribute to accidental
explosions with risk of damage to facilities and hazards to people. Thus,

",..,'' it becomes important to predict the explosive yield and the effects of
pressure wave and fragments in a quantitative rnanner.

It is the intent here to provide the designer and the safety engi--

neer with the best available technology that they need to predict dam-nage
and hazards from explosions of propellant tanks and bursts of pres ure

/ • vessels in the near and far fields of interest.

In a latnch configuration within tankage in a rocket motor, liquid
* .propellants and nonreacting gases are initially contained within vessels

of various sizes, geometries, and strengths. Various modes of failure

of these vessels are possible, from either internal or external stimuli.
If the vessel is pressurized with static internal pressure, one possible
mode of failure is simply fracture, instituted at a critical size flaw and
propagated throughout the vessel. A similar kind of failure can occur if
*he vessel is accidentally irmmersed in a fire, and pre-sure increases

internally because of vaporization of the internal propellant. Some launch
.- ,vehicles have the liquid fuel and oxidizer separated by a common bulkhead.

Accidental over-pressurization of one of these chambers can cause
rupture of this bulkhead, and subsequent mixing and explosion of the
propellant. External stimuli that can cause vessel failure include high-

speed impact by foreign objects, accidental detonation of the warhe3d of a
missile, dropping of a tank to the ground (as in toppling of a missile on the

launch pad), as well as many other external sources. Vessel failure can
* result in an immediate release d energy or it can cause subseqient energy

release because of mixing of propellant and oxidizer and subsequent ignition.

Other modes of failure which have resulted or could result in violent
explosions are fall-back immediately after launch due to loss of thrust,
or low-level failure of the guidance system after launch resulting in impact



C
into the grourd at several hundred feet per second.

Failure of a vessel containing liquid propellants or compressed gas
can result in various levels of energy release, ranging from negligible to
the full heat value of the combined propellant and oxidizer, or full value
of stored energy in the compressed gas. Toward the lower end of the scale
of energy release might be the failure of a pressurized vessel due to
ductile crack propagation. Here, the stored pressure energy within the
compressed propellant or gas in an ullage volume above the propellant
could split t&e vessel or generato a weak blast wave. In the intermediate
range of energy releases could lie vessel failure by external stimulus and
ignition, either very rapidly or at very late times, so that only small
proportions of mixed propellant and oxidizer contribute to the energy
release. In this intermediate range could also lie the rapid fraature of
gas storage vessels after heating or very rapid crack propagation. At the
upper end of the scale could be the explosion in a vessel wherein a pro-
mixed propellant and oxidizer detonate in much the same fashion as a high
explosive, and explosions resulting after violen, impact with the ground.
In past studies of possible blast and fragmentation effects from vessel
rupture, a critical problem has been to accurately assess the erjergy
rele:_.•e as a resalt of the accident or incident. A zommon method of
asscssment of possible energy release or correlation of the results of
experiments has been to assess the. energy release on the basis of equivalent

pounds of TNT. This method is used beLause a large body of experimental
data and theoretical analyses exist for blast waves generated by TNT or

other solid explosives (refs. I and Z). Although the comparison with TN'!
is conven.ent, the correlation is far from exact. Specific energies which
can be released, i.e., energy per unit volume or mass of material. differ
quite widely between TNT, various liquid propellants or mixtures of %iquid
prcpellants and oxidizers, and gases stored in pressure vessels. The

characte~ristics of dar.maging blast waves from explosions which can occur
in flight vehicle accidents can therefore be quite different from blaput wav,.,s
from TNT explosions. The accid._ntal explosions usually generate waves
with lower amplitudes (pe3k overpressures) and longer durations than
equivalent energy TNT explosions, at least close to the explosion so-Irce.
Reference 3 discusses in some detail '"he blast waves from accidental explo-
sions of the classes covered in this handbook.

Dependent on the total cnergy release and the rate (, this energy
release, the sizes and shapes of fragments generated by bursting liquid

propellant vessels and their appurtenances, and bursting gas vessuls,
cuver a very wide spectrum. At one extreme is the case of a vessel Iui-,tins:

because of seam failure or crack propagation from a fldw wherein cily otic
"fragment" is -enerated, the vessel itself. This fragment, from a very

slow reaction, can be propelled by releatsing the contents of the ver.,cl,
At the other extreme is the conversion of the vcsael and pa,'ts near it into
a clotid of small fragments by an explosion of the cantents of a vec3el it a
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of theme vehicles. This more comprehensive task includes the estimation
of the probability of occurrence of various types of failures .. !- accidents,
and must employ methods suc-h as failure mode analysis or fault-tree
anilysis to obtain such probabilities. In this handbook, it is assimed that
^ Apecifie explosive accident has occurred, and the hazardous effects of
that accident arc predicted. A brief discussion cI methods of risk as-
#asarnent is given in Chapter 6.

Scope and Significance of Material Presented

Tho material presented in the handbook is based on a previous study
of fragmentation from bursting propellant vessels (ref. 8) and on the litera-
ture on characteristtcs and effects of blast waves and fragment impact.
Methods a-e givurn for predicting the damage to facilities and hazards to
people from exploding liquidi propellant tanks or bursting gas storage bottles.
V~irtiis chapters prerverL material which allows estimation of explosive
yield or energy for a variety of propellant explosions and ga.. vessel bursts,
give prodictionh of characteristics of pressure waves from t6ese explosions,
tnd present techniques for making damage estimates for structures and
facilities, and mortality or injur,, to people subjected to the h'ist waves.
Other chapters include e.itimates oa fragment initial velocities and the
Sstitisticb of mass and shape, termin.d velocities and impact condition,.
and effects of siuch impact on facilities, structures and people. .hroi.,4h,.',t
the workbook, preientations are made in the form of scaled graphs,
uquatiuns, nomographs or tables which allow casa calculation withiout
recnurse to difficult mathematical mar ipulation or use of extensive corrputer
prugramr. When such methods have been used to develop simple predicton
• h, they are fully describcd in appendices.

It is believed tiat. thin workbook is the first to provide .afety engi-
ta.ere with relatively simple yet comprehensive methods for estimating
blist wmd fragment h:izarrls for accidental explosions in liquid- propellant
fucleJ flight vuhicles. S:one mcthods for estimating blast yield for classses
of I quid propellant ;accidents are' given in ref. 9, and ref. 10 discusses
blast and tragmentation from such explosions. But, neither of these
rcfuinn.es allows estimation of fragment characteristics and effects for
~qeid prc, rellant exploniorii, nor do they treat gas vessel bursts. Special

Jictt. ren not t'm''i c!icwhere are the prediction oi blast wave characteristic:i
for gas. vY'tic! btir.,ts, cffect.4 of frament impact on structures and fa-
cilitim,•. ind tY.tun.4ivc application nf the pressure -impul.e (P-I) danlace
(:,)n.'cpt t,) ,, ,itdi, v;i iety of s.tructures ,and to huma.!w .
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-... Intended Purp,)se and Limits of Use

The purpose of the workbook is to provide typical safety engineers,
with training at the bachelor's decgrec level in some engineering specialty.
with methods for rapid cs'.isn-tion of blast and fragment hazards from acci-
dental explosions in flight vehicles. It should requi.e o,,Ij a desk or pocket
calcula...r or nlide rule to perform any of the needed calculations. There

:J are, of course, a number of limits to the calculations and their applicability
which the user shuuld observe. Because almost all of the data he will use
arc graphical, these himits will often be self-evident from the extreme
values on the graphs. In general, one should not extend or extrapolate
these graphs, but should instead merely report that prediction is not
possible if input parameters fall outside the range of the plot.

Factors of safety are included in the prediction methods in various
ways. When curves are based on experiments, error bands are usually
given. Use of average curves through the data will give most probable
vaiuea for such loading parameters as blast overpressure and impulsc;
use of the upper limits of the error band will assure conservatism by en-
compassing all of the extreme values in the measured data rather than the
most probable. Most of the fragment data must be presented statistically.
The user is often given a choice of several regression lines through the
,ata. Choice of such a line with a very high probability of, say, predicting
that all fragments less than a certain mass will fall to earth within a given

* • distance, will assure a high factor of safety in estimating exclusion
distances for possible fragment damage. In estimating effecis of blast
and fragments, factors of safety are included by estimating different devrees
of damage given blast envelopment or fragme tt impact. For structures,
estimates can be made for lower limits to damage (threshold of rno damage
at all) through quite severe structural damage to buildings, vehicles, etc.
For people, estimates can be made for threshold of ear damage through I%

chance of mortality to 99% chance of mortality. For estimation methods
which are based on sparse data or analysis, we have large bands of un-
certainty--the user should apply upper limits of these bands, if in doubt.

Applications to Areas Other Than Aerospace Rocket Launch
* and Research Facilities

This workbook was prepared primarily for use by safety engineers
and site planners at aerospace rocket launch and research facilities. It

f: emphasizes the blast and fragment hazards which could occur at such sites,
and the prediction of their damaging effects. The prediction of blast and
fragment hazards is specific for liquid propellant explosions and gas bottle
bursts. The common use in explosive safety circles of conversion to TNT
equivalency is nearly completely avoided, so the workbook cannot r. '-.sily

u to predict hazards from detonations of condensed explo'.cs such as
L" -- TNT. On the other hand, the methods given in Chapters II1, V and VI for

5
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predictlton of damaging effects are quite independent of the methods for
estimating the hazrrds. Blast dAmage predictions could as easily be made
for TNT or nuclear explosions as for propellant explosions, provided the
blast wave characteristics were defined. Similarly, fragment damage
predictions are independent of the sources of the fragments, and only
depcnd on a knowledge of the impact conditions. Indeed, the treatment of
damage effects is much more e-Atensive than one would be apt to find in any

other single docusment, and could find much wider use than for damagc
prediction near aerospace test and launch facilities.

Additior•'•l Areas of Research

The bases for the prediction methods given in this workbook range
from a firm foundation of extensive testing and analysis, through analyses
supported by limited tasting or accident reporting, to some predictions
which are quite speculative because of little corroborating evidence. Pre-
dictions in the latter case could ofteii be improved by additionrl research.

Areas in which we feel there is a pressing need for additional study
are:

(1) Definition of fragmentation characteristics for bursting gais
stor tge bottles. Existing data consist of only five tests for unu
bottle aicmetry and material, and one gas.

(2) De~inition of blast wave characteristics for burst of cylin-
drical gas storage vessels, either analytically or exi.armeiitally.
Present methods aro limited to essentially spherically sym. -.. .1c
Callas.

(3) Better definition of fragment impact effects (in n variety oi

structures and facilities, for fragments typical of those oc,'urrinu
in aerospace vehicle explosions. Most fragment impact data ur
methods developed to date are related to high volocity, small m-ss
penotrators which are n•' !', pical of accidentally produced fragmujita.

(4) Extension of the present work to accidontal explosions in
thick-walled storage vessols typical of ground transport and storagu
vessels. The current work is directed toward explosions of flight-
weight hardware. Blast and fragmentation characteristics can be
drastically different for hosvier vessels.

In Chapter IX, we discums those und other areas for fturther w, -i . it more
dct.td.
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CHAPTER I

ESTIMATES OF EXPLOSIVE YIELD

I- I Explosive Yield as a Function of Propellant Type and Accident

Conditions

*1-1. 1 General Discussion of Propellant Explosives

Accidents involving liquid propellant rockets, both during static
firing on a test stand and during launch, have shown that liquid propel-

* lants can generate violent explosions. These explosions "drive" air blast
waves, which can cause direct damage and can accelerate fragments or
nearby objects. In fact, the spec-fic energies of liquid rocket propel-
"lants, in stoichiometric mixtures, are significantly greater than for TNT

* (specific energy is energy per unit mass). (1) The estimation of explosive
pi.ld, the energy released during the explosion, is a prerequisite to the
determination of expected damage resulting from the explosion. Before
delving into the method of calculating explosive yield, however, a general
discussion of the characteristics of propellant explosions wilt help the
reader understand tte complexities involved in the determination of ex-

plosive yield.

One extremely important fundamental fact concerning liquid pro-
pellants is that their potential explosive yield is very high, but their
actual yield is much lower. This situation occurs because the propellant
and oxidizer are never intimately mixed in the proper proportions before
ignition. The degree of confinement of propellant and oxidizer can also
seriously affect the actual explosive yield of liquid propellants. For
example, a liquid propellant mixture could conceivably explode inside a
storage vessel or could leak out of a containment vessel and form a
shallow pool of large lateral extent before detona ion. Each case produces
different values for explosive yield. Presently, there are at least four
methods for estimating yield from liquid propellant explosions vwhich,
unfortunately, do not necessarily give the same predictions: Ore method
is based on Project PYRO results, (Z-4) and two of the others are the
"Seven Chart Approach" and the "Mathematical Model" of Farber and
Deese. (5) The fourth approach, which is really based on the previous
three methods, was developed by Baker, et al., (1) and is easy to use and
readily adaptable to the calculation of explosive yield. For further in-
formation concerning the development of this method, Reference 1 is
recommended.

From the test results reported in Reference Z and 6 through 8, a0 i number of observations can be made regarding blast yields from liquid

.1-



propellant explosions. (1)

(1) Yield is quite dependent on the particular fuel and oxidizer 1,
being mixed.

(2) The yield is very dependent on the mode of mixing of fuel
and oxidizer, i.e.. on the type of accident which is sinnu-
lated. Maximum yields are experienced when intimate
mixing is accomplished before ignition.

(3) On many of the liquid hydrogen/liquid oxygen (.H 2 /LO 2 )
tests (regardless of investigators), spontaneous ignition
occ¢urred very early in the mixing process, resulting in
very low percentage yields.

(4) Yield is very dependent on time of ignition, even ignoring
the possibility of spontaneous ignition.

(5) Blast yield per unit mass of propellant decreases is total
propellant mass increases.

(6) Variability in yields for supposedly identical tests was
great, compared to variability in blast measurements of
conventional explosives.

1- 1. 2 Scaled Curves for Explosive Yield for Various Propellants and
Types of Accidents

If a blast source is placed on or near a reflecting surface, such as
the ground, then the initial shock is very quickly reflected and the reflected
wave merges with the incident wave so rapidly that a single, strengthened
blast wave is formed. The characteristics of this single wave are often
almost identical with the characteristics of blast waves in free-air experi-
ments, except that the blast source appears to have greater energy than
for free-air tests. The proportion of energy reflected from the ground is
a function of how perfect a ref -tor it is, that is, how little energy is
imparted to the ground in crP, ri.ng, ground shock, and so forth. If the
ground were a perfectly riA:d surface, then the equivalent free-air energy
driving the air blast wa, would be 0' = ZE. The other extreme case is
that of a perfect abse ,er, for which E' = E. All actual tests will have
equivalent free-ai" , ,iergies lying between these limits.

All of the PYRO experiments. on which the prediction curves in
this section are based, were conducted on the ground surface, with no
cratering. When the curves are used to predict blast yields for explo-
sions occurring in flight or far enough above the ground that the imrne-

1-2
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diate reflection discussed does not occur, one must account tor the ab-
-- .. sence of-the !perfect" reflecting surface. This is done by dividing the

blast yields calculated from curves in this chapter by a factor of two.
1

1- 1. 2. I Terminology

In this document, three types of fuel and oxidizer combinations
"and three different modes of mixing will be considered. The three types
of propellants are:

(1) The hypergolic propellant which is in widest use. A fuel
of 500%N 4H 4 50% UDMH and an oxidizer of N2 0 4 in a
mass ratio of 1/2.

(2) Liquid Oxv2en-Hydrocar in - This propellant uses kerosene
"(RP- 1) as a fuel and liqui,' oxygen (L0 2 ) as the oxidizer in
stoichiometric mass ratic. of 1/2. 25.

(3) Liquid Oxveen-Liquid Hydr•,.en - This propellant is an
entirely cryogenic combination of liquid hydrogen (LH2 )
fuel and liquid oxygen (LO2 ) oxidizer in stoichiometric
mass ratio of 1/5.

The three modes of mixing (failure modes) d:. ussed are:

(1) Confinement by Missile (CBM) - This type of accident
consists of failure of an interior bulkhead separating fuel
and oxidizer in a missile stage.

(2) Confinement by Ground Surface (CBGS) - This type of
accident includes impacts at various velocities (e. g.,
fall back on the launch pad) of the missile on the ground,

* ' with all tankage ruptured, and subsequent ignition.

(3) High Velocity Impact (HVI) - This type of accident involves
high velocity impact of a missile after launch.

1- 1. 2. 2 Methods for Calculating Explosive Yield

Some parameters which become important in determining explo-
sive yield are the type of propellant, the failure anode and in some cases,
ignition time, impact velocity, and type of surface impacted. It is
important to keep in mind, however, that blast yield as a percent or

* frartion of energy available decreases as total combined mass of propel-
lant and oxidizer increases. Figure 1-1, which is a normalized pUt r.r)r

1-3
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all propellants, depicts this relationship and should be used as an upper
•([ - limit for p2e rcent.explosive yield. Since this is a normalized plot. the

percent yield for a particular propellant can be determined by obtaining
the normalized fractional value from the graph and multiplying by the
multiplier factor for the particular propellant under investigation. These
multiplier factors, shown on the figure, are:

Hvpergolic (50% N 2 H 4 - 50% UDMH fuel and N 2 0 4 oxidizer in
mass ratio of 1/2) - 240170)(10)

Liquid oxvyen-hydrocarbon (RP- I fuel LO2 oxidizer in mass ratio
"of 1/2.25) - 1250%V)

Liquid oxygen-lipuid hydrogen (L1.2 fuel and LO 2 oxidizer in mass
ratio of 1/5) - 370%(6)

Careful examination of Figure I- 1 and the multiplier factors indicate
that explosive yield can be greater than 100 percent. Also, in certain
cases, explosive yield will be greater tl~an 100 percent when calculated
by other methods. This anomaly occurs because explosive yield, as it
is used here, is really terminal yield, or yield based on "TNT equiva-
lence". Since the specific energies of the liquid propellants involved are
greater than the specific energy of TNT, terminal (TNT equivalent) yield
can be greater than 100 percent. Calculations were done in this manner
to correlate with other methods discussed in subsequent paragraphs.
Whenever the value of percent explosive (terminal) yield determined by
these other methods exceeds the value of percent explosive (terminal)
yield determined by using Figure 1- 1, the value from Figure 1- 1 is the
correct choice.

(1) Hypergolic materials, by definition, ignite Apontaneously
on contact, so it is not possible to obtain appreciable mix-
ing before ignition unless the fuel and oxidizer are thrown
violently together. Ignition time is therefore not an
important determinant of blast yield for hypergolics, b-ut
impact velocity and degree of confinement aftter "'.rpact P.re
important factors. If a CBM or CBGS failure mode is
being considered, percent explosive yield can be acquired
from Table 1- 1. If a HVI failure mode is assumed, then

percent explosive yield cin be determined from Figure
1-2. The percent yield determined by any one of these
methods must then be compared to the percent yield deter-
mined from the weight of the propellant (Figure I-1).
The smaller of the two is the correct choice.

0, I
•~1 - 5
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f1 .TABLE 1-1. ESTIMATE OF TERMINAL YIELD FOR
--.... -�- 1YPERGOLIC CBM AND CBGS (REF. 3)

"Terminal Yield Range Estimated Upper
• _Failure Mode (TO) Limit

Diaphragm rupture (CBM) 0.01 - 0.8 1.5
Spill (C BGS) 0.02 - 0.8 0.5

Small explosive donor 0.8 - 1.2 2
Large explosive donor 3.4 -3.7 5

"Command destruct 0.3 - 0.35 0.5
310-ft drop (CBGS) 1.5 3

(2) Because liquid oxygen/hydrocarbon propellants are not
hypergolic, considerable mixing can occur in various
"types of accidents, and time of ignition after onset of
mixing is an important determinant of blast yield. For

0 the case of mixing and an explosion within the missile
tankage (CBM), percent explosive yield can be determined

L by assuming an ignition time and then examining Figure

1-3. * For simulated fall-back on the launch pad (CBGS),
impact velocity as well as ignition time are important
parameters in estimating blast yield. A two-step
approach has been developed to calculate blast yield.(1)

.:. After assuming an impact velocity, maximum percent

yield Ym can be determined for Equation (I-1):

- Y :5% +(6, 8Z%
y m (. + 2, U, 0 < U < 16.8rns 8 -1s

A word of explanation will help clarify the meaning of the central solid
line and shaded area of this graph and similar subsequent graphs. The
shaded portion represents an area in which data from actual propellant
blasts was found. The central solid line is an estimate of the most
likely occurrence and, for most cases, is the recommended choice.
Conservative estimates of explosive yield can be made by choosing the
uppermost boundary of the shaded area. The vertical depth of the shaded
area at any abscissa inc :ates the total range of data, and therefore the
total uncertainty in the ?!stimate.

1-7
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where Y is expreesed in percent &nco U1 ib in meters per
*E * g..4Cond...'P¶erce4At explosive yield can then be determined

from Ym, an estimate of ilnltion time, and Figure 1-4.
The determination of explosive yield for the HVI failure
mode is somewhat simpler because theye is little ignition
delay and therefore only impact voiecity affect& yield.

"' ' Thus, blait yield can be acquired by using Figure 1-5
directly. The percent yield Aetermined uy any one of these
methods must then be "ompared to the per;cent yield deter-
mhiia4 from the weaiht of the propeLlant (F'igure If 1). The
smaller of the two it the correct choice,

(3) The determination, of explopsive yield, for the entirely
fryogenic comblnutlai of liqvtd hydrogen (LH 2 ) fuel and
liquiJ oxygen (L0 2 ) owadLtsur is siml1~r to thet of liquid
oxygeni-hytroctwitbon propeilAts, lPar the CHM eat5,. it
iV t, nuessary for aiie to auswvie an Ilgnitive time Ald then
use l'8urp 1.6 to (Insi expliOsve yield. Por the CDC, came,
An impact velocity Is asoeuved ard m&Yimr% percent. yield
Ym can ht determleoo trein Yqualtior (i-1):

V,, " 10% + Umlf) 0 -- , Z'u.4m

,where Y,1 i Ps u mipsew1d in% percent atid Ut in in nlotvro per

aee%-nd. arcent sipyl.,vive ytiuld can th4ru be Ustie;rtiunc'
from Y_. an notmi4to W( ignitiall times *Ad Figure 1-7.
For h9v'svelcod'y impact (1VI) of this propellent, %he blast
yield is depindent only un Oie impaci€ "locity and cir, be
Aequir~d irem YSurge 1-8 ettectly. lTuej porT.ent yield
deterrynied l•y ,Arfy oane of these iiethod,4 inut thfin be vom-
rared to the percent yield determluied fiom the weight of
the propeUamt (F'Ijur. I - I), The amaller of 'he two is the
vorrect chiolee,

i%',le I .Z neo been rprepared tv alleviAte the no, e,,sity of rareading
thr preceding prtseotitiuon .esia lime a value of exploliv.u yi~ak must be
determined. 'Yo use tle tr.ble, ski one neads tv do is Id•ntify t4-7 type of
prupe#UJAnt and type t accident. ':hen lhev proper eeqtiernue in "Part I"
should he Cullows-, ifter mtktng thn ner4eo,iry atss'mptlors (C. g., ignition
tirn'. or impact vetlcitty and type of e,.&rfatu (mp• ttod) to arrive at a value
for exploelto yicld. t'xillosive yie.ld shotild then be deterrninud by using
the nenthod dpicted in "Part Z" which involves te L. e of Figure 1-1 o2d
m ultiplier f 'ato s (so# prigi 1-4). 1 I'M (mI Atl r vA'u3 [:-r explomiVe yield

1-9
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"determined in "Part It' and "Part Z1 is the correct value. This value
£. •can then be used to determine an effective weight of propellant, and

pressure and impulse at scaled distances using the iitih'Mds-dremonstrate'd-
* in a subsequent chapter.

1- 1.3 Examples for Determining Exglosive Yield

Example 1:

Propellant-14ype rgolic
Combined mass of propellant and oxidizer- 10, 000 kg (Z2, 000 Ibm)
Failure mode - CBM

Solution: Examine Table 1-2 for "Part 1" and "Part 2" solution
sequences.

Part 1: Table I- I implies that for the CBM failure mode.

Y = 0. 0 1- 0.8%

Using the higher portion for safety reasons,

Y = 0.8%

Part 2Z Figure 1- I implies that for a combined mass of propellant
and oxidizer of 10. 000 kg.

"-t

Y = (24%) (0.37) 88.8%

where Z40% is the hypergolic multiplier factor,

Y = 0. 8%, the smaller value, is the correct choice.

Example Z:

Propellant -Hypergolic
Combin-d mass of propellant and oxidizer- 1000 kg (2200 lbM)
Failure mode - HVI
Impact velocity (assumption) - 140 m/9 (459 ft/sec)
Type of surface impacted - hard

Soluticn: Examine Table 1-2 for "Part 1" and "Part Z1" solution
*" sequences.

Part 1: Figure 1-2 implies that for an impact velocity of 140 m/s
(459 ft/sec) onto a hard surface, Y *15%.

1-15
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TABLE 1-2. SEQUENCE FOR DETERMINATION
OF EXPLOSIVE YIELD* - -

Tyre of Type of t
Propellant Aci.Aent Segnencef
& Oxiditer Failure Mode Part It Part 2 (check)

Hypergolic CBM Table 1-1 Figure 1-1
(501O NH -

50a UDMH/N2 0 4) CBGS Table 1-I Figure 1-1

HVI Figure 1-2 Figure 1-1

Liquid Oxygen - CBM Figure 1-3 Figure 1-I
Hydrocarbon
(LO /RP-1) CBGS Eq. (1-) Figure 1-1

Figure 1-4

HVI Figure 1-5 Figure 1-I

Liquid Oxygen- CBM Figure 1-6 Figure 1-1
Liquid Hydrogen
(LO /LH) CBGS Eq. (1-2) Figure 1-1

2 2 Figure 1-7

HVI Figure 1-8 Figure 1-1

For explosions occurring far above the ground (H/W1/ 3 >10 rn/kg1 /3

where H is height above the ground), blast yields calculated from
curves in this section should be divided by two.

t Correct choice is the smaller of Part I and Part 2.

See footnote on page 1-7.
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Part 2: Figure I- I implies that for a combined ma3s of propellant
S$ and oxidizer of 1000 kg (2200 lbm)

Y= (24 0%7) (0. 6) = 144%j

where 240% is the hypergolic multiplier factor.

Y 15%. the smaller value, is the correct choice.

Example 3:

Propellant and o.cidizer - LOZ/RP- I
Combined mass of propellant and oxidizer- 10, OOU kg (Z2, 000 Ibm)
Failure mode - CBM
Ignition time (assumption) - 0. 2 seconds

Solution: Examine Table 1-2 for "Part I" and "Part Z" solution
sequences.

-Part 1 Figure 1-3 implies that for an gnition time of 0. Z seconds,

Y = 52%

" Part 2 Figure I-I implies that for a combined mass of propellant
K: W) and oxidizer of 10, 000 kg (22, 000 lbm)

Y = (125%) (0. 37) = 46%

where 125% is the LOZ/RP-I multiplier factor.

Y 46%, the smaller value, is the correct choice.

- _Example 4:

"PropeUant and oxidizer - LO 2 /RP- I
Combined mass of propellant and oxidizer - 150, 000 kg

(330, 000 lb
Failure mode - CBGS
Impact velocity (assumption) - 10 m/s (32.8 ft/sec)
Ignition time (assumption) - 0. 5 seconds

- -. Solution: Examine Table 1-2 for "Part I" and "Part 2" solution
sequences.

Part 1: Equation (I-1t) implies that for an impact velocity of
10 m/s, (32. 8 ft/sec)

1-17
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(

Y 6 + MIS) (10 mIs)
m (m/s} .

Y =5% + 6 8. 7%
m

Y 73. 2%

Figure 1-4 implies that for an ignition time of 0. 5 seconds

Y • 100 - 70
Y

m

or

Y (70)Y =- y
(100) m

y (70) (73.Z%) 51.2%

Part 2: Figure 1- I implies that for a combined mass of propellant
and oxidizer of 150, 000 kg (330, 000 lb M)

Y = (125%)(0.05) - 6.2ZS%

where 125% is the LO2 /RP-1 multiplier factor.

Y = 6. 25%, the smaller value, is the correct choice.

Example 5:

Propellant and oxidizer - LO2 /LH 2
Combined mass of propellant and oxidizer - 10, 000 kg (22, 000 Ibm)
Failure mode - HVI
Impact velocity (assumption) - 40 M/s (131 ft/sec)
Type of surface impacte¢' - hard

Solution: Examine Table 1-2 for "Part I" and "Part 2" solution
sequences

Part 1: Figure 1-4 implies that for an impact velocity of 40 m/s
(131 ft/sec).

Y = 30%

1 -18



Part Z: Figure 1-1 implies that for a combined mass of propellant
and oxidizer of 10, 000 kg (Z2, 000 lb

Y = (370%) (. 37) = 137%

where 370% is the LO2/LHZ multiplier factor.

Y = 30%, the smaller value, is the correct choice.

S:1-2 Explosive Yield as a Fuzct~on of Fluid Type and Initial Conditions
"for Gas Vessel Bursts

1-2. 1 General Discussion of Gas Vessel Explosions

When a pressurized gas-filled vessel bursts, a shock wave in
* many ways similar to that which results from a TNT explosion propagates

. from the source. The overpressure behind this shock wave may be quite
large and capable of caueing damage. The specific impulse associated with
this shock wave is also important for the prediction of damage from a gas
vessel burst. These two parameters vary with distance from the source.

In the analysis that was used for the overpressure and specific
impulse calculations, the effects of the containing -'cssel *nrc it. lJ,$5 tiitnts
were ignored, that is, all of the energy of the gas in the vessel was put
into the flow field, rather than into the fragments as kinetic energy. For
a spherical vessel, the flow field was assumed spherically symmetric.
Also, the surrounding atmosphere was assumed to be air.

To determine the overpressure and impulse, one must know the
initial corditions of the gas in the vessel. The pressure p1 , temperature
T and ratio of specific heats of the gas NI must be known.

The conditions of the atmosphere into which the shock wave propa-
gates also must be known. These are the atmospheric pressure pa' the
speed of sound aa, and the ratio of specific heats Ya" The latter value
will be a constant for all explosions in air.

I-Z. Z Discussion of Ereray

The energy contained in a pressurized gas vessel can be obtained
by

a .

l1-19
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where

V. is the volume of the vessel before it bursts and . . .

Pi indicates absolute pressures.

The overpressure and impulse are graphed versus a dimensionless
scaled distance:

1/3

Ia

1/3

E

Note that there is no need to calculate a TNT equivalent for gas vessel
bursts.

1-2. 3 Example Calculations

Example 1. Calculation of Energv

Let pa 1. 013 x 105 Pa (I standard sea level atmosphere)
(14.7 psi)

P1  41. 013 x 105 Pa (595 psi)

Y, = 1. 4 (diatomic gas)

V. z 1.0 m3 (35.3 ft 3
1

)a (41. 013 x 105 Pa - 1.013 x 105 Pa) I m
¥I - 1.4 - I

1. O0 x 1O7 J (1.34 x 106 ft-lbf}

1 -20
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"Examrle 2, Calculation of Scaled Distance

W Using the same conditions as in the previous example.

1/3r p a r"

Rpvp 1/3 (7) V 41.013 x I05 Pa 3 1/

E ~ '~ ___I___ 
a im

S-I L.013 x 10 Pa
1.4- 1

L J

- 0. Z16 r (r in rn) 0.0658 r (r in ft)
I

"E£xample 3_ Calculation of Scaled Imgulse

Let a = 331 m/s (speed of sound at standard sea level condi-

tions) (1086 t/sec).

For the conditions used in the previous examples,

a a 1 (331 m/s)

Pa2 / 3 E1/3 (l. 013 x l0 Pa)2 / (l. 00 x 107)1/3

7. 070x 10" I (1in Pa" 8)

U',
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N76-19298
CHAPTER II

CHARACTERISTICS OF PRESSURE WAVES

2-1 General

Explosions from liquid rocket propellant accidents "drive" air
blast waves, which can in turn cause direct damage and can accelerate
fragments or nearby objects. The launch pads at the Air Force Eastern
Test Range (ETR) have for a num'er of years been instr.amented with air
blast recorders to measure the overpressures generated during launch
pad explosions, so some data are available on the intensities of the blast
waves generated. Such measurements, and the common practice in safety
circles of comparing explosive effects on the basis of blast waves gener-
ated by TNT, have led to expression of blast yields of propellant explosions
in equivalent "pounds of TNT. " (Although a direct conversion of pounds of
TNT to energy can easily be made -- I Ibm of TNT equals 1.4 x 106 ft-lbf--
this is seldom done).

Liquid propellant explosions differ from TNT cxplocions in a
number of ways, so that the concept of "TNT equivalence" quoted in
pounds of TNT is far from exact. Some of the differences are described

* •below.

(I) The specific energies of liquid propellants, in stoichio-
metric mixtures, are significantly greater than for TNT
(specific energy is energy per unit mass).

(2) Although the potential explosive yield is very high for
liquid propellants, the actual yield is much lower, becaise
propellant and oxidizer are never intimately mixed in the
proper proportions before ignition.

(3) Confinement of propellant and oxidizer, and subsequent
effect on explosive yield, are very different for liquid pro-
pellants and TNT. Degree of confinement can seriously

affect explosive yield of liquid propellants, but has only a
secondary effect on detonation of TNT or any other solid
explosive.

(4) The geometry of the liquid propellant mixture at time of
ignition can be quite different than that of the spherical or
hemispherical geometry of TNT usually used for generation

of controlled blast waves. The sources of compiled datag for blast waves from TNT or Pentolite invariably rely on

2-I
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meaturements of blasts from spheres or hemispheres of
explosive. The liquid propellant mixture can, however, be
& shallow pool of large lateral extent at time of detonation.

(5) The blast waves from liquid propellant explosions show
different charact,.ristics as a function of distance from the
explosion than do waves from TNT explosions. This is
undoubtedly simply a manifestation of some of the differ-
ences discussed previously, but it does change the "TNT
equivalence" of A liquid-propellant explosion with distance
from the explosion. Fletcher (Referunce 1) discusses
these differences and shows them graphically (see Figures
2-1 and 2-2). These differences are very evident in the
results of the many blast experiments reported in Project
PYRO (References 2-4). They have caused the coinage of
the phase "terminal yield", meaning the yield based on
blast data taken at great enough distance from the explosion

for the blast waves to be similar to those produced by TNT

explosions. At closer distance, two different yields are
usually reported; an overpressure yield based on equiva-

lence of side-on peak overpressures, and an impulse yield

based on equivalence of side-on positive impulses.

Accidents with bursting gas storage vessels also can generate
damaging blast waves. The characteristics of the blasts from these and
other accidental explosions are reviewed in Reference S, and rather

complete descriptions given of the theory of such "non-ideal" explosions.
Again. these sources generate blast waves which can differ significantly
from blast waves generated by condensed explosives such as TNT, with
the differences being greatest close to the source. The trend is similar

to that for propellant explosions, 1. e., peak overpretsures are less and
impulses are greater than for "equivalent" TNT explosions. But, the

potential maximum yield or blast energy from ga, vessel bursts is much
more apt to be realized than for liquid propellant expiosions. The high
pressure gai already contains the neceuiary ener;y and can be rapidly
released without the prior mixing and ignition required for the propellant s.

However, let us for the moment ignore the differences between

accidentia] explosions and planned ones, and discuss instead the general
characteristics of the blast waves generated by any explosion. Referencos
6-8 are good general source refervitu.ct on air blast wavem and thrir
Ib.hztvir.

As a blast wave passes through Ihe air or interacts with aind lo.,ds
a structure or target, rapid variations in preusure, density, temperature
and particle velocity occur. The proptrtics of hlatit waves which are

Z-Z
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Figure 2-1. Normalized Pressure and Impulse Yields from
Explosion of N 0 4/Aerozine 50 (Ref. I)

TNT

0

P ROPELLAN4T-

1b I) IC) Id)

Figure Z-2. Representative Shock Impulses Showing Coalescence
of Shork Waves from Dissimilar Sources (Stages (a) lhroii-lh (d)2

(Ref. 1)
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"usually defined are related both to the properties which can be easily
measured or observed and to properties which can be correlated with -.

blast damage patterns. It is relatively easy to measure shock front
arrival times and velocities and entire time histories of overpressures.
Measurement of density variations and time historieb ý,f particle velocity
are more difficult, and no r,.-iiable measurements of temFeraturc varia-
tions exist.

Classically, the properties which are usually defined and measured
are those of the undisturbed or sid--on wave as it propagates through the
air. Figure 2-3 shows graphically iome of these properties in an ideal
wave (Reference 6).

Ps*, ~POSITIVE PHASE

IEGATIVE

p~i PHASE

~0 0

t1  t1a T+ ts ,T* T-
TIME

Figure 2-3. Ideal Blast Wave

Prior to shock front arrival, the pressure is ambient pressure p,.
At arrival time t rP the pressure rises quite abruptly (discontinuously,
in an ideal wave) to a peak value P+ + po . The pressure then decays

I to ambient in total time ta + T+ , Arops to a partial vacuum of amplitude
P s , and eventually returns to po in total time ta + T+ + T . The
quantity P+ is usually termed the peak side-on overpressure, or merely

the peak overpressure. The portion of the time history above initial
ambient pressure is called the positive phase, of duration T+ . That por-
tion below p o of amplitude P - and duration T - is called the negative

0
phase. Positive and negative impulses, defined by

-+

a
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and t 4 T+ + T-
a

S - + TPo " p(t) dt (2-2)
a

respectively, are also significant blast wave parameters.

In most blast studies, the negative phase of the blast wave is
ignored and only blast parameters associated with the positive phase are
considered or reported. (The positive superscript is usually dropped).
The ideal side-on parameters almost never represent the actual pressure
loading applied to structures or targets following an explosion. So a
number of other properties are defined to either more closely approxi-
mate real blast loads or to provide upper limits (or such loads.

An upper L-mit to blast loads is obtained if one interposes an
infinite, rigid wall in front of the wave, and reflects the wave normally.
All flow behind the wave is stopped. and pressurerP are considerably
greater than side-on. The peak overpressure in normally reflected waves
is usually designated Pr . The integral of this presst.re over the positive
phase, defined similarly to Equation (2-1), is the reflected impulse Ir*
Durations of the positive phase of normally reflected waves are designated
Tr. The parameter Ir has been measured closer to high explosive blast
sources than have most blast parameters.

In certain instances, damage estimates involve P and Ir insteadr.

of P. and Is . This situation can occur when one is examining the effect
of an air burst on ground structures. The ground, in this case, acts as
the most significant reflecting surface. Reflected pressures and impulses
are also used in analyzing face-on loading of windows and structures.
Fortunately, reflected pressure and impulse can be calculated directly
from side-on pressure and impulse. For values of Pr <- 3.5 where 1r
is Pr/Po (Po is atmospheric pressure).

Pr Z + +T- )P z (2-3)

wihere P. = Ps/po and y_is the ratio of specific heats which equals
1. 4 for air. For values of P. > 3. 5. Tr , and subsequently Pr. can be
determined from Figure 2-4.

- 1/3i 1/3
-Ser the range 0. 00141 < Ps P -- 1. 38, "'r (z Ir ao/po /E

can be calculated from
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P (2-4)
S T- =- I

P

-= x 1/3 1/3
where Is I ao/Po E:. For values of P < 0. 00141,

I z2T (2-5)
r a

A real target feels a very complex loading during the process of
diffraction of the shock front around the target. Figure Z-5 shows
schematically, in three stages, the interaction of a blast wave with an

irregular object. As the wave strikes the object, a portion is reflected
from the front face, and the remainder diffracts around the object. In
the diffraction process, the incident wave front closes in behind the ob-
ject, greatly weakened locally, and a pair of trailing vorticers is formed.
Rarefraction waves sweep across the front face, attenuating the initial
reflected blast pressure. After passage of the front, the body is

immersed in a time-varying flow field. Maximum pressure o.. the front
face during this "drag" phase of loading is the stagnation pressure.

Mi

M . I I II-I

4.. W .. 4V g I

SCAUJo DIMK MClOUI OY•IPUSSUMI P,

Figure 2-4. Scaled Reflected Overpressure Vs Scaled
Side-on Ovcrprt.. su rc
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We are interested in the rct transverse pressure on the object as
a function of time. This loading, somewhat idealized, is shown in Figure

•P 2-6 [details of the calculation are given by Clabstone (Reference 7) ".
At time of arrival ta, the net transverse pressure rises linearly from
zero to maximum of Pr in time (TI - ta) (for a flat-faced object, thlb
time is zero). Pressure then falls linearly to drag pressure in time
(T 2 - TI), and then decays more slowly to zero in time (T 3 - T 2 ). This
time history of drag pressure q is' a modified exponential, with a maxi-
mum given by

2 1 2 (2-6)D, D SCDO~ CD . (I/Z)os 26

where CD is the steady-state drag coefficient for the object, 0 is peak
dynamic pressure, and o and us are peak density and particle velocity
respectively for the blast wave. The characteristics of the diffraction
phase of the loading can be determined if the peak side-on overpressure
P2 or the shock velocity U is known, together with the shape and some
characteristic dimension D of the objcct. The pcak amplitude of the drag
phase of the loading can be determined if the peak side-on overpressure
P. or the shock velocity U is known, together with the shape and some
characteristic dimension D of the object. The peak amplitude of the
drag phase, CDQ, can also be determined explicitly from P5 or us•

2

Figure 2-5. Interaction of Blast Wave with
Irregular Object
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Figure 2-6. Time History of Net Transverse Pressure
on Object During Passage of a Blast Wave

Because of the importance of the dynamic pressure q in drag or
wind effects and target tumbling, it is often reported as a blast wave
property. In some instances drag impulse Id I defined as

t +T t. +T

Id = q dt /(/2) ou dt (2-7)

a a

is also reported.

Although it is possible to define the po'ential or kinetic energy in
olast wavee, it is not customary in air blast technology to report or
compute these properties. For underwater explosions, the use of
"energy flux density" is more common (Reference 9). This quantity is
given approximately by

t + T

E [p(t) - p c dt (Z-8)

a

Blast waves from real accidental explosions can differ in a number
of ways from the essentiaUy clean spherical waves considered in most
theoretic&! treatments, and in many field or laboratory experiments. As
an example. any explosion source which is not spherical in free air or

@8
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-• hemispherical in contact with a reflecting plane will generate a blast wave
which is, at least in its early stages, non-spherical. The wave may well
have an axis of symmetry, but requires definition in at least two space
voor-linates and time. Analytically, the treatment of non-spherical wave..
rI•-,6 tv.. more mathematical complhxity, and experimentally, m..a.-ar.-
ment requires many more tests than for spherical waves.

The simplest type of non-spherical behavior probably results from
elevation of a spherical explosion source above a reflecting plane (usually
the grov '). The res-alting reflection process is described in Baker
(Reference 6) and Glasstone (Reference 7). A structure or target on the
ground feels a double shock if it is in the region of regular reflection
close to the blast source, or a single strengthened shock if it is in the
region of Mach reflection. Even this "simplest" case of non-spherical
behavior is quite complex.

The second type of asphericity is that caused by sources which are
not spherical. Most real blast sources are non-spherical, and can be of
reg,•dar geometry such as cylindrical or block-shaped, or can be quite
irregular in shape. Few analyses or experiments have been done for
other than ,vlindrical geometry of solid explosive sources. For cylinders.
the wave patterns are quite complex. The pressure-time histories exhibit
multiple shocks, and decay in a quite different manner in the near field

4k than do spherical waves. Fortunatel;, asymmetries smooth rut as the
0 blast wave progresses, and "far enough" from most real sources, the

wave will become a spherical wave.

Other effects which ran significantly alter blast wave properties
are:

(1) Effect of partial or total confinerment.

(2) Atmospheric propagation effects.

(3) Absorption of energy by ground shock or cratering.

(4) Transmission over irregular terrain.

These effects are often ignored or roughly approximated in safety studies
because they are quite variable or can be adequately accounted for by use
of simple safety factors or energy multipliers. They are discussed in
some detail in References 5 and 6.

SI-



2-2 Pressure Waves From Propellant Explosions

Z-Z. I Introduction

The characteristics of pressure waves, particularly peak side-on
overpressure and specific impulse. are used extensively in developing
damage estimates from propellant explosions. This portion of this chap-
ter is therefore devoted to the calculation of pressures and specific
impulses at varying distances from a prorellant explosion based on
methods given by Baker, et al(I0 ).

The same terminology used in Chapter I, Section A for propellant
types and failure modes is used in this chapter. Three different types of
propellant-oxidizer combinations are considered. These are hypergolic
(50% N 2 H4 - 50,% UDM- fuel and N 2 0 4 oxidizer in a mass ratio of I/Z),
liquid oxygen-hydrocarbon [ Kerosene (RP- I) fuel and liquid oxygen (LO,)
oxidizer in a mass ratio of I/2.25 1, and liquid oxygen-liquid hydrogen
L cryogenic combination of liquid hydrogen (LH 2 ) fuel and liquid oxygen
(LO 2 ) oxidizer in stoichiometric mass ratio of 1/5 1. Three types of
failure modes are considered. namely, confined by missile (CBM). con-
fined by ground surface (CBGS). and high velocity impact (HVI). If9needed, Chapter I should be consulted for a more complete explanation of
types of propellants and failure modes.

2-2. 2 Determination of Peak Side-On Overpressure and Specific
Impulse

Throughout the PYRO (2-4) work, blast yield is expressed as per-
cent yield, based on an average of pressures and impulses measured at
the farthest distance from the source when compared to standard reference
curves (Reference II) for TNT surface bursts (terminal yield). Hopkin-
son's blast scaling is used when comparing blast data for tests with the
same propellants and failure conditions, but different mass of propellant.
So, the blast parame~ters P (peak side-on overpressure) and I/W1/3

(scaled impulse) are plotted as functions of R/Wl/ 3 (scaled distance).

after being normalized by the fractional yield. This procedure is equiva-
lent to determining an effective mass of propellant for blast from:

W = WT x--'• (2-9)

where WT is total mass of propellant and oxidizer, Y is terminal blast
yield in percent and W is effective mass of propellant. Because the data
are normalized by comparing to TNT blast data, the effective blast energy
E can be obtained by multiplying W by the specific detonaticn energy of

S. . .... . .. . .. .. . . ... . . .. ..1 0



STNT, 4. 18 x106 J/kg (1. 4 .x 106 ft lbf/113,,, Baker's(I0) smoothed
curves through the sr.aled PYRO blast fdata,. and Equation (2-9) will be

•i • used to obtain blast wave propertie• 'for particular combinations of pro-

•; pellants and simulated accidents.

Table 2- 1 contains the different propellant failure mode combina-" ~tions under consideration and the figure numbers of the graphs (following

• Table 2- 1) needed to determine peak side-on overpre::%ure and scaled

specific impulse as a function of scaled distance for each accident situa-
tion. The procedure for finding peak side-on overpressure and specific

impulse are as follows:

(1) Calculate terminal yield Y using methods discussed in
Chapter 1, Section A.

(2) Determine W, effective mass of propellant and oxidizer.

"from Equation (2-9).

(3) Choose a specific standoff distance R from the center of
the anticipated blast and calculate scaled distance R/W 1 1 3.

(4) Examine Table I and acquire the proper figure numbers for
finding peak side-on overpressure P and scaled impulse
I/WlI/ for the particular propellant/oxidizer and failure

mode under consideration.

(5) Determine P from the appropriate Pressure versus Scaled
Distance curve and the predetermined scaled distance.

(6) Determine I/W1/3 from the appropriate Scaled Positive
Impulse versus Scaled Distance curve and the predeter-
mined scaled distance.

(7) Calculate specific impulse I from scaled positive impulse
i/wI/ 3 .

A word of explanation will help clarify the meaning of the central solid
line and shaded area of the graphs. The shaded portion represents actual

V data from propellant blasts. The central solid line is an estimate of the
most likely occurrence and, for most cases, is the recommended choice.
The vertical distance between the two dashed lines at any abscissa is a
measure of the data spread, or uncertainty in a prediction from the solid
line.
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IABLE 2-1. GUIDE TO SELECTION OF PROPER GRAPHS FOR THE
DETERMINATION OF PRESSURt AND SPECIFIC IMPULSE

Scaled
Type of Type of,, cidernt Peak Side-On Impulse

Propellant & Oxidizer (Failure Modi' Overpressure(P) (I/Wi/31

Hypergolic CBM Figure 2-7 Figure 2-8
(50% NZH 4
50% UDMII/N0 4 ) CBGS Figure 2-7 Figure 2-8

HVI Figure 3-9 Figure Z-8

Liquid Oxygen- CBM Figure Z- 10 Fiture 2- 11
Hydrocarbon
(LO 2 /RP- 1) CBGS Figure 2-12 Figure 2-12

1IVI Figure 2-12 Figure 2-13

Liquid Oxygen- CBM Figure 2-14 Figure 2-15
Liquid Hydrogen
(IO2 /IL2 CBGS Figure 2-16 Figure Z-17

HVI Figure 2-16 FigurL 2-17
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2-2. 3 Examples for Determining Peak Side-On Overpressure and
Specific Impulse

The problemsw'hic-fo ow are continuations of some of the example
problems started in Chapter I, Section A.

Example 1: (Continuation of Example I of Chapter 1, Section A)

Propellant-Hype rgolir;
Combined mass ;f propellant and oxihhizer- 10, 000 kg (2Z, 000 Ibm)
Failure mode - CBM
Standoff distance R (assumption) - 50 mn (164 ft)

Solution:

(1) Terminal yield y = 0. 8% (See Example I of Chapier I,
Section A for calculations)

I
(2) W = W r x L-1000o

W = 10, 000 kg x
100%

W = 80 kg (176 lb )m

a~ ••le dsane /1/3 1/3 1/3
,.3 %'.Ied distance R/W 50 nm/(80 kg) = 12 m/kg

(4) Table 2-1 indicates:

Acqnire P, peak pressure, from Figure 2-7.

Acquire I/W /3, scaled impulse, from Figure 2-8.

(5) From Figure 2-7, P = 8. Z x 104 Pa (11.89 psi)

(6) From Figure 2-8, I/W /3 = V7 Pa. s/kg1/3

(7) 1 = (W 1 i16 Pa- s (1.682 x 10"2 psi/sec)

l-lx.t i,!la:-2'" (C(O,•Atnhldion of E'ixampI c..I of Cha'tvcr 1. Sc. lion A)

I'rup-jlwlt and oxidizer - LO /RP- I
Cormlincd inass of propetlant and oxidizer- 150, 000 kg

(330, 000 Ibm)

O1



Failure mode - CBGS

Impact velocity (assumption) - 10/ms (32. 8 ft/sec)
Ignition time (assumption) - 0. 5 seconds
Standoff diSazfTe'(ass'uimptioh') - 100 m (323 ft)

Solution:

S() Terminal yield y 6. 25% (See Example 4 of Chapter I.
Section A for calculations).

*(2) W WT Y
T 100%

W 150, 000kg x 6.25%
100%7

W 9375 kg (20, 600 b m)

1/31/13
(3) Scaled distance R/W 100 m/(9375)1/3 4.7 m/kg1/3

(4) Table 2- I indicates:

A-.quire P, peak pressure from Figure 2- 12.

" " 1/3
P Acquire I/W , scaled impulse from Figure Z-13.

(5) From Figure 2-12, P = 3.8 x 104 Pa (5.5 psi)

(6) From Figure 2-13, I/W1/3 55 Pi-s/kg1 / 3

,N
(7) 1 1160 Pa-s (0. 168 psi/sec)

(7;7(3/

Example 3: (Continuation of Example 5 of Chapter I, Section A)

Propellant and oxidizer - LO2 /LHZ
Combined mass of propellant and oxidizer- 10. 000 kg (22, 000 lb )
Failure mode - HVI I

Impact velocity (a.ssumption) - 40 m/s (131 ft/sec)
Type of surface impacted - hard
Standoff distance (assumption) - 100 m (328 ft)

Solution:

S(1) Terminal yield y = 30% (See Example 5 of Chapter I,
Section A for calculations)

.1: 2-25



(2) W wT x "Y

T 100. g x h% 3 0 1W 7. 10, 000- k&--x" 'C'

W = 3000 kg (6600 lb M)

(3) Scaled distance R/W1/3 100 m/(3000 kg)1/3 6.9 m/kg 1/3

(4) Table 2- 1 indicates:

Acquire P, peak pressure, from Figure Z -16.

Acquir L/W1 / 3 , scaled impulse, from Figure 2-17.

(5) From Figure 2-16, P = 2. 2 x 104 Pa (3. 19 psi)

(6) From Figure 2-17, I/W 1 /3 45 Pa- s/kg!/3
1 W/3)2

(7) 1 1 (W 1 649 Pa- s (9.41 x 102 psisec)
w1/3

Z-3 Pressure Waves From Gas Vessel Bursts

Application to spherical vessels will be discussed first.

2-3. 1 Overpressures for Various Gases and Initial Conditions

The overpressure versus distance relationship for a bursting gas
vespiel is strongly dependent upon the pressure, temperature, and ratio of
Apefific heats of the gas in th#. vessel. For high pressures and tempera-
turcs, relative to the air zutide the vessel, the overpressure behavior is
much like that of a bladt wave from a high explosive. On the 'P versus R
graph (Figure 2- 18), the curvts for higher pressures and temperature are
located near the high explosive curve. The curves for lower pressures
and zemperatures lie iarther from the high explosive curve.

The procedure for relating overpressures and distancc frowr. "h'b
,io,,r,'v of a 1..is v(-!ic Ihuemt im the following: D[)tcrrn,,v th. t ,lartii.
,,., rr' oir r.c aiud di Htad i-t.. Locate this point on .-t vT .r. "- r.tph.

`"aia.rc !'.- 114). Follow the nca re:it curvc on thin graph tor the ovr.rpr,.s..ur'
v.-iit diotanice behavior. Choute the IR of intere.t, and read 1 irolla the:
propeer curve. Alternativly, one can choosc a value for 1' 5 ,1d Lot.a.u the
uorr,.sponding iT. For I- ':eater than, about 2, Figure (2- 19), T,. verýus R
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for pt-ntolite (a high explosive} (6) can be used as-a•' uppelr timit for .- -.

For a given Pt/pal "'r/Ta - and v 1, "Pso, the nondimensional starting

-I shork overpressure can be read from one of the graphs in Figure 2-20
and Z-ZI. For diatomic gases, such as air, O. and H 2 . let -Y ,' equal

1. -i. For monatomic gases such as He. let y!, 1. 667. The nondimen-
sional starting distance Ro is

4- N 1/ (Z-11)

Locate R and P., on the graph of P. versus R as in Figure Z-22.
This is the starting point. Follow the nearest curve for the 15s versus
behavior. The P. versus 'R curves in Figure Z- 18 are accurate to

"about -Z Z0%.

To determine the overpressure at a given distance, first compute
R.

1:-R /3 (2-12)

Y IL Yi -

where r is the distance from the center oi the vessel, and Vi it the
voli"!ne of the vessel before it bursts.

"Then, read • from the proper curve. Compute the overpressure:5

S p -p"P, thenp P -a " The quantity Pp isJPs thnpa-P s a 5 a
Pa

the overpre ssu..

To determine the distince at which a given overpressure will be ob-

served, compute T from the gi.er. p S P aS a

'--Z
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Read R fr-am the proper curve, and calculate r:

Rthen (2-14)

r R V
P ai
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2. 3. Z' Specific Impulses for Various Gases and Initial Conditions

For the burst of a pressure veqsel, the I versus R relationship
in Figure 2-23 or 2-24 shuuld be used. For R in th•z ,zn,, of 10" to
100 . the f versus R curve in Figure 2-24 is more convenient. This is
an enlargement of part of Figure 2-23. These curves are accurate to
about :t 25%. For a given distance, W is calculated, and I is read from
Figure 2-23 or 2-24. Then I is calculated. Alternatively, one can
choose a maximum acceptable specific impulse and find the minimum
distance at which the specific impulse is less than this value.

Example:

A spherical pressure vessel of radius 1. 0 m (3. 3 ft) containing
air (yl = 1. 4) bursts in a standard sea level atmosphere. The inside
gas pressure is 1. 013 x 106 Pa (147 psi) and the temperature is 300 K
80 0 F). There are no reflecting surfaces nearby. Find the peak over-
pressure and specific impulse at a distance of 5. 0 m (16. 4 ft) from theS80ource.

Solution for peak overpressure:

R. and R for the distance of interest are calculated, Pao, the
"•1" starting peak overpressure is obtained from Figure 2-20. The correct

curve is located in Figure Z-18 and P. is read from the graph for the
of interest.

'R 
1 1 11/

(2- 16)

1 OZ.I97

I ~ 1. 013 x 106 Pa /
1. 013 x 105 Pa

1.4

2-33
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r

S(at r5.O0m) 31/
4n r,

S0o I0
-V L - 13 P

(Z- 17)

5. 0M
1. 0 M 1. 099

%l.I013 x 106 Pa

1.013x 10 Pa
1.4- I

For pl/pa = 10 and Ti/Ta 1.PS 1.7 (Figure 2-20).

Looking at Figure Z- 18, this point (o p0 so ) falls near the third curve

from the bottom. Following this curve, for R = 1. 099, T55 = 0. 26.

Since P, = Ps - Pa , Ps - Pa = 'Ps Pa = (0. Z6) (1. 013 x 105 Pa)

Pa
2. 6 x 10 Pa (3.77 psi).

Solution for specific impulse:

The "R of interest has been calculated above. Read I for this R

from Figure 2-23.

For R 1. 099, I = 0. 046 (Figure Z-Z3).

2/3 1/3I a pa

Since I - a 2/3 1/3 a a
Pa E a

E Pl Pa V i = (1.0"3 x 106 Pa - 1.013 x 10 Pa

(21.4 - I

x (I.0 1)) x 10 T

?-3



SI I

C
C

(0. 046) (l. 01 3 x 10 5Pa) 2/3 (9. 55 x 106j)1/3 1
I a 64 Pa. s331 m/s

-3 (2-20)

(9. 28 x 10 psi-sec)

Z-3. 3 Cylindrical Vessel

For a cylindrica vessel, given the length L and the diameter D.

use its volume (V = L) in the equations above, performing the

calculations as for a spherical vessel. After Ps and I have been deter-
mined, further corrections are necessary. For • less than about 0. 3.
the calculated overpressure should be multiplied by a factor of 4 or 5.
For R near 1. 0, the factor is 1. 6. For W greater than about 3 5.
multiply the calculated overpressure by about 1. 4. For ' less than
about 0. 3. the calculated specific impulse should be doubled. For
near 1. 0. the factor is about 1. 1. For R greater than about 1. 6. no
correction to the specific impulse is necessary. The difference between
spherx-al and cylindrical vessel bursts is only known qualitatively.
Therefore these corrections are very crud-.

2-3.4 Ground Burst

The method described above is to be used for gas vessel bursts far
from any reflecting surfaces. If there is a reflecting surface adjacent to
the gas vessel, such as with a gas vessel on the ground, multiply Vi . the
volume of the ve'isel. by a factor of 2. Use this new Vi in the calculations.
Also once P. has been calculated, increase it by 100% for R less (han
about 1, and by 10% for R greater than 1. After T, has been caAculated,
increase it by 60% for R less than about I. There is little effect for
longer distances. Only qualitative effects are known, and therefore these
corrections are very crude.

0
. ,l'
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APPEN1DlX UJ.A

GAS VESSEL BURS5T

261-1. NondirncntionaI Parairittera

Amodcl -inalyisis was pe~rfo., for the p:L'siurized gas-fflIed
.9es hurat. rhe following. dimtnxionleth pararylet~r A.coh4e4 1

la
--A-- spec tic imrpulse (ZA- 1)

0. F:

1* ;Apeak shock. orpuute(2A- Z)

I j3
rp,

H~~~ ~ 1 / 3 A t r C( L - 3

Z A-j. Sour( mi ,a i t

rS0 dmia which were' u,.Ad in the shock uj~c rpre t,&,.rt ard specific
1111III& I~ 4I(,tIACon% are ý'fic ratoed mir~nc ricAlly i'. a (irate -difference
cir~rnputcr piogralrn In whi, h thi. cric-dlimeniitunai (p'j ~ Lourdmatcu)
urii tle'y rqk ationet uA COf)P':gVatiU11 Of ZnA11, inrndrriwL,, andl Cncrgy in
Ligrd 4aiqi~n form i'n sce vherI ýtŽr t perfo-c- gais. Arttfici;.C viscosity is used
t-d 6* ,110t the uh.-c k wav e i. Q2)

ý'r-iouoiLy, (,thir ir'vei~gt~c,: s hiveC uned ia,unrnci,.i1 ryiet4lcda tu
£1Al u1314., the flow field1 vartib~eb divr the b'4jrt.t (f a presefurized spht re.

flan owl, C~hott tived the I Iairtr#:t' t'icthod c'1 :a4ractcristicb with Rankinre-
ýIIIj;(Iinlot Jimis or'dl'fliotii 4,. ro, theli shod 1 .,V nyor, et &I,. , iied a
3Ltirrit .1 ;.rc4,'rdi) h~Ii~gto tht uti- ivied he-o aiel ,n compared their !tV
-liilts t f.i , jprr. treio titi datiu cI'tAIni-I ly lire1 kirc4 glA111 itsp? re 1 )11 * 'jrl zrd

41 10111), lit It. W4.11 wi,ý& tI-ue ( .. 1culauted he I C.
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TABLE 2A-1. INITIAL CONDITIONS FOR PRESSURE
53PHlERE BURSTS

p1  Tp T

,~fO-s Pa - T ayI

1 5 0.5 1.4
2 5 2. 5' 1.4
3 r 10 1.4
4 5 50 1.4
5 10 0.5 1.4
6 10 50 1.4
7 100 0.5 1.4
8 100 50 1.4
() 150 50 ).4

10 .00 50 1.4

A 94.49 !.0 4
El 94.49 1. 167 !,2
C 94. 49 0.84 1. 60

11 37000 0. S 1. i
lz 37000 5 1.4
13 37000 10 1.4
14 1000 j 1.4
15 1000 4 1.667
16 1000 0.15 1.4
17 5 1.4
18 22 I 1.4 (Ref. 4)

ZA- . O=)t- ru hre.,), Ca.k¢ulatir, n

"rhr- IS verasun It cdata were plotted for heveral nets of irnitial
conditionis, band it wa.-i found that tY.e P. v.ersul K .urve.i for high
pr,.'bure burli N JI)i, ltroligh tthe , urvf-u 1cr lower pre"nCiurc (sue
1'ivjure ZA- I ). ('Ili,.r ,, u r;o1 . e rrovojin£ uf the * urvc ., but toie of thiis
14 e(i 4 , 11.t, (t curJiy in the" ,c•mluuLer ptogr•in). There-fort, if .a rii ,, I-r

(A , urv',, w-re in, r,itr.,J fur hivh , vebsel prtuaur(.w and various teflpJ4, rd.

lr, ',, U "I' v,.r,,u-, 'A 1,'hviiu for hurNs =, at lowir pre.-ti r i ' l(u (I I)'
,).I ,r l i),-' I y Ily ,)• , th," I'la illill)' p)u m t T kt), o f 'k i 1) 11' I ,, :'•i

h,]'•{.l,'; .Ih '• i t..g I), ' va,,.,r 41 ý v,.r..uo l I mzvv.0 ) flit- cur.-: ,

Iij~lirt" . t. i ',• o I. tI)• v,t,.r,, drawn, 1)j•,('Id uvu'i fh t i 'ir i'n- tiir,t ý.A

. . i ',,it t -.m()"0.
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The starting distance RO correspondo to the surface of the vessel
before it bursts, where (r/ro) 1.

r r
R 1/3 p 4nr 3 1/3

Ll- 1 1, V. r
. J a 3

(2A-4)
r

oo

because V. - 0 (2A-5)i 3

Then R = 1/3 (ZA-6)

.6
P is obtained by use of the shock tube equation:

so 
"v

p (a ia /a d(psIp -1apjZ- p6 (Y + 1 )a/l (P js

(GA-7)

a P T
-- c - - . and y 1. 4. For z n. , e n Ind1' i' 1 .i Ii

Y I I j :. C. .u a tiju i im u s t hi t. .s o lv ,.d il .v r ;it i.v e ly fo r : 1 '1 l p I.

a PIa

; ., ,' A - .1



p T

"The IP versus T versus PSo graphs (Figures 2-20 and Z-21 in

p a T va~u
the text) were obtained from this equation.

2,A-4 Impulse Calculation
o. 4.

"Specific impulse is calculated as I = f (P Pa) dt, where +
"denotes the positive phase of the pressure wave. See Figure ZA-.2.

-. The I versus R data were plotted for several sets of initial
conditions (Figure ZA-3 ). For N less than about 0. 5, the behavior
is not clear, and a maximum f was chosen for the I versus R relation-
"ship in Figure 2-23 of the text. For R greater than about 0.5. all of
the curviw lie within about 25% of the high explosive (pentolite) curve.
The pent.lite curve( 7 ) was therefore chosen as the best I" versus R
curve in this region.

'A- 5 Effect of Cylindrical Geometry

This analysis can be used for bursts for cylindrically shaped
pressure vessels if the volume Vi is known. The cylinder is treatcd as
an "equivalent sphere" with same energy as the given cylinder.

Besides the energy in the vessel, its orientation with respect to
the target is important. Qualitative relationships between P. and I
"and the angle between the location of the target and the longitudinal axis
of the vessel can be observer! from the high exploý.ive dafta in Reference 1.
However, this angular orientation is usually unknown, and the "worse
case" must be assumed. Then, the peak overpressure will be g.eý.ter
than that calculated for a spherical vessel for all R. The bpecific impulse
would also be greater in the near field.

ZA.6 Effect of Reflecting Surface (Burst at Ground .Level)

In this analysis, it was assumed that the vessel buret occurs far
away from any reflecting surface. To apply this to a burst occurring on
the ground, assume that twice as much energy is released, implying
that the volume of the vessel is doubled. The reason for this is illustrated
in Figure ZA-4. In (a), all of the energy is released &Qove the rvflecting
ground surfac.e. In (b) one-half of the energy is released abovc tlw te-
flecting ground surface, and one-half of the ene,'y i3 released briery. For
a point P located above the tround surface to excriaence 0.c saryie blast
wave, the energy in vessel B must be twice the energy in vesse A. For
the same pressure and rato of specific heats of tht gan, th, N"nlumc of
vessel B must be twice the vessel A. The situation in (b) Is ,ihosen toe-

cause the analysis requires a spherically rymnrietric flow field.

Z .-5
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Figure 2A-2. p vs t

In addition to the effect upon the effe.ri-.e energy released, the
prcscnce of the grotind surface must be accounted for in another way.
Data in Reference 8 indicate that the peak overpressure should also be
doubled near the source of the burst, and this factor should be decreased
ta unity in the far field. Those tests were conducted with high expiosives.
.d., thus, only allow A qualitative. description for pressure bursts, but
it can be concluded that th- overpressure would be greater for a spoere.
burst on the ground than would be expected from i:nitial source energy
considerations alone. The specific impulse would also be higher, at
least in the near field.
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SYMBOLS

a speed of cound

D diameter of cylint r

E energy in pressure vessel

I specific impulse

I nondimensional specific impulse

L length of cylinder

p pressure

PS nondimensional overpressure

"Pso starting nondimensional overpressure

r distance from center of vessel

R radius of sphere

R nondimensional distance

r. radius of spherical vessel

t time

T temperature

"V. volume of vessel before burst
I

y ratio of specific heats

decay constant of pressure-time curve

SUBSCRIPTS

a ambient conditions

s behind shock wave

I inside vessel before burst
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CHAPTERIII N76- 1.9299
"EFFECTS OF PRESSURE WAVES

3- 1 Damage Estimates to Structures

Previous sections have shown how to predict the peak free field

side-on overpressure Ps and side-on impulse is at various locations
around an accidental explosion. In this section, we show how to relat:
these two loading parameters to structural damage to buildings and ve-
hicles in the vicinity. Before this discussion proceeds, the reader must
decide what constitutes damage. For example, is breakage of glass and
some da.-nage to ceilings an acceptable or unacceptable level of damage ?

Or, can you accept minor structural damage -with partitions distorted
and joinery wrenched from fittings ? On the other hand, might the target
structurc be dangerous to inhabit with the roof partially or totally col-
lapsed, at least partial damage to one or more external walls, and some
failed load-bearing structural members? Or, can one tolerate the
building being 507 to 75ýc completely demolished ? There is no one
answer to what level of damage is acceptable. The engineer must decide
for himself. If buildings are or can be inhabitated by many people, ti,e
levels of damage should perhaps be low, while greater damage to

individual dwellings could be tolerated.

Because different modes of response (or types of damage) must be
considered, various solutions must be considered. The first solution
deals with glass breakage. It yields a procedure for predicting the thres-
hold of breakage of glass of various thickness and spans. The second
solution is a curve fit to bomb damage data compiled by the British at the
end of World War U. Although this curve fit was developed for a standard
dwelling, it is also used for factories, main offices, and/or main

engineering shops without introducivg significant error. Three different
empirical pressure versus impulse diagrams will be presented--the !irst
is for minor structural aramage involving wrenched ioints and partitions,
the second is for major structural damage with load bearing members at
least partially destroyed, and the third is for 50o to 7'35% of the building
demolished. These results yield gentral guidelines when accurate
structural details are unknown. The third solution is for o'erturning a
bus, truck, mobile home, missile on the launch pad, or other marcinally
stable target subject to toppling. The fourth and fifth solutions are for
the initiation of yielding (the start of permanent deformation) in either
beam or plate structural components. The bear elements can have

I
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various support conditions. Plate elements can be either simply-
supported" or clamped. These generalized solutions can be applied

whenever the response of a structure looks critic-al and structural
details are known in sufficient detail to override the second empirical

solution based upon bombs da. )aging British residences. These

generalized beam and plate solutions can be applied to many types of

structures: cranes, frames, powerlinc towers, and components of

houses and buildings. Each of the soluticns will now be presented.

3-1. 1 Breakage of Glass

The threshold applied pressure Pr for breaking glass can be

determined from Equation (3- 1).

p 1.0 + 3.08 - + X
r X Y Y

1• 2 4 1 !2h- y x

y 8.68 0,79+ 0. 11 y + 0.79 Y

13-I)

where

- yield stress of glass ' use Equation (3-2)

h thickness of glass

X z shorL half span

Y long half span

P threshold applied maximum reflected pressure

(The equation is valid for any self-consistent set of dimensions). Equa-

tion (I- I) works for either sheet or plate glass. The yield stress -

ior Flass, however, is not a simple material property, as in steel or

other metals. The strength of glass is related to flaws which are both
ttatistical in nature and a function of thickness. Although a complete

theory of the kinematics of flaw behavior is not possible, the effective

yictLd poini for glass can be approximated by Frquation

Simple support boundary conditions imply restriction of displaccrncnta
at the boundaries, but no restraint on rotations.

Si • -2
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,. . +6 N
S.C Pa 'I. h(rM) 1. 00 x 10 -N (3-2)

y m

-.... .. The parameter P in Eqiation (3- 1) iz the peak applied load, and

,iot the s-de-oti free field overpressure P." For weak shocks with

Ps 1 10 kPa that strike a wall head-on, Pr equals 2. 0 Ps. For all
shocks with flow parallel to a wall, Pr equals Ps. In general, the ratio
Pr/Ps is a complex function of both shock strength Ps and the angle of
incidence a - Figure 3-1 can be used to estimate Pr from P and -Y
under ambient sea level atmospheric conditions. An ; of G0Q in
Figure 3-1 means that the flow is parallel to the wall. All pressures in
Figure 3-1 and this analysis are overpressures and not absolute pressures.

To illustrate the use of this solution, assume that a building has
glass windows with panes that are 1.0 by 1. 5 x 0. 01 meters (3. 28 by 4. 92
by 0. 0328 ft). Equation (3-2) indicates that the yield stress -v equals
10+8 Pa (1.43 x 104 psi). Because the aspect ratio X equals 0.6666,

Equation (3- 1) gives a scaled applied load P r of 0. 296. Sub-
_h2
y

stituting for - X, and h in the scaled applied load yields an applied
pressure P r' of 2960 Pa (0. 424 psi). Because this is a weak applied
load, glass will begin to break in walls facing arn accident whenever P

P
exceeds -- or 1480 Pa (0. 212 psi). If the building has no Olass2

the waUs facing the accident, but has glass in side walls, break-ace will
begin whenever P5 exceeds Pr or at 2960 Pa (0. 424 psi).

The derivations of Equation (3-1) and (3-2) are presented in
Appendix 3A. Equation (3- 1) is a special case of a plate equation from
subsequent sections: a brittle, simply-supported plate in the quasi-static

loading realm. Experimental test data from static tests in the literature

are also presented in Appendix 3A to demonstrate the validity of this

solution. Figure 3-1 comes from curve tits to high-pressure data de-
scribed in Reference 1.

3-1. 2 Empirical Blast Damage Curves for Buildings

Figure 3-42 shows thr-e different isodaamage lines plotted as
curves of side-on, free-field impulse versus side-on maximuim over-
pressure. The basis for these curves is British data from enemny boynb-

ing in World W.Ar U plus record: o0 explosions dating from 1871. A.-
though this relationship was deve..oped for the average British dwelling

3.3
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house, it also works *vell for factories, main offices, and main engineer-
in., workshops. Reference 2 presents this relationship as a qua..tit•y-
distance cquation (charge weight versus standoff equation); however. we
have modified the results so they car. be presented as a pressure versus

-i=.. rfte-fa.ra.r (a P-i diagran). Notice that as the level of damage in-

crease-, the pressures and impulses required to create the increased
canma.!e also increase. For pressures and impulses less than those

shown in E'igure 3-2, the specified magnitude of damage should not be

obtained. The three levels of damage shown in Figure 3-2 are for minor

stru,':ural damage, maior structural damage, and partial demolition.
By.' mino-" structural damage, we mean that glass has been broken, joints

are wrenched, and partitions are out of some fittings. Major structural

damage implies that the roof is partially or totally damaged, at least one
e::ernai ,'v ".rtiallv darna,,ed, and some load-hearing partitions or

mem-.ers have been destroyed. The term "partial demolition" implies
,hat 50' ýo 751. of external brickwork or walls have been destroyed or
rendered unsafe.

The British oresent an addition. I threshold for breakage of glass

which we do not show in Figure 3-2. Most modern windows have larger

span., and ar_ oftcn thinner than the standard window sizes associated

with houses built in the 20's and 30's. The preceding analysis should be
Use,-- 1 '!Laais )tea.-(ae constitute5 serious damage. in addition, jarrett

Dresera i iftn contour for complete demolition. We do not present
ttis :ontour !'ecaase it is too extreme; a building suffering from partial

dernoli:ior, is uninhabitable and would have to be leveled.

Naturally, contours as presented in Figure 3-Z are appruximttions.
These approximations suffice for large variations in structural types

beca.e the loads are also approximations. 7f a hardened structure or
atypical building exists, damage can be better estimated by subdivision

into its component plate and beam type elements. After a building has

been subdividced into components, equations presented in subsequent
sections can be anpiied to determine loads for initiating fracture in
brittle structures and perm,"anent deformation in ductile structures.

These subsequent analysis procedures are more difficult to use than the

graphical relationships shown in Figure 3-2; however, if they are properly

applied, they can supplant Figure 3-2.

To illustrate thte use of Firure 3-2, consider several illustrative

e:x.Lnplei. !or example, suppos,: th. free field blast condition.s were

P,, equal to 10 kPa (1. -45 psi). i, equal to 200 Pa' s (0. 0290 psi/sec).

then nunor ,tr'.ictural damage should be cxpetLed, but not major stru,:-

tural uamage. On the other Ear,d, if P. equaled 50 kPa (7. 25 psi', and i

equaled 100 Fia. - (0. 0-4 13 psi/see), partial demolition should be expected.

*,
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Figure 3D-3. Interaction of Blast Wave with
Irregular Object

0 1 To determine the momentum imparted to the body from the blast wave, it
is necessary to consider both the diffracted phase of loading and the drag
phase of loading.

Side-on overpressure is often expressed as a function of time by the
modified Friedlander equation: (8)

S t -bt/T (3D1)
p~t) : Ps :-)ie . (D

where

P is peak side-on overpressures

T is the duration of the positive phase of the blast wave

b is a dimensionless time constant.

Integrating this equation gives specific impulse

I -= - -I ;

L .

0~
3D-9
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Diffracted specific impulse Ir can be approximated by

P r
I -- !-•At (3D-3)

whe re

P is peak reflected pressurei r

It is length of time for the blast load to reach Pr after
initial interaction with the blast wave

or

I d (3D-4)r z U

where

d is effective diameter oi human

U is shock front velocity

Shock front velocity can be expressed as

2 P

)2 + 6 Ps (3D-5)a 7 po0
U

where

a is the speed of sound
0

P is peak side-on overpressure5

p is ambient atmospheric pressure

For shocks of intermediate to weak strengths (Ps /p < 3.5)

_L (3D-6)

Thus, from Eqitations (3D-4), (3D-5), and (3D-b).

3D-au
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p p

0 0 (3D-I)
r

(3).
The time history of drag pressure, slightly modified from Glasstone, is

q(t) t) 2- ebt/T (3D-8)

where

Q is peak drag pressure.

Integrating Equation (3D-8) with respect to time over the tizne interval from
0 to T, drag specific impulse I becomes:

iI- + -b) (3D-9)
q b L b

(8)
From Baker, peak drag pressure (for Ps/po < 3. 5) can be determined by

5 pz

2 3 (3D- 10)2 D (7 po + P )

where

CD is the drag coefficient for the human body.

Solving Equation (3D-2) for T and inserting Equation (3D-10) into Equation0 (D -9):

[jq + r- P> CDIs (g~ + (-' b -)1 (3D-1f)

j 3D-I1
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Specific impulse is the integral of pressure with respect to time, while
.. .impulse ji the integral of force with respect to time, pressure being force

per unit area. Total momentum imparted to the body is equivalent to total
impulse 'T :

iT = mV (3D- 12)

,.-he re

m is the mass of the body

V is velocity

or

mV (I +I q) (5.5 d2 ) (3D-13)

where

(5.5 d 2) is the assumed cross-sectional area of the body.

Substituting Equations (3D-l1) and (3D-17) into (3D-13) and rearranging
terms produces

.2amV [p + p25 P]_____

-L. 3 .,

b.5apolC D 1.I

2' b +) o D(3D-14)
b + b b ' Po d

e- + b- 1) p

which is a nondimensional equation. If one assurmes that the density of man
is the same as the density of water p w and that the shape of man can be
approximated by a cylinder with a length-to-diameter ratio of 5. 5. then
mass becomes

M p w -dZ (5.5 d) (3D- 15)4

3D-12



or

d4m 13(3 D- 16)
d= 5.5w .w

Substituting Equation (3D-16) into (3D-14) and rearranging terms, one can

obtain

- 2

~8 p- 3b ) a1 is '__(3

a --. ; + - (2.5)

\ 0 - b 0 + PO--

I+¥ \Po

Z•-b + - bI Po\- -.-5 ;I13 (3D- 17)

ieý +b I PO m

Thus,

aV P( CDa lP 1 / \

p I = f -'l 3 I (3D- 18)

Equation (3D-18) demonstrates a nondimensional functional dependence.

Dimensionally, for constant values of pw,. a 0 , and p. Equation (3D- 18)

becomes

s
V = f P. 1/3 (3D-19)

m

Thus, after calculating the pressure and impulse combinations re-

quired to translate an individual of a certain mass at a specific potentially

hazardous velocity, it is beneficial to plot the calcu!ations on a graph of P.

versus (1s/ml/ 3 ). By doing this, pressure-impulse combinations needed

to propel different body masses at the predetermined velocity can be ac-
quired directly from the graph, assuming that the density and length-to-

diameter ratios of the body are the same. Hence, eight graphs (Z damage

conditions X 4 altitudes), instead of the previously mentioned 32 graphs

- (Z damage conditions X 4 masses X 4 altitudes), are required to identify

j 3D- 13
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the pressure-impulse combinations which will produce the human transla-

. ionvelocities specified in Tables 3D-I and 3D-Z for any mass human body
within the limits of the aforementioned assumptions. The results are plotted "

in Figures 3-1IZ through 3- 19.

It is a very simple matter to use the graphs to determine if there

exists a potential threat due to whole body translation and subsequent decel-

erative impact on a hard surface. An example will demonstrate the proced-

ure.

Suppose a propellant blast occurs at sea level (p. = 101 kPa). The
closest people to the blast are several adult males with an approximate mass
of 70 kg (154 Ibm). Using methods established in Chapters I ar.d LI for cal-

culat:_ng pressure and impulse, it is determined that these humans are ex-

posed to an incident overpressure of 1600 Pa (0. 232 psi) and a specific im-
pulse of Z0 kPa. s (2.90 psi-sec). Scaled impulse (1 i/rnl/ 3 ) is ther, 4850

Pa. s/kg1 /3. Examinin, Figures 3-12 and 3-16 indicates that the point
(1600 Pa, 4850 Pa. s/kg'/ 3 ) lies below the threshold curves for skull frac-

ture and for whole body impact, respectively. Since the point is belcw the
curves, no skull fracture or death is expected from whole body displacerrent.
It should be kept in mind that the curves cannot be extended for impulses

lower than those shown on the graph, and thus the graphs are same-vhat

limited since they do not appear to be asymptotic.

3D-&-e
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CHAPTER.IV N76-19300
CF1.RACTERISTICS OF FRAGMIZNTS

S4-I General

The fragments generated during accidental explosions of the types
covered in this workbook can come from several sources. They can be

P pxeces of the exploding vessels themselves, or pieces of wreckage from
an impact which also results in an explosion, or nearby objects
(appurtenances) accelerated by the blast waves from the explosion. The
methods of prediction given in this chapter allow one first to estimate
initial fragment velocities for various types of accident and geometry of
"vessel or explosion source. Next, predictions can be made of fragment
ranges and impact conditions using initial velocities as inputs. Finally,
fragment mass distributions can be predicted in a statistical sense for
several classes of accidental explosion.

The various graphs and equations used to generate predictions of
fragment characteristics are the result of exercise of a number of com-

puter programs, and fits to experimental data. A number of appendices
are included in the chapter to describe the computer programs, statistical
analyses, and other supporting information.

4-2 Methods for Estimating Fragment Initial Velocities

. 4-2. I Spherical Gas Vessels

The following is the deterministic technique for predicting initial
fragment velocities for fragments emanating from containment vessels of
spherical geometry. This technique requires that you know the external
radius of the spherical confinement vessel, the thickness of the wall of the
spherical confinement vessel, the density of the confinement vessel
material, and the internal gas pressure at burst. The present figures
allow this technique to he used for gases whose properties are similar to
air and helium.

The fir-st step in the procedu-re is to calculate a mass ratio con-
sisting of the mass of a volume of gas equal to the internal volume of the
srnhere at stdndard temperature and pressure, divided by the mass oa the
confinement vessel. The equation for calculating this mass ratio is given
in each of the examp'-s in termn of the radius of the spherical confine-
ment vessel, the thickness of the vessel wails, and the density of the gag
and 'vessel material, respectively.

4-1
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The second step in this procedure is to calculate a pressur( ratio -

which-ls"Me ifessulf of Mhe internal gas at the time the confinement
vessel bursts divided by atmospheric pressure. Having obtained th6
mass ratio and the pressure ratio, a value for initial velocity ratio 7
can be obtained from Figures 4-1 through 4-8, which constitutes Step 3
in the procedure. The figure used to look up the value of V depends upon
whether air or helium .s considered and the radius of the confinement
vessel. Since figures are not generated for all possible vessel radii, it
is necessary to consult the figure with a radius value that is nearest. to
the radius of the confinement vessel considered. Since plots are not
given in the figures for all possible mass ratios, it is also necessary to
read vaiues for V from the plots for mass ratios having values most
nearly above and below the mass ratio considered. The appropriare value
for 7 can then be obtained by the method of linear interpolation as in
Step 4 of the e--amples. Once the velocity ratio value has been obtained
for the specific case considered, it can be multiplied by the appropriate
spoeed of sound at ambient conditions for the gas considered to obtain the
initial fragment ,elocity.

Examples I th-rough 3 illustrate how this procedure may be used to
obtain initial fragment velocities from bursting spheres. Fra.-ment velo-
cities from bursting cylinders are discussed in the next section with ex-
amples. Example I is the calculation for a case in which sme experi-
mental data have been obtained to verify the results, as is Example 2.
Discussion of experimental results which verify the code used to generate
Figures 4-1 through 4-8 is given in Appendix 4A. Example 3 is t&ken
from a proposed case where a Centaur pressure tank is overpressurized
with helium.

The procedure illustrated here for estimating initial fragment
velocities from bursting pressurized confinement vessels was made
oossible by the generation of Figures 4-1 through 4-8 from the computer
code SPHER. This code and the theory behind it are discussed in the
appendices. A similar code used to generate Figures 4-9 through 4-16
for cylindrical confinement vessels was generated from a code CYL.IN.
This code is also discussed in the appendices.

Exanple ,. For Spheres

A.sume: A spherical containment vessel of glass

Rf 2. 54 cm (I in. ) internal radius of sphere

-2
t I -mm (3. 94 x 10 in. ) glass wall trickness

4
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Figure 4- 1. Fragment Velocities for Contained Air

in a Sphere of Radius 0.0762 rn
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Figure 4-3. Fragment Velocities for Contained Air
in a Sphere of Radius 0. 762 mn
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.! Burst from internal air pressure

' 6 SP Z. 25 x10 Pa (326 psi)

kStep 1. Calculate mass ratio M 3/Mt from equation

3
M 08 R air

M t ER - (R-t) 3 0glasS

From assumptions R Z. 54 cm

t 0.1cm

-3 3
From density tables oai 1. 293 x 10 g/cm , at standard

temperature a:.d pressure.

glass . 60 g/cm
3

Therefore,

M 31 ~ 43os (1. Z93 x 10" (2. 54) 4.38 x 10-3
S(2. 54) (Z. S4 - 0.i)3 • (2.6)

Steo 2. Calculate pressure ratio i from equation

P
-- 5

1. 01 x 105

66

From assumption P 2 . 25 x 106 P-a

Therefore,

-- Z. Z5 x 106
p -22. 21

1.01 x 10

Step 3. From Figure 4-2, for a vessel of radius closest to the

vessel considered containing air, find V for the MoS/Mt ratio

4-11



most nearly above and below the value of Step I fo: the p of
Step Z. This is:

at p. 22. 2

-3 -

M (M /M)below = 1.400x 10 V - 0. 140
0s t1

-3 ?M., (M /M) Step L = 4.38 x 10" V2

M3 (M os/Mt) above = 4.67x 10"3 V 3  0.266

e 4. Find V by linear interpolation from the equation

- M -M z =
V (V3 - V ) I N

S•Z \4.638 - 1.40/

"V - (0. Z66 - 0. 140) 4 38 - 1.40 4 + 0. 140 = 0.255

Step 5. Multiply i 2 by the ao 8 value given in Figure 4-2 to

obtain the initial fragment velocity

V i = z . a S = (0. 255) (3.31 10 rzm/s) = 84.4 m/s

The initial fragmen~t velocity is 84.4 m/s (277 ft/aec).

Note: This example was run using code SPHER. the code used to
generate Figure 4-2, for the specific data assumed. ihe results
gave a Vi = 80. 2 m/s (Z63 ft/sec) compared to our result of

84.4 m/3 (277 ft/sec) obtained from the figure. This gives some
indication of the interpolation error and error in reading numbers
from the figure which can be expected.

This particular exa=,ple was taken from the data of D. W. Boyer,
et al. (1) who performed experiments in which glass spheres of various
dimensions were burst under internal gas pressure. For this particular
sphere dimension and gas pressure, the experimental data showed frag-
ments had an average initial fragment velocity of 75. 6 m/s (Z48 ft/s).
Our value obtained from the tables is about 10% higher than this.

4----
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A comparison of other data from the tests by Boyer with fragment

' U velocities obtained from code SPHER or the tables generated from code

SPHER is given in Appendix 4A. "...... . .

gExamyle 2. For Spheres

Assume: A spherical containment vessel of glass

R = Z. 54 cm ( I in. ) internal radius of sphere

t = 1 mm (3.94 x C"2 in. ) glass wall thicness

Burst from interral helium (1-') pressure

P = 2. Z5 x 106 Pa (3Z6 psi)

Ste2 1. Calculate mass ratio M /M from equation

3M Ro3

os _ _He

M ,R3 3
" glass

From assumptions: R = Z. 54 cm

t = 0. 1cm

-3 3
From density tables: cHe 0. 1?85 x 10 gm/cm at STP

"0 = 2. 60 gm/cmSglass

Therefore,

M -3 3 -
0o _ (0. 1785 x 10) (Z.54) 6.05 x 10-4

St r (2. 54)3 - (Z. 54 - 0. 1)3 '(Z. 6)

Step Z. p 22. 2 (same as in Example 1)

Step 3. From Figure 4-5, for a vessel of radius closest to the

vessel conbidered containing He, find V for the Mo.11/M4 ratio

most nearly above and below the value of Step I for the P of
Step 2.
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as _

M2 as(M /Mt) Step I a 6. 05 x 10"4 V?

M1 (M5/M) above = 6.26 x 104 V3 0. 068

Step 4. Find V by linear interpolation from the equation
2

•' z 3" t) M• z I Il

,z 6.0 (- 3. 8 + 0.I0336

Vz = (0. 068 - 0. 036) 6.06 - 1.88 + 0.036

a \6. Z6 - 1. 88/

= 0. 066

Step 5. Multiply V 2 by the a value in Figure 4-5 to obtain the
initial fragment velocity os

V V z. a 0 (0.066)(9.63 x 10 m/s) 64.0 m/s

The initial fragment velocity is 64 m/s (210 ft/sec)

Example 3. For Spheres

Assurre: A Centaur pressurant tank

V = 0. 12 inn3 (7361 in ) volume of tank

t = 0. 46 cm (0. 181 in. ) titaniuwn wall thickneis

Burst from internal He pressure

I.) Z. 07 x 107 Pa (3000 psi)
a

Stcp 1. Calculate mass ratio M /M frow-, ilation
os t

@ -4
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3 3"•t C 3"( -r3 titanium

from assumptions

V z 4_R 3  = 0. 121rm

Therefore

i 1/3
p.(3) (0, 121) ; /R r n

R m 0. 307 m r. 30.7 cm

t = 0.46 cm

From density tables

C: - 0. 1785 x 10"3 gm/cm3 at STP

Ti -4. 5 gm/cm

Therefore,

M 0 (30.7)13 (0. 1785 x 10 3 -4
S. 96 x 10

M 3 3
t r (30.7) - (30.7 - 0.46) 1(4.5)

Step 2. Caiculate pressure ratio • from equation

P

S _
t.01 x 10

from assumption

7
P 2. 07 x 10 Pa

0

Therefore,
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4 LL....i• 205. . - -

1. 01 x 10 
205

Sep 3. From Figure 4-6, for a vessel of radius closest to the
vessel considered containing He, find V for the Mos/Ut ratio
most nearly above and below the value of Step I for the f value
of Step 2. This is:

at p = 205

MI (M 0/Mt) below = 6.95x 10 "' = 0.30

M2 . (M /M} )Step I = 8.96 x 10" 4 ' 2 ?
20o t V2=

M3 (M /Mtabove = 2.32x 10" ' 3 = 0.49

Step 4. Find V2 by linear interpolation from equation

= - - m - m \1)

V2 (V3 - V 2 1 V
r rnm,J

8.96 - 6,95
V (0. 49 - 0. 30) 2-6 5 +03V *23.2 -6.95! + 0.30

- 0.32 m/s

Step 5, Multiply V 2 by the a., value given in Figure 4-6 to
obtain the initial fragment velocity.
V - a -(0. 32) (963 mrs) = 311 m/s

V 2 * ao s

The initial fragment velocity is 311 m/s (1022 ft/s).

4-2.2 Cylindrical Gas Vessei,

The foilowing deterministic procedure ,na7 be usce to estimate

initial fragment velo.i~es emanating frnrn containment vessels of
cylindrical co,1fig iration. Figure. 4-9 tirough 4- 16 rri..' Le .i:d to
estir,',ite irtial frav:rnent velocities for a br.3ad spectrum of burgt pre3-
sure,; and confinen•ent v-s.e' dimensions. Figi:res 4-9 thrtugh 4- 12
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may be used for estimating initial fragment velocities for a confined gas
with properties similar to air. Figures 4- 12 through 4- 16 may be used

for estimating initial fragment velocities for z confined gas whose
properties are similar to helium. The code used to generate these
figurcs (code CYLIN) is described in Appendix 4A. It should be pointed out

that because of the twu-dimensional nature of the analysis, the effects
of the cylinder ends are not taken into account. The length of the cylinder
thus does not affect results and is immaterial so long as the properties
of the cylinder per unit length are known.

Example I below demonstrates how the initial velocity of frag-
ments emanating from a bursting containment vessel may be obtained
through the use of the figures. In this example, a steel cylinder approxi-
mately a foot in diameter and having wail thickness of approximately a
qua•ter of an inch is assumed to burst at l04 psi from the pressure of
confined air. It should be noted that all calculations are done using
standard SI units. It should also be noted that the tank mass is nondimen-
sionalized in the figures by the use of a ratio with the mass of the con-
fined gas at standard temperature and pressure. Example 2 is a calcula-
ton for the initial fragment ve-locities emanating from a cylinder similar

to that of Example I. which bursts under Fressurization from helium gas,
The method for calculating fragment velocities shown in these examples
for cylinders is the same as those for spheres with the exception of a

* dilfurent equation for calculating the mass ratio and the use of the differ-
ent figures to obtain V as a function of ' and the maas ratio.

Examples 1. For Cylinders

Assume:

A cylindrical confin.nent vessel

t 0. 5 cm (~0. 25 ii.) steel -hall thickness

ZR U. 30 m 12. 0 in. )diarneter of tank

Bursts from internal air pressure

P = 7. O0 x 107 Pa (_ 104 psi)0

Step 1. Calculate mass ratio N1 /M frorn equation

M Rs

oM airOs _____________

M4 2 't Lsteel

4-2-3
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from assumptions

R 0. 15m -= 15 cm"

- •. O 5cm

from density tables

-3 3
Oair 1. Z93 x 10 g/crn at STP

0stee 7.8 gm /cm 3

Therefore,

M -3 2
os0 (1. 293 x 10- 3 15

Mt (7.8) (15 - 14.5 )

= Z. 53 x 10-3

Steo 2. Calculate pressure ratio p from equation

p
-- 0

1. 01 x 10

from assumptions

P = 7. Ox 1O7 Pa
0

- 7.0x 10 7

p =" -" 693

1. 01 x 10

S From Figure 4-10 for a vessel of radius closest to the
veisei considered, find V for M I/M ratio most nearly above
and below the value of Step I for the p of Step 2. This is:

p 693



" " l - -. . .. • .. . • . . . . . . . . . . _ .'** . -I

3

M (M 0M)below = 1.73,x 10 V" 1.05t)(MOS/)
-3

M2 = (M 0/M )z = 2.S3x x 10 - 7

-3 -

M3 - (M s/Mt)above 2 5.19 X10 3 V 3  1.38

Step 4. Find V2 by linear interpolation from equation

Vz (V 3-V) 1 \ + V

W3 1lMI

CZ. 53 - 1.-73•

V = (1. 38 - 1.05) O . 1- 1.73 + 1.05 = 1.13

Step 5. Multiply V2 by ti'e a,,, value given in the figure to obtain

the initial fragment velocity

i V V 2 , a = (1. 13) (3.31 x 10 2 m/8) 375 M/s

The initial fragment velocity is 373 m/s (12Z0 ft/sec).

Example 2. For Cylinders

Assume same conditions as Example 1, but the vessel contains

helium.

Step 1. Calculate mass ratio M /M from equation
Os t

R2
Mos ____________

t [aR - (R - t) • 'steel

*helium = 0. 1785 x 10o3 gm/cm3 at STP

Other values as in Example I.
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MOs (0. 1785 x 10'3) (15)Z - .4

Mt (7.8) (1S - 14.54

Step 2. Same as in Example 1, p 693.

Step From Fýjqre 4-14 for a tank of radius closest to the iank
considered find V for Mos/M ratio most nearly above and below
the value of Step I fo: the 1 ol Step Z. This is

-4 -

M, = (M o/M below a 2.3Z x 104, V I 0.67

-4
M2 = (M /M d = 3.49x 10 2 z ?

-4 -M3 z (M o/Mt) above = 6.95 x 10 V3 = 0.41

Step 4. Find V. by linear interpolation from equation

0 - -M -MNI + -
V 2 (V 3- V I M M) +V

z I3 - 1V 3 M 3 M 1

V (6..1 /3.49 - 2.32 . \
--. (0.67 - 0.412. + 0.41 = 0.48

Step 5. Multiply V2 by the Sos value given in the figure to obtain
the initial fragment velocity

V V = (0.48)8 963 m/s)Vi 2 aOs

= 458 m/s

The initial fragment velocity is 458 m/s (1500 ft/sec).

4-3 Estimate of Ini.ial Velocities of Fragments from Spheres and
Cylinders Bursting into Two Equal Halves

The method developed by Taylor and Price(2) fo: calculating
velocities of fragments from bursting spherical reservoirs was modified
to provide velocity calculations for fragments from both cylinIrical and
spherical gas vessel-. The development of the ne!cessary e,4uations, the
numericai iteration method used to simultaneously solve the resulting
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differential equations, the computer pr-)•ram and resultz of the analysis
• •.LJ are all explained in considerable depoth for the inte-r.!sted reader in

Appendix 4C. Only assumptions and conclusions necessary for deter-

mining fragment velocities are included here.

; The assurnptions relevant to the calculation of fragment velocity
in this section follow. More complete listing of assumptions are con-

tained in Appendix 4C, but only essential elements are contained here.
The pertineat assuinptions upon which conclusions which follow are based

(1) The vessel with gas tuider pressure breaks into two equal
halves ;a.long a pli.ne perpendicular to the cylindrical axii.,
and the two container fragments are driven in opposite
directions.

(2) The thickness of the containment vessel is ni-form.

(3) The contaiinment vessel has hernisphe.-ic.l end ,zips.

(4) Vessels are made of Titanium or Titaniurm alloys (materiai
used fO6 containment vesse?1s in flig..t-weight vehicles) and
has a Length-to-diarneter (L/D) rat.o of 10, 6.

(5) Contained gases are either air. carbon dioxide (CO 2 ) or

hydrogen (HZ).

The summarized calcuiations are presented in nondirnensionalized
units in order to condense and simplify the determination of fragment
velocity. The pertinent nordimensional (unitless) relations are defined as
foUolws:

(I) Nondimensio'ial pressure

P i initial pressure/atmospheric pressure (or P/p 0 )
where the change in atmospheric p.essure p. with altitude

is shown in Figure 4-17.

(2) Nondirnensional thickness

h/D :: cyLinder thickness/cylinder diameter

(3) Nondimensional length

L/D - total length/cylinder amrneter

k
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'4, N)ndirnensron&.1 velocity

VI z final velocity/sound speed of gas (or V/ao) where

V As the velocity of the fragment and a. is sound speed.

The soitd speeds a for the gases mentioned are:0

Air - 344 m/s (13 550 in/sec)

CO 2 - 258 m/s (10 150 in/sec)

H 2 - 1270 rn/s (50 000 in/sec)

Figu-es 4- 18 through 4-20 contain plots of V versus P for air,
carbon dioxide and hydrogen gases. respectively, the L/D ratios being
neld ronstant at 10. 0 and as many as three curves, one for each h/D
ratio (0. 001, 0.01 and 0. 1). being ploited on a single figure. Nondimen-
sional velocity and pressure combinations for intermediate values of h/D
can be approxilmated from these figures. Figure 4-21 contains a plot of
'V versuls L/O. It should be noted that, for high nondimensiona.l pres-
sures . - 4080), V is essentially independent for values of L/D from
1.0 (spher-S)to 10.0.

The procedtire for determining the velocity of fragments consist-
ing of halves of spheres or cylinders made of Titanium or Titanium
alloys and containing air, carbon dioxide or hydrogen gas under pressure,
is ao foUows:

(1) Determination atmospheric pressure p0 (see Figure 4-17).

(2) Calculate nondimensional pressure P:

P - P/Po

(3) Calculate nondimensional thickness h/D.

(4) Calculate nondcimensional length L/D.
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(5) For L/D equal to 10. 0, choose the appropriate figure of
...... .... Fures 4-13, 4- 19 or 4-20 which relate to contained

gases of air, carbon dioxide (CC 2 ) and hydrogen (HZ),
respectively.and choose the curve with proper h/D value.
P•sitions of curves for intermediate h/D values can be

interpolated.

(6) lKnow'.tg the gas, h/D and P, find V from the figure and
calculate veiocity V (m/3):

",7 = Va
0

where a 344 rn/S (air)
0 258 m/s (CO 2 )

1270 m/s (H 2 )

Some examples will help clarify the procedure for calcultaing fragment
velocity.

Example 1:

A pressure vessel made of a Titanium alloy is cylindrical in
shap-, with hemispherical end raps. The vessel is i rn (16. 4 ft) long and
0. 5 rn (1. 64 ft) outside diameter. Its thickness is uniform and is 0. 5 cm

(0. 197 in). Contained gas is air at a pressure of 1. 0135 x 107 Pa (. 47 x
103 psi). The vessel is located at sea level. Lf the vessel splits imo two
halves along a plane perpendicular to the cylindrical axis, what are the
expected velocities of each of the two fragments?

Soluto-•

(1) From Figure 4-17,

Po = 1.0135 x 105 Pa (14.7 psi)

(G) Nondimensiona~l pressure P:

EFntrerre caution should be taken when L/D ratios differ from 10.0.
Fig-ure 4-Z1 is a graphical representation of V versus LID varving from
1. 0 to 10. 0. Accurate values of V cannot be determined for values of

L/D less than 10. 0 and for gases, values of P and h/D ratios which are

not contained in Figure 4-21.
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* LOI3SxLO7a
1. 0135 xLO Pa

~ ~1 .. . . . . . . . .0P 1.0 35 X 10 5 Pa 0

(3) Nondimensional thickness LID:

LID = (0.5S cm) 0. 01 ;

LID - 0.5 m = 0.01

(4) Nondimensional length L/D:

L/D - 15 LO0.0
0. S mn

(5) The center curve of Figure 4-18 is the appropriate curve

for air, L/D of 10. 0. and LID of 0. 01.

(6) From Figure 4-18 and P of 100, one finds that

V - 0.36

* or

V -0.36) (344 rn/s) - 124 m/s (407 ft/sec)

Example 2:

Same as Example 1. except let P be 3. 45 x 10 Pa (48. 5 psi) and

length of the vessel be I m (3. 28 ft).

Solution:

(1) Po 1. 0135 x 106 Pa (see Example 1)

(2) - 3. 45 x 05 Pa
1. 0135 x 10 Pa

(3) h/D = 0.01 (see Example 1)

Im

04) LD- 5 m

(5) Since LID is not 10.0, Figures 4-18, 4- 19, and 4-Z0

cannot be used. Normally, the fragment velocity could nor
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be calculated from the information in this chapter. How-
ever, Figure 4-21 aprlies for contained air, hD of 0. 01

-. - -and P of 34,and :-kn ue used.

(6) From Figure 4-21:

V .28

or

V - (.28) (344 m/s) = 96 rn/s (315 ft/sec)

Examplc 3:

Same as Example I except hydrogen is the contained gas.

Solution:

(1) Po 1. 0135 x 10 SPa (see Example 1)

(2) P 100 (see Example 1)

(3) h/D O. O (see Example 1)

(4) LID = 10. 0 (see Example 1)

(5) The center curve of Figure 4-20 is the appropriate curve
for hynyrosen. L!D of 10.0, and h/D of 0.01.

(6) From Figure 4-Z0 and P of 100 one finds that

V (0. 07)

or

V - (0. 07) (1270 m/s) - 89 m/s (292 ft/sec)

4-4 Determination of Appurtenance Velocity

The method used here to calculate appurtenance velocity is an
extension of work performed by Baker, et al. (3) Appendix 4D contains
the deveLopment of the basic equations as well as a Listing of the computer
program used to generate nondimensional velocity curves as a function of
nondirnensional pressure and nondimensional impulse. The interested
reader is encouraged to examine the appendix for a better understanding
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of the interaction of appurtenances with blast waves. L% order to arrive
U at values for appurtenance velocity, however, it is not necessary to refer

to the-appendi'e since-all oLf-he curves and equations required to calculate
velocity are contained in this section. It is beneficial, however, to keep
in mind that the method used for calculating the velocity of an appurte-
nance assuras that the appurtenance behaves as a rigid body, that none
of the energy in the blast vwave is absorbed in breaking the appurtenance
loose frcrn its rnoorings or deforming it elastically or plastically, and
that gravity effects are ignored during the acceleration phase oL the
motion.

The velocity of an appurtenance can be determined from a ncndi-
mensional velocity which depends on nondirrensional pressure and nondi-
mensional irnp.;lse. In fanctional format

MVa P , D 1  a

"PO A (K- + X) pa P 1 (KI" + X)

nondime n sional nonrdimensional nondime nsional
O velocity pressure impulse I

where M is the total mass of the appurtenance

-•- V is the velocity of the appurtenance

a o  is the velocity of sound in air

P o  is atmospheric pressure

A is the mean presented area of the appurtenance

K is a nondimensional constant which is 4 for appurtenances
on the ground and 2 for appurtenances in the air,

H is the minimum transverse distance of the .nc&n presented
area

X is the distance from the front of the object to the location
of its Largest cross-sectional area

Ps is peak incident overpress,.ire

4- 3Q
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CD is the drag coefficient

and .--...

I is the peak incident speciLfic impulse
5

The variables can be classified into three major categories:

(I) static environmental variables (ao. Po)

(2) blast wave variables (P. " is)

(3) appurtenance variables (M, V, A, K, H4, X, CD)

The static environmental variables, sound speed a. and atmospheric
pressure p. vary with altitude or location above sea level. This altitude
dependency is sbowr. inFigures 4-2Z and 4- Z3. The blast wa'-re variables,
peak incident overpressure P. and specific impulse I1 at specific
standoff distance3 (i. e., distance from center of the explosion to the
center of the appurtenance) can be determined from Chapters I and II of
this handbook. Appurtenance variables are all associated with the object
which may be propelled after interaction with the blast wave. Thez meth'd
for determining the velocity V will be discussed later. The choice of
total mass M depends on the volume and density of the object, and non-
dimensional constant K depends on its position. Representative values
for drag coefficient CD can be acquired from Figure 4-Z4. The mean
presented area A of the appurtenance depends on its shape. It is the
largest projected area of tiAe appurtenance facing the approachirg blast
wave. The transverse distance H is the minimum dimension of the
largest cross-sectional area of the object facing the blast wave. The

.length X is the distance from the point of the appurtenance which fir3t
interacts with the blast wave to the plane cortaining the largest cross-
sectiona1 area facing the apprcaching blas. wave. For objects which have
a flat face facing the blait wave.which is also the location of the plane
with the largest cross-sectional area, X equals zero .X = 0). Figure
4-25 helps explain the meaning of Lhe various appurtenance varia6Les.

Figure 4-Z6 is a graphical representation of Equation (1) for
v.-riois values of nondimensional velocity. The procedure for calculating
appurtenance velocity V follows. Care, however, should be taken when
interpolating between curves and extending cturvces. Estimates m.adc by
extending the -:urves ta lower nondimeninioný,l i-npu1se• are espvc'Ituly
haza rdous.
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(1) Determine static environment variables, speed of sound

ao (m/s) and atmospheric pressure p., (Pa), from Figures

4-2Z and 4-23, resctt'ey.- ... .

(2) Determine blast wave variables, peak incident overpres-

sure Ps (Pa) and specific impulse Is (Pa. s). from

Chapters I and II.

(3) Determine appurtenance variables:

(a) M - total mass in kilograms

(b) A - mean presented area in square meters

(c) K - dimensionl..;ss constant which equals 4 for
appurtenances on the ground and 2 for

appurtenances in the air

(d) H - minimum transverse dista4ie of th, mean
presented area in meters

Se) X - distance from the front of the appurtenance
to the location of its largest cross-sectional
area in meters

(M) CD - nondimensional drag coefficient of the
appurtenance (see Figure 4-24)

(4) Calculate nondimensional pressure P where

- PS
PO

(5) Calculate nondimensional impulse I. where

CD ISao

s P (K.H + X)

(6) Find the location of the point (I.. P.) on the graph in

Figure 4-76 .and estimate a value ior nondimensional
velocity V from the curves of constant nondimensional

velocity.

4@ ;



(7) Calculate appurtenance velocity V (in m/s) where

" MVa -

V = p A(KH 4.X)

and thus

V -Vp PA(KH+X)

Ma 0

Some examples will clarify the procedure.

Example 1:

Assume that an explosion occurs at sea level. A cubical cement
block with a side facing the blast front is located at such a distance frorn
the source of the explosion that it is exposed to an incident peak overpres-
sure P of 1.4 x 105 Pa (L. 97 psi) and an in:ident specific impulse I1
of 1. 9 x5 104 Pa. s (0. 267 psi/sec). The density of the cement block is
1.792 x lO4 kg/m 3 (0. 647 Ibm /in3).

Solution:

(1) Static environmental variables:

a = 340 M/s0

P r 1..0135 x 105 Pa

IZ) Blast wave variables:

P = 1. Ox 105 Pa

I 1 . 9gX 104 Pa. s

(3) Appurtenance variables:

(a) M density x volume

1. 792 X 104 kg/rn 3 x (2. S M)3

2.8 x l0 kg
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(b) A (1 5 m)2

2
A 6.25 m

(c) Appurtenance is on the ground. Therefore.

K -4

(d) H : 2.5 m

(c) X 0 m since the portion of block facing the
blast wave is flat.

(f) Drag coefficient from Figure 4-24

CD = 1.05

(4) Nondimensional pressure

_ P 1 1.0 x 10 5 Pa =09
- = .xl-P = 0. 99

Ss P0 1. 01 3 5 x 105 Pa

(5) Nondimensional impulse

" CD I aa (1, 05) (I, 9 x 104) (340) =6.8

SPs (K1-1 + x) (1. o x 10 )' 5 4) (2. 5) + (0)
S

(6) From Figure 4-26. the point (I1 , Ps) or (6, 8, 0.99) is
located very close to the V 5. 0 line

(7) Appurtenance velocity

S •Vp o A (I04. X)

Ma
0

V (5) (1.0135 x 105) (6. 25)" (4) (2.5) + (0)

(2. 8 x L0) (340)

0.33 mIs (1.08 ft/sec)

0
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Example 2:

Assume an ,pright cylindrical pole weighing l0;-OkgI2"ibrn) "*

with r.-dius of 0. 01 mn (0. 032.3 ft) and length of 4 rn (13. I ft) is subjected

to the same blast parameters as mentioned in Example 1. The blast is

incident on the curved portion of the pole.

Solution:

1I) Static environmental variables:

a = 340 m/s

p = 1. 0135 x 105 Pa

(2) Blast wave variables:

P 1. 0 X 105S Pa

4
I 1.9 x IC Pa-s

s

(3) Appurtenance variables:

(a) M = 10.0 kg

(b) A = 2 x radius 5 .1ngth

A = (Z) (0.01)(4)

A = 0. 08 m n

(c) K = 4

(d) H z Zr ( 21)(0. 01) 0 0.OZ m

(e) = = r = 0.01 Mr

MI) CD = (from Figure 4-24) 1.20

(4) P 1.0 7 10 0
141 O. 99

s PO 1..0135x 105
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C Ia 4
(5) - D o 0 1. 20) (1. 9 x 10 (-34 0)

1? 3 (KH + X) (...Ox 10 5 (4) (0.62f 1

S 8.61

(6) Figure 4- 26, the point (I,, P 5 ) or (8.61, 0. 99) is located
above the V = 50. 0 line at a location where one might

expect V 200.

(7) Appurtenance velocity

V Vp0 A (Kp + X)

Ma
0

V (2001 (1. 0 .135 x 10o) LO. o•) 14) to. 02) + to. o,)V = (10) (340)

V - 42.9 m/s (141 ft/sec;

4-S Metzods for Computing Fragment Rawges and Ir-pact Conditions

TwA o =ethods have been developed to estimate the range and

termana1 veLocities of fragments. They d¢epad on the fragment shapes.

In the first -.. ethod, tht: fragment is assumed to have a disc shape with a

dza.riter ," !cast five , grcater *•-- =e -,-ck-ness of the :ragment.

For these fragments lift effects are takler. xAt consideration. A se-ond

method may be used where fragments are ±•J!s.Lcy" shaped. These frag-

ments may be representec by a sphere or c•ub where no single linear

dimnr-sion can be said to be very much greamer thia anv other. For these

fragrients Lift forces are neglected and onLy •-•a; forces are considered.

To estirmate fragment ranges. tOe following techniques may be

used based on Figures 4-Z7 throt-Ch 4-3t which have been -zenerated 'ry
conpeattr codes. The codes (FRISF, anr TRUAJE) and their ncit.drlyint':

ar..ayis are 4ibcUtL.d ir, Appendi.-. 4E. To determine fragment trrr.mina

velocities, data must be input to th. code• themselves.
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4-5. 1 Lifting Fragmencs

Whct,: fragmunti from 'vrsting vesiels are deterriined to 'le :i.;"

.-h.•p,-d, t h I r.0..c,t,,.i,.- ,'ti , d- .hly fly a: i•i IT . rnMuch the 'arnt

I11,m.ir .!s .% .ri.I ,. 1' lhi',t.- uccur, th,: frLagmeni may go further thjr,

one without lift. A computur prograrr. (FRISB) -,,-a writzen to determr~ine

the trajectory of a flying disc generated by an expLosio:n. Details at the

FRISB code are shown in Appendix 4E.

Several .ndependent vxriables govern the flight of a disc fragment.

To determ-nne the effe.cts o. these variables or, the fragment trajectory, a

number of -,irvLe cages woŽre analyied by the FRISB code. A lint of the

input variabies for the sample cases is presentee. in Table 4- i. Plots of,

maximum range versus initial trajectory angle are shown for those values

of the independent variahles in F'igures 4-27 throngh 4-36. These gra.Ab.s

may be .';-eu to predic't the mrax.m-.n rarge of fragments hav;ing 'jimilaz

properties.

The follwing informatiorn .. t ?, kr.ov'rn about the fragm,_nt tt'

calculate its range using the figures:

1. initial frag.-ner, veIc-'2ity - V; (m/s)

S2. mass of tbe. fragert - M Ck<)

3. diameter of the fragment - d (mr)

4. thickness of the fragment - t (m)

5. planform or top surface area of fragment A (mi

6. initial trajectory angle of the fragment - , (rad)

The procedure for determinizrig fragment range is:

Step L. calculate the aspect rw'io, AR r. d/r., for the fragment

Sten 2. calculate the rmasz tz area -atio M/A for t-e iragnient

Step 3. iorate -he 2raph for the assurned value o V. a.;d selc'-t

the curve for the calculated v--,.e of the m-ars to area
ratio. IviA

Step 4. 1.ocate :he point on the ,.arve for the initial trajectory,

angle, - rear.' the corresponding maxinmum ra:.gf..
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TABLE 4-1. PROGRAM FRISB TEST CASES

These cases were run for the
following initial velocities: Lift and Drag Coefficients

Vi - 100 MC/ = .32 C = .85

V. = 150 M/s

V. = 200 m/sL

Vi = 250 rn/s

Vi = 300 rn/s

Fragment Initial
Fragment Aspect Fragment Area Fragment Mass Trajectory Angle

Ratio AR A - rm2  M -k - den.

5 0. 0139 1 10

0. 0139 1 20

0. 0139 1 30

0. 0139 1 40

0.0139 1 50

0. 0139 1 60

10 0.0Ž2 1 10

0.022 20

0.02 1 30

0.022 1 40

0.022 1 50

0.0Ž2 1 60

5 0.0289 3 10

0. 0289 3 20

0. 0289 3 30

0.0289 3 40

0. 0Z89 3 50

0. 0289 3 60



9

TABLE 4- 1. (cont'd)

Fragment Initial

Fragment Aspect Fragmeat Area Fragrn•nt Mass Trajectory Angic

Ratio AR A - M - k2 - dea.

10 0.0461 3 10

0.0461 3 20

0. 0461 3 30

0.0461 3 40

0.046t 3 50

0. 0461 3 60

0. 0645 10 10

0. 0645 10 20

0.0645 LU 30

0 . 0645 10 40

0. 0645 10 50

0. 0645 10 60

10 0. 102 10 10

0. 102 10 20

0. 102 10 30

0. 102 10 40

0. 102 10 50

0. 102 10 60

S0. 134 30 10

0. 134 30 20

0. 134 30 30

0. 134 30 40

0. 134 30 50

0. 134 30 60
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TABLE 4- 1. (cont'd)

Fragment Initial

Fragment Aspect Fragment Area Fragment Mass Trajectory Angle
Ratio AR A - m 2  M - ki - der.

10 0.213 30 10

0.213 30 20

0. 213 30 30

0.213 30 40

0.213 30 s0

0. 2!3 30 60

Since there are an infinite number of possible combinations of the
independent variables, the graphs presented must be limited to particular
values. However, most of the curves are parallel fnr varying values of
the independent variables M/A. AR and V. allowing estimations to be
made for fragments that are not represented by the curves presented.
The procedure for this extrapolation is explained in Examples 3 a.nd 4.

Example 1:

Determine the maxcimumn range of a disc shape fragment assumino
the following properties: Vi = 100 m/s (328 ft/sec), Mass = I kg
(2. Z ibm). Area = 0.0139 m 2 (0. 150 ft 2 ), d = 0.Z5 m (0.8Z0 ft), t

0. 05 m (0. 164 ft), and the initial trajectory of the fragment at t = 0 was
0_ 30

Step 1. First determine the value of the aspect ratio for :he
fragment AR = d/c z 0.25/0. 05 z 5.

Step 2. Determine the value of the mass to area ratio for the
fragment M/A = 1/0. 0139 = 72.

Step 3. From Figure 4-27, which is the figure for V; 100 m/,
nr.d AR = 5 (which are given),it can be seen th.i: :he.

maximum range of the fragment is 463 meters (1-530 ft).
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Exa~mple 2:

Dctcrm;.ne the max..-num range of a disc shaped fragment assuming

tht. followiri! properties: V. = 300 m/s (984 ft/sec), Mass = I kg

(.'. ! l ),d Ar,-.L 0. 0L39 m 2  (0. ISO ft'), d = 0. Z5 m (0. SZ0 ft). t

0. o, rm (0. IJ,'t ft), asid(1 " 300.

',-p I S arme as Example I.

-it I) S.ltmv as Examopl 1.

F",p . 'ru m Fi,.,xirc 4-3; for Vi 300 ,n/ ,Ad

AR = 5.the maximum ran-c is iMS meters (617 ft).

But this particular point lies to the left of the straight

Line marked. i" 90o. This line indicates that all
events to the left of this line resulted in the iragnnent
attaining a completely vertical flight. At this point it
was assumcd that all Lift and stability were lost and the

frazmcnt fell straight to the ground. .All events to the

right of the l:rc indicate a "normal" fli.,,ht. The -i

S9O° line is present only where the initial velocitie*
and/or trajectory angles were sufficient to cause a

vertical trajectory.

Example 3:

Determine the maximum range of a disc-shape fragment ass-Lrnin-'

the following properties: V. = 230 m/s (755 ft/sec), Mass = 18.6 kg
(40.9 lb ), A = 0. 155 m2 (1.67 ft 2 ), d = 0.444 m (1.46 ft), t
0. 0444 m (0. 146 ft), and "i = 30".

Step I. Calci~late the aspect ratio for the fragment from the
assurmed data. AR : 0. 444/0. 0444 = 10.

Step 2. Calculate the mass to area ratio for the fraement fiom

;he assumed data. M/A = 18. 6/0. 155 = 120.

Step 3. Since no graph exists for Vi 230 m/s we must inter-

pQlate using the graphs for Vi = 200 and Vi = 250 m/s,

AR 1 10.

A cur.e for M/A = 120 also does not exist so an interpolation pro-

cedure -n ist also be used here. The curve for both graphs .ind all values

of M.A. are essentially parallel so it will only be nece3sary to determine
ore point at the correct M/A and V 0 to construct the curve for all valups

a of a 0 A, 300 for M/A = 98 and 141 for both V1 = 200 and
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V. 250 (Figure 4-3Z and 4-34) read the values of range.

V z 200 m/s V. Z50 Ms
t 1

= 30 . = 300

M/A = 91 R;*nge Z83 m M/A = 98 Range = Z65 m

M/A = 141 Range = 440 m M/A = 141 Range = 400 m

Step 4. For each velocity find the range for MIA 120 'y
interpolating between M/A = 98 and MIA 141. For

Vi = 200 mIs:

Range Difference 440 - 283 = 157 m

M/A Difference 141 - 98 = 43 kg/M 2

or 1 3.65 m/(kg/m }

The difference between value of nearest curve and
required value of M/A is:

141 - 120 = Z1 kg/m 
2

The amount of change in the range for this increment is:

21 kg/m2 (3. 65) m /(kg/rn 2) = 77 mn

The range at M/A = 120 will therefore be

440 m - 77 = 363 m

Similarity for Vi = Z50 rn/s

440 - 265 135

141 - 98 43

135/43 3. 13 rn (kg/mr2

(21) (3. 13) = 66 m

4140 - 66 334 i
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With these values of range curves for M/A z 120 can be con-
structed by drawing the curves parallel to the curve for cther values of
M/A and throuch talese, values of rang•e at . 303.

• S;t'p ¢. Witll Ithe- . .vd.lt's ; r;Ltnt,, for M.f/A 14O. jetle-rjKI.Lt6.

for the correct vtcLodty of V. -' -30 r,' /Is.

Difference in range for V. % 20V mn/ anrt V. Z- 2 rrn/.si L
is 363 - 334 tn =2'9 rn

"Thv v.'Locity difference is 1")0 - Z0L1 50 rn I

T;o% change in range per I in,'.,ec chiine in v.Ao'.,ty i-•

29 m59 r .58 m/(mr/s)50 m/see

The change in range from ZOO to 230 m/s is:
(30)(. 58) z 17 m

Since the range is decreasing with increasing velccity,
the range for NI/A 120, V i 230 m/s w.i be:
363 - 17 = 346 m (1140 ft).

A curve can be constructed to give the values of range at other
values of -0 using the procedure described in Step 4.

Example 4:

D,:termine the maximum .- nge of a disc-sh.oe fragment assurmnn
the following properties- V: = 448 m/s 1l470 ft/sec), M = 0. 0495 kg
(0. 109 lb ), A = 0.00129 m2 (0. 039ft), d 0.4i mn (1.31 fe), t
0.00919 m (0. 030 ft) and i 15"

Step 1. Calculate the aspect ratio for the fragment from the
assumed data. AR = 0. 040/0. 00919 = 4. 4.

Step 2. Calculate the mass to area ratio for the fragment from
the assumed data. M/A = 38.4.

Step 3. Since no graph exists for a V. = 448 M/s and an AR z
4.4 we must choose Figure 4-35 for V= 300 m/s.
AR = 5 to obtain an approximation for range. There is

no curve in Figure 4-35 7or which M/A = 38 but the
curves are parallel and evenly spaced. Between M/A z
72 and M/A = 104 at -i z 400 there is a difference in
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0

range of .-0 meters or : |8
!34 7 ko-

From MN/A = t0- to M/A = 155 at at 400. there is
110

a difference in range of 110 meters or 11 -

1•5i- IC4
mT

2. lo This is an average of about 2 ....
kg/mr " ku/rn'

It is required to construct a curve for M !A = 38 ku,/rn
The nearest curve to this value is M /A z 72 ior a d'f-
feret,ce of 7Z - 38 = 34 kg/m 2 . The value of the rane
tcr M/A = 38 at 40" should be about 70 meters. Con-

struct a curve through this point and parallel to the
other curves. The range for *i = 15° is then read as
15i meters (509 ft).

"Yhis particuJar case was checked ýly sanbstitution of the assumvd
data into the FRISB code (described in Appendix 4E). Tr.c rnixiaium
range predicted by the code was 142 meters which Js about 8'r' Lower toan
the curve dpproximation.

0 Several cases where the initial conditiors did not match a particular
graph were checked in this manner to determine the accuracy of th,-e
approximation. The error ranged from 5% to 40%. The greate.' errors
occurred ahen trying to predict the range fo:r values of (M/Al - 210.
These checks indicate that although the predictions from intvrpolatioa are
crude, they provide a means of obtaining a rough order cf magnitude for
the fragment rarge, when gross extrapolations ar. required.

The FRISB code may also be used to predict the trajectory of a
frirnent that generates no lift as does the TRAJE code. A valu- of CL
0 is input into FRISB tar this computation. T-ie code tcan also ht. ,is.d
to predict the tra iectory of a fragment that is Iong. and thin and spinn lik-.
I helicopter rotor blaue. The input involved for the us% of this i,.,txLrt- is

pr,.sented in Appendix 4E along with a discussion of the analysis pr,.,edur...

--. 2 Drag Fragments

Some fragments are shapec such that no ore linear dirneniion is
ignificant'.y greater than any other. The ma.ximum range fur such fra•-

ments (i. e., chunky fragment:, fragnen's which can be approxiriated by
a cube or sphere) car. be obtained using the tec~hnique to be d.: -cribed.

Required input data are the. initial velocity, V, of the fractnent. a

characteristic area A ol the iragment (which can be gener,-ted a. ,hown

4 -



below). the mass of the fragment, and an initial trajectory anlie or
spv•.trurn of initial trajectory angles, 'i" Typical steps in the proccdure

-.... .. Tor calculating the maximum range front Figures 4-37 through 1-4S arc
th%- tollowing:

Step I. Find the characteristic atrea of the fragment:

(a) from trhe equation

A V Z/3

where V is the fragme it volume. V may be ob-

tained from the ma.,. of the fragmnent. M. and
its density. , from the equation

V = M

(b) from the projected area of the fragment if it has
three-dimensional symmetry or can be nearly

approximated by a solid of three-dimensional
symmetry (i e. , a sphere or a cub. ).

Step 2. Calculate the mass area ratio for the fragmeat. NI/A.

"Step 3. Consult Figures 4-37 through 4-45 to find the fig-are for
a Vi and A value most ntarly equal that of the frag-

ment considered. Linear interpolation can be used
where necessary (see example problerts).

Step 4. Read the maxim,.n range from the figure for the M/A
of Step 2 and the initial trajectory angles considered.

For a more precise range calciilatio,', the computer code, TRAJE,
used to generate these figures may be used al,'ng with the input data ior
the fragmcnt.

Exarrmorej Dra_ Frafments

A!6sumrne: A nearly spherical shaped fragment that can be approxi-
mat.td bv & spher-., of radius R z 584 mm (0. 192 ft, having an initial
vclocitf of 200 -r/s (656 it/sec) and -n,•Je out cf steel. Find 'he maximum
ra 'X'e ).xcted for -iny initial trijeztorv anc.le.

Step 1. The characteristic area. oi the fragment is, oy
method (a)

4-
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A r (4/3)-R32/3 2.60 R 0. 00887 r

by method \b)

2- . 3

Step 2. Calculate the mass are-a ratio for the fragment where

M ' (413)- R3

For a sphere

steel = 7.8 g/crn
3

therefore

3
M = (7.8) (4/3) (-) (5. 84) 6.51 kg

using A2 from Step L,

M/Az = 6.51/0.0107 = 608 kg/mn2

Step 3. The given Vi of 200 mr/s and A, = 0.0107 m

corresponds to values for Figure 4-41. L rom this
figure it can be seen that the maximum range for a
fragment having an M/A of 932 kg/m 2 is x- I=)00 m
and for an M/A of 280 kg/rn2 is X, = 900 M.

Step 4. By linear interpolation for our M/A of 608 rg/rnz

= M/A = 280 kg/rn x = 900 m

m 2  = M/A = 608 kg/m X) =

m 3  = M/A = 932 xt = 1800 rn

4-7ý0



(X -xi .i2r¾ +

(rri -in)I
x (.x3 xl• (r ) I x

2 (m3 rd '

x(k800---90•) (608 - 280) + 900

(932 - 280)

1352 m (4,430 ft)

Exa.mple 2. For Dray Fraernents

Assume: A chunky alurrinu.n fragment of a mass of approximnaiely
1. 20 kg 42. 64 Ibm) and an initial velocity of 250 rn/s (820 ft/sec). FijLe
the maximum range excpected for any initial trajectory angle.

Step 1. The characteristic area of the fragment is. by
njethod (a)

2/3A = (M/U)

from density tables

Al 2.7 e/cm
3

the refore

Z/3 2 -3
A = (1200/Z. 7) = 58.3 cm 5.83 x 10 IT.

Step 2. M is given its M 1. 2 k- taking A from Step i, thus

M/A 1. 3 z Z06 kgIm 2

5.83 N 10

Step 3. A conservative value (or the range will be obtained b!
using data from Figures 4-40 and 4-43 for a fracment
of charac-eristi(, area 5. 16 x 10-3 mz which is sliz-ht1-:
Less than the area of the fragment considered, calcu-
lated in Step 1.

Frum Figiure 4-40, for a rartitent having Vi = 200 m/5 we T-hv
obtaLn a ni.xixrnun rance for MIA i 206 k,-/rr by linear interpolatior-

from the Tiaximum ranges, x, for M/A ratios most ne.atry ttreater ant

Lc.'s ch'r. NI/A z 206 kg/m2:

4-800



. m1 M/A =19'4 kg /rnZ 2I = 700 rn

M = M/A = 206 kg/rn2 2r 9

m- = M/A = 582 kg'/rnx .40r

x2 (x 3 -x ) (m - M I (1400- 700) (58Z " 154)

700

x. 7Z0 m

From Figure 4-40, for a fragment having a V = 300 rn/s we

may obtain a ma.dmurn range for M/A Z06 kg/rn by linear inter-
polation as in the previous paragraph.

Nn -/A = 194 k/rn2 X R5s0

m = MI/A = 206 k./rn -

m = MIA = 582 krn X 1920
3 3

' (206 - 194)
X1 = (1920 - 850) (206 194) + 850 z 880 rn.. (58-1 - 194)

S"ep 4. Lnterpolatin z "or a V `250 n,/s between the
values found for V = ZCO rn/s and 300 m/s

' (X x (250 - 200)
2 2 Z (300- ZOO) 2

- (880 - 700) 1/2 . 700

= 790 rn

A conservative value fcr range for this fragment •i 790 rn (2z•90 it).

4"40~.
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Example 3. For Drag. Fragments

Assume: A titanium alloy fragmcnzn with a mass of 3. 12 cg

(6. 84 Ibm) initial velocity of 125 m s (410 ft/sec). Find its maximurn

range for any initial trajectory angle.

Step I. A (MI/TiOZ/3

since

3
"T =T 4.46 glcrn

2/3

3. 12 x 103 2 10-3 2A 79 cm =7.0 x 10m
4.46

Step 2. M/A 3. 12 3 395 kg/rn2

7.9 x 10

Step 3. Fcr a conservative value for range use Figures -1-37

and 4-40 for an A 5. 15 x 1O.3 which is less than the

area of the fragment considered, from Figure 4-37.

for V. = 100 m/s A = 5. 15 x 10 M-2  M!A =
* 

12

194 .g/rn X - 420 m

-3 2
for V. = 100 m/s A = 5. 15 x 10 m M/A z

1

582 kg/m2 X3 = 660 rn

therefore, interpolating as in the previous examples
for an M/A = 395 kg/mz

-3 2
for V = 100 rn/s A z 5. 15 x 10 in MI/A

1

39r. kt,/rn X 544 rn

.8ro;2n FL:,tre 1-40, similarly

4 .82



0
for V. 200 m/s A = 5. 15 x IO¾ m MiAI -

2 X#
395 ký/r X' 1062 rn

interpolatinL. for a V. of 125 m/s

-3 2
V. z 125 m/s A 5. 15 x 10 rn M/AI

m2
395 kg/ X" z 673 m

2

Thus a conservative value for the range would be 673 m (2210 ft).

4-5.3 For Cylindrical Propellant Tanks

Data from initial velocity measurements of fragments from Pro-
ject PYRO experiments (Referer, t 3) were used to derive an estimate of
the fragment initial velocity distr. "ition. For medium percent yields
(5 to 15%), Figures 4-46 and 4-47 present the fragment initial velocity

distributions for LO 2 /LH-2 , and LO 2 /RP-1 respectively, confined in a
cylindrical missile (CBM). For medium percent yields (5 to -5%) Figires
4-48 and 4-49 show the fragment initial velocity distributions for LO2/
±h 2 and LO' 7 'R?-I re ,ectively confined by the ground surface (CBGS).
In the CBGS tests. the missiles were illowed to fall back to the pad. In

the CBM tests. the bulkheads between the L0 2 and LH 2 were rupturco,

allowing the Lquids ta mix inside the missile.

Figures 4-46 throigh 4-49 can be used to estimate the percentage
of fragments which will have an initial velocity. Vi . equal to or less than
a particular Vi .

For example, if we wished to estimate the perctntage of frag-
ments which would have an initial velocity equal to or Icss than 1. 000

mli (3280 ft/sec) for a LO 2 iLH7 CBM case, we would reier to Figure
4-46 and on t"--- .,itial velocity axis (abcissa) at 1. 000 rn/s go upward
to the interbection with the line. Then, at the intersection point read the

percentage value from the ordinate, which is 95. 5%. Conversely, if we
wanted to know what initial velocity 90% of the fragments wowld not exceed,
we would enter the chart on the 90% line, go over the intersection with

the curve and read downward to the initial velocity axis the value. 680 n,/s

(2230 ft/sec).

r'igure 4-50 is a plot of fragment initial velocity versus yield (%)
for LO 2 /LH 2 CBM tests listed on page 86 of Refereace 3. A 95th
pe:.rccntile has been included based on the same stardard deviation as .. e

4- 3
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Sdistribution shown in Figure 4-46. From Figure 4-50, for a yield of
"50%, we would expect that 95% of the fragments would have an initial
velocity of 1900 m/s (6230 ft/sec) or less.

Details on the derivation of Figure 4-46 through 4-50 are given

in Appendix 4A, Sections 4A- I and 4A-2.

4-6 Fragment Mass Distribution

4-6. 1 Propellant Explosions

From the data in Reference 3. the fragment mass (weight) follow-
ed log normal distributions. That is, the logarithms of the fragment

masses followed a normal or Gaussian distribution.

Figure 4-51 and 4-52 present the fragment mass (Wi) distribution
for two events taker. from Reference 3. These were termed Events I and
2, and were Saturn IV confined-by-missile (CBM) explosions. Event I
had a percent yield of 5%, and Event 2 a yield of 1. 1%.

Figure 4-53 is an average of the distribution of Events 3, 4, and
5 fr-om Reference 3. These events were spill tests using three tanks on
120 radials with LO 2 /LHz/RP- 1, and mixing on the ground (CBGS). The
rationale for averaging the distribution of these events is given in

Appendix 4F.

These charts can be used in the same manner as Figures 4-46
through 4-50 are used for fragment initial velocity.

4-6.2 Gas Vessel Bursts

In experiments by Pittman, (Reference 4), five tanks (two cylin-
ders and three spheres) were ruptured by increasing pressurization
until rupture. The tanks were made of the same material (Ti 6 Al 4V
alloy) with an ultimate strebs (7u) of 1. 05 GPa (150, 000 psi). Pertinent
data and calculated parameters for four of the tanks are given in Table
4-2, where W is the geometric mean fragment mass, W(T) is the tank
weight, P is the burst pressure, and Eo is the energy of detonation of I
gram of TNT or 4190 J. It is interesting to note that the ratio "W/W(T)r

doubles while the ratio (P/cu) changes by an order of magnitude. As
shown in Appendix 4F. the fragment mass follows a log normal distribu-

tion. That is, the logarithims of the fragment masses follow a normal
or Gaussian distribution.

4-89
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TABLE 4-2. PARAMETERS OF BURSTING TANKS

Mean

Burst Frag.-
Pressure (P) Volume Mass (W) W P PV

Tank # MPa m 3  W ".u Eo

A 4. 309 0. 038 19.5 0. 00505 0. 0042 39

B 4. 137 0. 048 20. 6 0. 00444 0. 0040 47

D 55. 160 0. 170 713 0.00917 0. 0533 2,238

E 56. 050 0. 170 795 0.00964 0. 0542 2, 274

Tests for significant differences in means were made for Tanks A
and B and for Tanks D and E. As shown in Appendix 4F no significant
difference was found, so the fragment mass distribution of Tanks A and B
and of Tanks D and E were averaged. These average distri;'utionc arc
shown in Figures 4-54 and 4-55. These figures can be used for fragment
mass estimation in the same manner as Figures 4-46 through -1-50 are
used for fragment initial velocity estimation.

Figure 4-56 is a plot o normalized yield (PV/Eo) versus mean
fragment mass (W) for the four tanks. Two of the four points are
clustered at each end of the range 0homri in Figure 4-56. Thus, the
response in the middle of the range is still unknown. That is, the rela-

tionship of W to PV/Eo may not be linear -in a log-log-scale. Data
points in the mid-ranges are needed to confirm or denm the linear rela-
tionship.

With the risks described above, one can estimate mean fragment
mass for any decided ratio of PV/E 0 up to 3 kg. One could then estimate
the 90th percentile of the distribution (that value of fragment mass which

would equal or exceed the mass of 90% of the fragments) b; using the

estimate of the standard deviation (S) from the average of Tanks D and

E (1. 695). An example follows:

For a burst pressure (P) of 108 Pa (1, 400 psi) and a tank voluint,
Uf 0. 80I 111 (Z. 83 ft 3)

PV (.080) (10 ) 8 x 10

4-94
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PV _ 8. 000. 000o 1900
Eo 4190

Entering the chart (Figure 4-56) on the abscissa of 1900, reading
up to the intersection of the line and over the ordinate, a value of 560 g
is obtained for mean fragment mass. Any Percentile (Pp) value of frag-
ment mass can then be estimated by the formula:

P = exp. (In W + K s),

where W is the mean mass, s is the estimate for the standard deviation,
and k is a value from the normal distribution table. Typical values are
shown in Table 4-3.

For the 90th percentile,

P9 0 = exp r In 560 + 1. 28. 1. 695'

9 = exp (8.4976) = 4.903 kg (10.79 Ibm)

Thus, one would expect that 90% of the fragments would have a
mass equal to or less than 4. 903 kg (10. 79 lbm).

TABLE 4-3. VALUES OF k OF PERCENTILES
OF THE NORMAL DISTRIBUTION

Percentile 99 95 90 80 70
k 2.33 1.65 1. 28 0.84 0. 53

4-7 Probability of Fragment Arrival Versus Range

4-7. 1 Propldlant Explosions

From Reference 3, Figure 4-57 is a representation of fragment
distance versus percent yield, with a 95 percent confidence interval.
The derivation of this figure is explained in Appendix 4F.
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Figure 4-57 can be used to estimate the mean distance of a frag-
ment range for any given yield (percent). Also, one can obtain a 95*/%
confidence level on maximum distance. For example, given a yield of
20%0, one would expect that 95% or more of the fragments would fall
within 560 meters o, the explosion center.

4-7. Z Gas Vessel Bursts

In the experiment by Pittman (Reference 4), the fragments from
the bursting tanks were partially contained in a circular area with a 20
foot radius with 8 ft high walls on the perimeter. Thus, the data on the
fragment range was severely biased.

However, by exercising the computer programs (Appendix 4E)
for fragment range as a function of fragment mass, drag, and flight
angle, a distribution of fragment ranges was obtained for each of four
tanks. These distributions were well fitted to members of the normal
of Gaussian family.

Then, "t" tests for significant difference in mean ranges for
Tanks A and B and for Tanks D and E were made. In the statistical
sense, there were no significant differences in means between Tanks A

|- and B, and between Tanks D and E.

Figures 4-58 and 4-59 present these simulated fragment range
distributions for Tanks A and B and for Tanks D and E respectively.
These charts can be used to estimate fragment range for similar gas
vessels.

Complete details on the derivation of the simulated fragment
range, goodness of fit tests, and "t" tests are given in Appendix 4F.
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4 APPENDIX IV. A

METHODS FOR ESTIMATING FRAGMENT
INITIAL VELOCITIES

Figua'e 4A-1 shows the conceptual models used in analysing burst-
ing confinement vessels to obtain estimates of initial fragment velocities.
The spherical confinement vessel case has been discussed in Reftrences
I and 2. For this case the smhere is conceived of as fragmenting into n
fragments of circular projection, and the fragments travel in a radial direc-
tion without tumbling. The energy of the confined gas is partitioned between
the kinetic energy of the fragment, the energy of the gas escaping between
the cracks between the fragments as they are formed, and the energy of the
expansion of the internal gas. The equations of motion for the fragments
are developed in Reference 2, and a computer code SPHER has been de-
veloped for the solution of these nonlinear differential equations describing
the fragment motion. Solution of the differential equations is accomplished
by use of Runge-KAtta integration techniques. Program SPEiER appears at
the end of this appendix with a descrirtion of the input-output variables.

Figure 4A-1 also shows the conceptualization of a cylinder fragment-
• J •ing into n fragments. For this case, the fragments are considered to be

strips which move radially from the center of the cylinder. Motion of the
cylinder ends is not considered. Figure 4A-2 shows the geometric param-
eters of the cylinder used in the analysis. A cylindcr of length L and radius
R is assumed to burst into n strip fragments of width d and thickress th.
A cross-section of each strip is a segment of the cross-section of the cylin-
der having a segment height of h and segment diameter d. In the following
arnalysis, the projected area of each fragment is obtained from the surface

* area and the initial subtended angle of the fragment at the center of the
cylinder, with the result being Equation (4A-l l). The area of a crack about
any fragment at any time is obtained by assuming the cracks only fotm
lengthwise along the cylinder, and by obtaining an equation for the width
of these cracks in terms of the initial radius of the cylinder and the radial
"distance r, the fragment has traveled at any time, t. The equation for
fragment area is given in Equation (4A-14). One of the differential equations

* of motion derived on the basis of an adiabatic gas expansion and radial mo-
tion of the fragments is the same for this analysis as it was for the sphere.
as are the general equations used for nondimensionalization; see Equation
(4A-15). A second differential equation, Equation (4A-35), is obtained from
the perfect gas law assumption, an equation for the mass flow of gas through
the cracks formed between the fragments [Equation (4A-19), and cylinder
geometry considerations. Values for the nondimensional constants are also
obtained through these considerations and are given in Equations (4A-36)

ii ~and (4A- 37).

Li! 4A-1
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This analysis does not take into account the stored energy (strain
energy) in the walls of the container immediately prior to burst. The I
strain energy for the spherical containment vessel case can be shown to
be given approximately by:

2
2 "a

SE = TR h(l - K) -Y- (4A-1)
E

where

a the stress in the container wall

SE = the strain energy stored in the vessel

R = the sphere radius before burst

h = the sphere wali thickness

v = Poisson's ratio for the material

SE = the bulk modulus for the material

This equation may be written:

R4 2z ( -.v_) (A

SE = rR 4 P (2:ý Eh (4A-Z)
SE = "(Z Eh)

where P is the pressure of the confined gas, by substitution of the approxi-
mate relation.

2ha = RP (4A-3)y

The stored energy in thm confined gas is

GE = (4A-4)
3(K- 1)

Thiis, the ratio, e, of the strain to stored energy is

3RP(I - r) (K - I)
8hE (4A-h)

For a steel container pressurized with air having R/h < 100,

@ -4



e- - 5.25 X 10"6 P (kg/cm2

-7
3.70X 10 P (psi)

S .37 X 10 P (Pa)

Thus, even for this very high radius-to-thickness ratio, pressure would
have to exceed 105 psi to produce significant strain energy (3%) relative to
the total energy available. We therefore conclude that, as a rl'e, strain
energy can be neglected. This is emphatically not true when the vessel
rupture process is similar to that of a high explosive bomb casing burst,
where considerable expansion of the case occurs before rupture (up to 1. 8
radii).

A computer code for the 3imultaneous solution of nonlinear differ-
ential equations [Equations (4A-15) and (4A-35)) (CYLIN) has been developed.
This code, similar to code SPHER, uses the Runge-Mutta integration tech-
nique for the solution of the differential equations. The code, along with
definitions for its input and output parameters, is given at the end of the

* ,appendix. Figures 4A-3 and 4A-4 show comparative results from the two
computer codes. Figure 4A-4 shows the maximum fragment velocities
predicted for spheres and cylinders of equivalent volume as a function of
the number of fragments assumed. For all cases, the value for maximum
fragment velocity becomes a constant when more than about 10 to 30 frag-
ments are assumed. In general, for equal volumes and radii, the sphere
fragment velocities are less than the cylinder fragment velocities. This
may be because of the assumption that no energy is used in accelerating
the ends of the cylinders. Thus, more energy is available for the fragments
formed from the cylindrical wall. Figure 4A-3 gives comparative results
for maximum fragment velocities for the two geometric cases versus mass
ratio for gases of various specific heat ratios. Again, the predicted cylindri-
cal velocities are higher than that of the spherical velocities.

Some empirical verification of the results from program SPHER is
given in Appendix IV. B. Very little data are available, however, to verify
this analysis. Although there are data available for fragment velocities
from cylindrical confinement vessels, most of these data are from burst-
ing artillery shells. The processes involved in the fragmentation of these
shells are so dynamic that the shell may expand up to twice its diameter
before cracks are formed between the fragments. Our analysis would not
be applicable to this kind of event. Our analysis assumes a relatively brit-
tle confinement vessel which does not expand significantly prior to the time
that cracks art formed between the fragments. This would be the case for
confinement vessels which are slowly pro. surized, as opposed to the highly
dynamic situation existing when a high explosive is detonated internal to the
confinement vessel.
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I... -- Analysis for a Cylindrical Shell Fragmenting Into Strip Fragments

Variable List:

A - term in Equation (4A-16)

Af - fragment area

a - sound speed in confined gas, 1 = 0
00

a * - critical sound speed in mass flow equation

B - term in Equation (4A-16)

C - term in Equation (4A-16)

D - term in Equation (4A-16)

d - width of fragment segment

SF -ragment projected area

g - nondimensionalized displacement of a fragment

h segment height (see Figure 4A-2)

k - mass flow rate coefficient

L - cylinder length

M - mass of contained gas at any instant, r

Mf - fragment mass

MX - cylindrical shell masst

n - number of fragments

P - crack perimeter about a fragment

P - nondimensicnali7ed pressure

P - pressure of confined gas at any instant, T

00



I P - initial pressure of confined gas
00

R initial cylinder radius

r fragment displacement at any instant, r

a - segment length

T - temperature of confined gas at any instant, r0

th - shell thickness

V - volume of confined gas at any instant. -r0

V - volume of shell materials

w - crack width

x - nondimensionalizing constant for displacement

Cr - nondimensional constant

P - nondimensional constant

e - nondimensionalizing constant for time

0 - angle subtended at the center of the cylinder by a fragment
-r =-0

x - ratio of specific heats for confined gas

PO - confined gas density at any instant, 'r

p* - critical density of gas in mass flow equation

Ps - density of shell material

- time

- nondimensionalized time

Prime denotes derivatives with respect to ,.

i
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... From considerations of the cylinder geometry (see Figure 4A-2):

M t p ssV a aL R +thIz- RZ (4A-6)

2wRLA f= n (4A-7)

F = L d = L * 2 [R - (R - h)2 (4A-8)

From Figure 4A-Z:

A L S . S f 2 • ZwR = OR, e cos- (

Therefore,

Af = L R ' cos- I (4A-9)

From Equations (4A-6) and (4A-9),

h = R I - Co.•(4A-10)

From Equations (4A-10) and (4A-8),

F = ZL R I- cos -) (4A-11|)

The crack area at any time r for fragment i is

(Pw). = 2ZL w (4A -. 1)

From Figure 4A-2, it may be seen that

w = e Cr(T) - R- " [r(r) - R (4A-13)
n

From Equations (4A-I) and (4A-13),

(Pw). L • r(-r) - R 4L(!. R I (4A-14)1 n n R

4A-10



II T' T r

From Reference 2, Equations (4A-19), (4A-Z0), and (4A-21),

z K/bc-i

*~~~ 1K (p) IK9" nP, [I- Y,"'' ' /)"

oo 2

t00
x-FP - (4A- 15)

too
M a 1/2

e FPto ('2)1'•~ °°
00

From differentiation of the ideal gas equation,

@ ,dP(,T)/dl'1 d ( dl' ('1
d. o 0 (- l d M (T) + d T cT

P (-r) p (T)V (T) dr T (t) dr

od V
00 04- 6

V (0) d -r

A = B+C-D

Using the variable changes P (,r) P P (9) t r el, term A becomes
0 00 *

(A -)(4A- 17)

and using these variable changes with the ideal gas law, term C becomes

SC . . .(4A - 18)pg* e K P*

"7 The confined gas mass flow rate through the cracks is [from Equation
(4A-IZ), Reference Z3

d dM - kp a Pw (4A- 19)

i4
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0

.... . •Xhetota! crack area is4

Pw 2 Z (Pw)i = n(Pw)i

and from Equations (4A-14) and (4A-19)

- kpa, 4iL- R ( r- ) I) (4A-20)R

But from the cylindrical geometry

V (r) = Yrr (-r)" L (4A.ZI)

Thus, from Equations (4A-16), (4A.20) and (4A-Z1), term B becomes

B = dM('r)
P0 (T)V (1( dr

0

__ __ __ __"*r_(• ro i

2 -k, a, 4,L .R R I
po (-) vr (,). L L

4k a* R 1
4k p@, R r " r ) J(4A-22)PO (.0 R r rz 2 ()

From standard one-dimensional flow relationships

p, po(,1 /a I•- I
0 + (4A -23)

2 ,1/Z

Assuming an adiabatic gas expansion

a (•,) =a P •</Z
0 00

and nondirnensionalizing displaccment and time

r (-r) = Xg(t,) =(4A4- 24)

4A-12



'c5'-taii"from Equations (4A-22). (4A-23) and (4A-24)

B 1 1 2 1/2 p K- 1/2K

r K 11 I

R 2 R (4A -25)

r ~~~~RXg(c) Xg()
S2 

x+11/2I<-1)

i4aoo00.+i A - (4A-26)

From Equation (4A-16)

Id V

D = (4A-27): =V (0" dr"

. Differentiating Equation (4A-Z2) gives

d V (T) z
0 d ff (-r) . Ld r )

a = • = L 2r(T) dr( (4A-28)

Sd' dr d r

Thus,

I;
1DdV ) 2 dr(T) (4A -29)

D V (-) dT r (,r) d-r

* 0

* Changing the variable with Equation (4A-Z4), term D becomes

z x ,kD - g,(1• 2 (4A -30)
D Xg(,) - ( g(07)

From Equations (4A-16), (4A-17), (4A-18), (4A.-Z6), and (4A-30).

, (__•.i +1 lZ(K'l
1P': 4ka p K-I/Zx R

0: Rgg

(continued)
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(II.

P' 4ka P )-I/ZK R'~ •I2•I
- 00 * XK ÷4 ( X g )

2

e 0 g

6g

Multiplying through Eq. (4A-32) by K g2

1 2 4k,,ea g ,-i/2K
P-' g = Xpk:'

S~~~~2 \ +l(-1

e4k KA R ý. +' T)
+X 0 p 1- I/2, g 8 (4A-33)

From Equation (4A-15S).

XP.

002

oo 00 t oo 2

t oo

Fp -3/200 o (4A -34)

M at 00

Assume constants a• and P3 such that Equation (4A-33) becomes

0 2 C - r g + F P P I / Z K Z -g g ' (4 A - 3 5 )

pt 
00
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S.. .. • ~ . - .. . . I:. .

Then from Equations (4A-33), (4A-34), and (4A-35).

4- a K+2/2(K.l) I 2 -I(4A36)
00~ K 1 a 00

'2 K+/2 ( -l) . 1/2--4 kic• /'TTi (4A-37)

S) •+l /2K-t1) F P, -3/2,_4ksa R 2- no 2

• Mta

t 00

4W 2 w~/(c 2

-1 FP

SO00LR P 00~-- a (4A.38)

*~ too

I Differential Equations (4A-15) and (4A-35) are solved simultaneously by
code CYLIN using the Runge-Kutta integration technique for initial condi-
tion:

• = R

g(O) P ( 0) = 1. 0 and g'(O) = 0

Since Mt and F are both proportional to L, Mt/F is independent of the
cylinder length. Thus, length L drops out of the equations for P. X. and
e ; L. e., the cylinder length does not enter into the solution for Equations
(4A-15) and (4A-35).

.Computer Codes CYLIN and SPHER

The following computer code.s were used to solve the simultaneous
nonlinear differential equations for motion of fragments emanating from
bursting confinement vessela of cylindrical and spherical configuration.
These codes were used to g,';nerate the data for the method of deterministic

p• fragment initial velocity cat'culations given in the text of th:e workbook.
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PROGRAM VARIABLE DEFINITIONS FOR CODES
SPHER AND C YLIN

Program Units
Variable Definition St Entlish

CAPI Ratio of specific heats of gas ..

AO Sound speed m/s in/sec

PO Initial pressure P& psi

RR Cylinder radios I in.

CL Cylinder length m in.

EL End length m in.

CT Cylinder thick'sos m in.

ET End thickness m in.

DEN Density kg/mr I bf/in

3 . 3
VO Volume m in

TM Total mass of confinement vessel kg lb1f

FN Number of fragments (always two) ...

FK Gas discharge coefficient

JH Time intervai of iteration ....

XMAX Maximum time of itvration

PERI Perimeter (calculated) m in.

FF Area of cross section to which
force is appiied (calculated) m in

XX Characteristic dimension (calculated) m in.

lbf indicates English weight measuremnent of pounds of sorce. Sea level
gravitation is assumed.

*A*l



IoProgram U nit._.s

Variable Definition SI E

THETA Characteristic time (calculated) 6 0
Al Dimensionless mass parameter

ElBI Dimensionless geometry parameter ..

NEND Branching constant. If zero, program
stops. If > I. program continues.

G1 distance to initial velocity m in.

Ca initial fragment velocity m/s (/stee

G3 initial fragment acceleration m/9 in/sec

G4 final explosive product mixture
pressure Pa psi

TI time to initial velocity s s

Pi the constant, w none none

1.2 I CAPM the quantity (1 - w)/hv none none

t CAP3 the quantity - I/K rone none

CAP4 the quantity (31-I)fZK none none

CO normalized initial fragment dis-
placement from center of sphere none mone

X normalized time none none

Y(W) normalized velocity none sone

Y(3) normalized pres ,re none none

Y.() normalized fragment displacement none none

NA number of differential equaions to
be solved none none

F(l). F(Z), difftrential equations solved

F(3)

TT norlnali7ed time none none

PS normalized pressure none none

ORGrINAL PAGE IS 4A- 17OF POOR QUALIy



PROGRAM SPNER (INPUT*OUTPUI,TAPEI NOUTPUI.TAPCI KINPuT)

310 FORMAT (10.1o')_________
311 FORMiATcqE18.1)
31V FORMAT (R110.3) ____

]1S FORMAT (311ZON GAS CHARACTERISTICS.,47H KAPPAN0110;3;-
kIIS SOUND SPEEDU.E13.%.PM IN/SEC,/.1ON PRESSURE. .EtO.3,9M4 PSI#-

1,jNVESSEL CI4ARACTI.R13T!CS&¼~M RADIUSUCIO*3IMS Ihi6,*

I$ uN AS321,Eo3,lbm LSS,-SEC,3Q,tIN.,/,16eH40_ NO F FRACMENTSB,__

31q FORMAT (3/#13N FINAL VALUE3,/;bh TImCx,E1O.3,vH SE.C,7/. - -

1104 OISTANCExvE1o,3.9N INSDI1DI'4 VILOCITY2.EtO),104 FT/SEC.0/8
It%" ACCELERATION,,EIO.3.1a1 IN/So-SIC./.1OH.PR.ES3URC2.t 1.3.
LIN PS1)

310 FORMAT (SZM CH4ARACTERISTICS Of MOTION of FRAGIOENTS (NORMACIZEDO)

321 FORMAT ( i.U14H PRESSURE (NORW4ALIZEO),/,X,X7I4 TehO1RM~bX. -__

322 FORMAT (11'" INITIAL CONOITION~s/obh' X(O)s*EIO,%*7vMG(0)xE1Os.'e
LIM G1(O)8tE10.,1~M PsNORmZE1O .9,2/)

sot FOOMAT (/#$"4TOO MUCM . ~ -

boo FORMAT (12)
loot FOOMAT (110.3)
Soo JJUO

READ Q8.310) CAPIOAOOPO

RFAD (?#)I%) AN#XMAX
READ CisboO) NENO
Go TO S~t

110 POSPO/bO, -

SS1 CON4TINUE
wiRITE (1,31S) CAPI,AO.PO,RRTM,FN .-- . .

PIN 3.114S42WS3

FFZ,..PI(Akt*e ~)*(./(CAPI/I).(/(FN*P1)) -

*TWETABT#4*AOG.(i.0/(CAP1.1.0))**O.S)/CFF6PO)
CAPi:(1.OO.CAPI)/CAPI
CAP 3v.k.O/CAP2

A1E3.*FX*CSP1O((?./(CAPL.L,))*a( (CAPI*1.)/(2.OCCAPI.1.H))b)

12/(Cm*) API-.))i? f*

COBRA/Ix

YCI)tCO

Y(3)6190
VTUO,O

YTTZO00
WRITE (1,1221) XY(j),V(2)pYCI)

ORIGINAL PAG1C IB
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30 SmINLDEQ CNA,'?,PX#A14O)

-0 143 'GeAPIO, - ...IlL) - - --

lot CONTINUE -__________

--- . FZ(aABSC0) ___________________

.304 CONTINUE ___

* CJJ)J,*_ _ __ _ _

itS CONTINUE--.______
r' TO Jo)X-_____

10 CONTINUE

G~axx/Ty(eETA.(cO)

Gls3XX,(TIHETA)**2;0)*F!2)'
-- G%*PO*YC3)

mtE131)T1#G1vG,G~.3#G%

IF (P0.10000.) sse',5I.SSO
\....I SS If (NENO.!) S01.500500 -

103 CONTINUE. -

wRITE (1,soa)
L7Sol STOP . .

OPJGINAL PAGE 13
O)F POOR QUAL!Ty
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PROGRAM CYLIN (ZNPVT.OUTPUITAPEl ROUTPUT#TAPEe 8INPUTy)

OIRENSTON Ftd) ,Y(3),wl( 3).14d(3),P3(lOO)e TT(100)

IaFO6mAT(qE 10.3) ____ ____________

3%FORMAT CICIo,3) ____-____________

31S FORMAT (31plaH GAS CHiARACERISTICS.T,)#M KAPPAS 't I0,3,
11584 SOuNO SP[ECOup13.,78?4 IN/SEC#/#1OM PRE33URE ,EI1O.3frhI4 PSI,'-

-: tiI VL33EL CHARACTERWSTIdejH RAOIUS9~l,CIO.3, INS@#*
-81 AMMAS~sU.C103. IbM LBS,.s3CCO./IN,i.13 IsO4, OF FRAGMENT32,

314 FORMAT (31,1384 FINAL VALUES./.hH TIa'E2,E1o,3.H S1EC.I. - -

110"O O13TANCtfeE1O,3,s84 INS#5/#ION WELOCIT'.,EIO,3#74 FT13EC*/#'
1_ 19"4 ACCELCRATIONU.&1O*3&1OM N1N/QwSIC#.#plO0' PRE3SURE*,E1iOe
low4 PSI)

310 FORMAT (5DM CHARACTERISTIC$ OF MOTION OF FRAGMENTS CPIORMALUEZCOV

311 FORMAT hUH11 PRE53URE (NQRMALIZEO),/.,X8?NTeNORM bl7

* lbMHetdORM./ 1
Ill FORMAT jWH INITIAL CONOITION.'##/*HM10'_ _

310 FORMAT (/1,12 CYL P.NOBmsI0,.i) ,.1.-,?__C0).)O

Sol FOlRMAT (1#90TOO MUCH) - -

bOO FORMAT (12)
3001 FORMAT"CEIO.3) _________

-READ (,310) CAPIAOsP0
REAl) (1,311) FNRRTMpFX - -- ~-
MCAOC1e3001) GNL _

READ (?,314) AH#XMAR
* READ (e.b00) t4END

%SO POSPO/lo,
A~al' 065____

511 CON4TINUE
*RITE (1,319) GNL

-wRtITE (1,315) CAPaAO#PooRRTM#FN- -

FFSI,.GNL.RRAC(1,o(CCO3(l,*PI/FN))4lR ))#*O.S) --

X12TMs(AOO1.O)OCI.O/(CAPl 1))/(PF*POI
TmETAaTMIAO*((d.O/(CAPIO1.O))"*O.S)/CFFPOO
CA'p3( 1,oo.CAP1 )ICAP1
CAP,3se1,0/C API

CA'93. (8APIO( , 03)/(?O* C API)
Ale% t00.FMOCAPI4( (?.0/(CAPI*1.O) *(CCAP1*1 O)/(2,04CCAPI-1 #)))

Y?180,0

V1()0,4

"weITE (10322) xYi.()Y
MABI

?(l~FM.(3)( (1OO-Y~i*'I )*(Y(3)f§CAP2) )ssCAP3)

4A-20



30 SzQKLOE0 (#4&.YUuX#Am,0) _______

- F(V)uf'ie(3)*((1*OO-(Y0?U"* _)*(YC3)iiCAPa) )i*CAP~i

701 CONTINUE

-SO* CONTINUE _ ___

ICYsXTMCAO(YCU . .8. 0 4. .-

WRITE (1030~) TIOeIG1DG0g3g6IF (00010000O) %selo

tt

4A -2 1



FUNC71ON *KLOEO(NY.#F.E,14NT)
C 01 UC30 RKLOEO SUN4`E-KUflaGIL-L-INE'R DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION SOLVER pab1
C OZ UC30 RKL0E0
C MOO0IP ED MAY 11b) (0 REMOVED FROM CALLING SEOU(NCc) -

C TEST Of ALGOL ALGORITHM
DIMENSION Vmo1.P(om,0(lo) LO"
R__ EAL X.14e.INTECER NvNT1-COmmENT*.o8EGtAINTEGER.J.1#4L6REA1_A-
NT84T*I Kc

£..-.D itJ)',* -

_____ £35 - -. SKLD-;

GO ?3 _ OKLOI.

3 AaATOTLbS~ ___RELOr

XaI,/1. . -. - * KLD".
go TO 6 K5

-00 %1 totoll NPKLO'

*LOC@U1., - ' _ _ _OLD-.

_ ____ KLO.

R ETURN - mLO..
ENO PKIO.M
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APPENDIX IV. B

COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
WITH CODE PREDICTIONS

Some experimental data for initial fragment velocities from burst-
ing containment vessels are available to check the predictions of fragment
velocities from code SPHER. For example, D. W. Boyer, et al. (Refer-

ence 1) have measured fragment velocities from bursting glass spheres of
various dimensions where the contained gas was air or helium (HE). The

text of the workbook, "Example I for Spheres, " shows how the initial frag-
ment velocity for one of these cases could be obtained from the tables.
Table 4B-I lists the data from the Boyer report and compares it with values
obtained from Tables 4-1 through 4-8 of the workbook text, using the meth-
od demonstrated in the examples shown in the text. The data are also com-
pared to values obtained by runs of code SPH4ER for the specific burst pres-

sure and sphere geometries used in the experimental runs.

Results are within about 10% of one another for any of the methods
used.

Table 4B-Z lists data for fragments from bursting titanium alloy
Li spheres pumped up with nitrogen. The experimental data are from a re-

port by Pittman (Reference 2). Pittman measured the velocities of frag-
mrents emanating from- the spheres with breakwire and strobe photographic
techniques. Code SPHER and the tables predict the velocities from the
small diameter sphere within 10%. Velocities predicted for the larger
diameter spheres are low by 1556 where breakwire techniques were used
to measure the fragment velocities. They agree well with the measured
data where strobe photography was used to measure the fragment velocities.

4B- I



TABIL. 4h1I. INITIAl. Vt:I.(;Itl II. v
FROM* Wr) "ITI.riG I.Ai:S .I 'I I l.i K:

(p z 2. 6 cni)

Sphere Characteristics Pressurizine Gas Initial Fragment Velocitis
Wall

Radius Thickness Pressure VI(Boycr)e V. (Code) V (Tables)

crn cm Type Pa M/s m/s m/s

1.27 0. 100 Air 2.25x 106 S1.8 51.5 57.6

2.54 0.100 " " " 75.6 80.2 84,4
6.3S 0. Iý' ,"o 1.1 x 10 6 69.8 78. 0 "3' 1

1.27 0.100 He 2. ZSx 106 44.2 38.4 43.6

2.54 0.100 " t " 79.4 61.6 64.0

V, values were obtained from Roference I by averaging measured values for

similar cases from Table I of Reference I for the 1.27 and 2.54 cm radius
spherea and by measurements from Figure 13 of Reference I for the 6.35 cm
radius sphere.

TABLE 4B-Z. INITIAL FRAGMENT VELOCITIES, V..
FROM BURSTING TITANIUM ALLOY SPIiERES

(p z 4.46 cm 3 )

Sphere Characteristics Pressuriring Cas Initial Fragni.e.r Velocities
Wall V. (Pittmnan) Vi (Code) V. (Tables)

Radius Thickness Pressure I

cm cm Type Pa m/s MI/s rn/s

7
11.7 0.274 .4 5,Slx iO 366 + 15 352 338

34,3 0.919 " . 342 + 301 339 3ZZ

34, 3 0.919 . .. 426 + Z72 339 322

34.3 0.919 it 448 4302 339 322

Values taken from Rfcerence 2.

'This value was based on velocity measurrrnents usinz a strobet photocralphic

technique.

2 These values werp based on vclný:ity nictsurcments using breakwire rnta-.ijrer~fnt
techniques. 
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APPENDIX IV. C

ESTIMATE OF INITIAL VELOCITIES OF FRAGMENTS FROM
SPHERES AND CYLINDERS BURSTING INTO TWO EQUAL HALVES

The method developed by Taylor and Price"1 ) for calculating ve-
locities of fragments from bursting spherical gas reservoirs was modi-
fied to provide velocity calculations for fragments from both cylindrical
and spherical gas vessels. These modifications were primarily geo-
metrical in nature and will be discussed in more detail in subsequent
pages. To compute the velocity of fragments from bursting spheres or
cylinders which contain gas under pressure, the following assumptions
were made:

(I) The vessel with gas under pressure breaks into two equal
halves along a plane perpendicular to the cylindrical axis,
and the two container fragments are driven in opposite
directions.

(3) Gas within the vessel obeys ideal gas laws.

(3) Originally contained gas escapes from the vessel through
the opening between the fragments into a surrounding
vacuum. The escaping gas travels perpendicular to the
direction of motion of the fragments with local sonic ,e-
locity.

(4) Energy necessary to break the vessel walls is negligible
compared to the total energy of the system.

(5) Drag and lift forces are ignored since the distance the
fragment travels before it attains its maximum velocity
and the time it takes to attain its maximum velocity are
too short for drag and lift forces to have a significant
effect.

A schematic depicting the essential characteristics of the Ta)'lar
and Price solution for bursting spheres is shown in Figure 4C- 1. Before
acce!crating into an exterior vacuum, the sphere has internal volume
Voo and contains a perfect gas of adiabatic exponent (ratio of specific
heats) K and gas constant R with initial pressure Poo -ind teraperature
Too (Figure 4C- la). At a time -r = 0, rupture occurs al.ong a peri-
meter -, and the two fragments are propelled in opposite directions cue
to forces applied against the area F which is perpendicular to the axis
of motion of the fragments (Figure 4C- lb). The mass if the two frag-

4C- I
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(a)
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Figure 4C-I. Parameters for Sphere Bursting

into Two Halves
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ments, M, and M 2 . is considered large relative to the mass of the re-
maining gas at elevated pressure (Figure 4C-1c).

As mentioned earlier, the Taylor and Price solution for calcu-
lating velocities of halves of bursting spheres was modified to predict
velocities of halves of bursting cylinders. Figure 4C-2 contains the
geometric parameters associated with cylindrical vessels. The gener-
alized fragment velocity solution and subsequent computer program
allow for computation of the velocity of half of the cylinder. The vessel
is assunmed to break into two equal halves along a plane perpendicular to
its cylindrical axis. The cylinder can have spherical segment end caps
or can have flat faces. The vessel has cylindrical radius r, cylindrical
thickness Ct . end cap thickness Et. cylindrical length C£ . and end cap
length Ef. beyond the cylindrical. portion. When C t C - 0 and E,--r.
the containment vessel becomes a sohere, and the solution corresponds
to that formulated by Taylor and Price. That is, a cylinder with hemi-
spherical end caps with length-to-diameter (L/D) ratio of 1, 0 is a sphere.

The Taylor and Price(l) solution, generalized to allow for cylin-
drical as wei! ds spherical vessels, follows. The equations of motion and

initial conditions of the two fragments are@2
d2x I dx 1(0)

M - = FP (), with xl(0) =0, 0 (4C-1)
- 2 d-

2d x x(0)

M FPd('r), with x (0) : 0, dX - 0 (4C-2)Z dT -

where subscripts refer to each fragmrent and xI and xZ arc displace-
ment distances and are taken along the axis of motion. To allow for
cylindrical containment vessels, the cross sectional area F over which
the force is applied becomes

F = n (r - Ct (4C-3)

The equation of state for the unaccelerated gas remaining within the con-
finement of the container fragments is

P r() Vo() 0 C(T) RT (0r) (4C-4)

4C-3
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Figure 4C-2. Geometry of Cylindrical Vessels

where subscript 0 denotes reservoir conditions immediately after failure,

R is the gas constant, P is pressure, V is volume. T is temperature

and C(T) is the mass of gas confined at high pressure as a function of

time. The rate of change of the confined mass is

d k7x q(4C-5)

where

x x 1 + x 2  (4C-6)

and k is the coefficient of discharge of the area between the fragment.-

and r, is the gas density at critical gas velocity a* . The expression

for perimeter 'I is the same as for spheres,

I1 = ?-,r (4C-7)

G;as density : and a, arc standard expressions

4
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P. (T) 2 1/(k- 1)

a (T), 2 (4c-8) -

1/2

0 K + I

whe're K is the adiabatic exponeilt (ratio of specific heats) for an ideal
gas. The volume is assumed to be variable and can be described by

V (0r) V 00+ (4C-9)0 00

Nearly ail of the gas is assumed to be accelerated with the fragments,
with gas immediately adjacent to !he fragments being accelerated to the
velocity of the fragments. From simple-one-dinmensional flow relation-
ships,

P I() = Po(T) - K d I

(4C- 10)

2 K/(K-1)

P = P ) I -, K- I Z

a(T) dT
0

To generalize the solution, one can use the following nondimensional
forms of the variables:

Dimension: x(O) Xg (I X1 (r) = Xg (pI). xZ = Xg 2 (_r)

Time: " = (4C- II)

Pressure: P (T) P P4 (')

From appropriate solutions and initial conditions:

* Ct
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d T - 1 g9'd T8 g

d x 1(1 x d xal() X
z - gi ,2 -= 72 g2

d'r q• dr 6

dP (T) P0 oo.P2 (4C- 12-)
dT 0•

dx 1(O) dx 2 o)
x 2 (O) = dT o (o) = g2 (O) g '(0) g2 '(0) 0

Pl (0) r I

where primes denote differentiation with respect to F. The pair of

characteristic values for dimension X and time r6 chosen by Taylor and
Price are:

a
at 0 2

-FP
00

(4C- 13)

Ma 1/2
E = t 0_

FP K
00

The final derived equations contain two dimensionless groups which de-

fine the nature of the solutions, these are

P V

00 00

M at o0  (4C- 14)

K + 1/, P o

k + 2 2(K -1) K-I 00

K



Differences between the Taylor and Price solution for spheres and our
solution for cylinders, with spherical caps being a special case of
cylinders, occur in the determination of area F given by Fquiti6•-W4U-•3 -.......

and perimeter fl given in Equation (4C-7) where r is cylindrical radius
(except for the special case of a sphere where r is spherical radius)
instead of spherical radius. A difference also exists in the calculation of
initial volume of the gas whi-ch, for the cylindrical case with spherical
segment endcaps with one base, becomes

2 2t2
V 00 - ; (r -C CI + (EI Et) (r -E + 1/3 (E -E)00t I t . t

(4C- 15)

for the adiabatic case,

K K ZK
P.) H(, T (.r) K-I a (-r) K-

-P T a S', %0, IaTo
00 Poo 0(4C- 16)

Substitution of Equations (4C- 10), (4C- 1Z) through (4C- 14), and (4C- 16)
into Fquatio:zs (4C- 1) and (4C-2) gives

K
K- 1

M ( 2

" • I (4C- -7)
K

K

M M2 P I- 2
t (P K-

Differentiation of Equation (4C-4) and substitution of Equations (4C-5)

* through (4C-9) and (4C-11) and (4C- 12) yields

K-K

'K- IP* L 2K

C + 1 g (P*) -Kg' (4C -18)

2 4C -7
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Since fragment masses are equal (M. M2 = Mt/2). the equations for
the motion of the two fragments become identical, with identical initial - ,
conditions and identical solutions so that g, = g2 = g/2. Equations in
Equation (4C- 17) then reduce to

K
' K- I

g' = 4 P, I - g -(4C- 19)
4 (P, K. ..I

K

Rearranging terms in Equation (4C-18) produces

3K- I
.L._ g p• 2K Kg' P

P (4C-20)P,' : KK- I'•+ H-o

For initial conditions, g(O) = 0, g '(0) = 0, and P*(0) = I. nondimensional
* values of distance, velocity, acceleration and pressure as a function of

time can be calculated by solving Equations (4C-19) and (4C-20)
simultaneously using Runge Kutta method of numerical iteration. Dimen-
sional values can then be calculated from

" " = 0" X lr l() _ x ,

"' 1 2 x 2O g ('.

(4C-Zl)
.• X

S - g'(). P ( P) P P ()
Ze 0 00*

The computer program entitled/Frag 2/ was written in Fortran
IV and exercised on a teletype tymshare terminal. The computer pro-
gram is user-oriented and accepts either SI or English units and outputs
either SI or English units. Rigorous English measure input is not used
for length and mass measurements. Instead. inches are used instead of
feet for length measurements and pounds-force (weight measure) are used
instead of slugs for mass measurements in both input and output stages
of the program since these units are commonly used in these types of
measurements. The ratio of specific heats (K), speed of sound (a0 o).
initial pressure (Poo), external radius of the cylinder of sphere, and the
discharge coefficient, chosen as 1. 0 in all cases examined, are input
parameters. The user has a choice of inputting cylinder length, end
length, cylinder thickness, end thickness, and wall density; or volume,
mass of the reservoir and cylinder thickness (see Figure 4C-2). The

4- B
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program also requires that a step size and limit bc added to allow for the

iteration process to begin and end. Nondimensional times are inputted

tfor this purpose. The user haP a choice of displayin g nondimensional - - -.

distance, velocity, acceleration and pressure as a function of nondinien-
sional Limhe and/or displaying dimensional distance, velocity, accelera-
tion and pressure as a function of dinicrsional time. In all cases. final
dim.rnsional times, distance, velocity, acceleration and pressure are

printed.

An explanation of the Runge-Kutta subroutine is contained in Table
4C- 1. This is a standard computer library function which has nine
arguments. After the Runge-Kutta subroutine explanation, one can find
a list of the program -variables. a listing of the program, and sample
input and output in Table 4C-2.

TABLE 4G-1. RUNGE.-KUTTA COMPUTER LIBRARY FUNCTION

FILE NAME: Fi6

SUBROUTINr_ RUNGE
NAME:

PURPOSE: This subroutine empl.oys the Fourth Order Runge-
Kutta Method to solve N simiItaneous first-order
ordinary differential equations by calculating

successive values of Y according to the formula:

h
Y. Y.• + (K + 2K + 2K + K)6 1 2 3 4

where K, f(Xi, Y.)

K f hK

2 + Yi -2

h hK
K3  f f(xi+- yi + 2

K4 f(xi + h, y. + hK3)

4C-9
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TABLE 4C- 1. (cont'd)

MW.T1IOD: The subroutine is called by the calling program five

times in order to approximate successive Y(I)')s the
first time to initialize, the second time to calculatv
K1 (1), the third time to calcualte K2(l), the fourth
time to calculate K 3 (I) and the fifth time to c-lcduteL.
K 4(1). In addition, each time '.he subroutine is
ca!led, it calculates a new Y(I) and a new X(1) whi.-h
are returned to the calling program where the func-
tions (iirst-order difft-rential equations) ar, evaluitlt.

with the new X(I) and Y(I). These values ,l til,
iunction are then returned to the subroutine where
they arre used as KI(I), K2 (l), K 3 (I). or K4 (0) and

approximately accumulated to obtain Yi j (1) i
the S calls to the subroutine.

ARGU MENTS: The subrouti;ie RUNGE uses nine arguernents: N, Y.
F, X. H, M, SAVEY, P-, K.

1. The first argument, N, represents the :urlnlwr
of simultaneous first-order ordinary dliffcrential

equations to be solved.

2. The second argument. Y, is the array name
which the calling program uses to transmit the
initial Y(l) values for each differential equa-

tion. Upon completion of the 5 calls to RUNGE,

Y(I) will contain the new approximated vh, 1 '.s

for the Yi + L(I)'s"

3. The third argument, F. is the array which
contains the current values of the differential
equations calculated by the main program, i. c.,
F(J) contains the value of the Jth first-order
differential equation.

4. The fourth argument, X, represents the in-
dependent variable which should b. initialized

in the main program before cailinp, RUNGi.:.

RUNGE incremcnts X by Ihe. stepsiz.r II.

5. The fifth argument. H, represents the st, p
size for X.

""- !1,~



•I•.•. TABLE 4C- I (concl'd)

6. The sixth argument, M, indicates which of the
five passes of the subroutine is to be executed.
The ma.•, program must initialize this argu-
inent as i. RUNGE then successively incre-
ments the variable by P up to 5.

7. The s,ýventh argument, SAVEY. is used within

RUNGE and must be dimensioned in the calling
program to be of size N.

"8. The eighth argument. PHI, is also used inter-
nally by RUNGE, but must be dimensioned in
the calling program to be of size N.

9. The ninth argument. K, is manipulated within
RUNGE. K should be tested right after the
call to RUNGE, in the calling program.

When K = 1, control should transfer to a set of
code in the calling program which calculates

.L_) new values for the first-order differential
equations, F(I), with the current valAes of X
and Y(I). Then RUNGE should be called again.

When K = 2, the approximation for Y(I) is corn-
pleted. Values for the Yi + I)'s are stored in
"Y(1) at this time, and normal flow of the calling
program should resume.

LIMITATIONS 1. The calling program must dimension SAVEY
AND and PHI.
COMMENTS:

2. The calling program must set M i I before
calling RUNGE.

3. The calling program must set up the N first-
order differential equation values in an array
F to be passed through to RUNGE when the
subroutine returns with K = I.

4. The calling program must set up separate arrays
.i. if all X and Y values for the set of differential

equations are to be saved, perhaps for plotting
purposes.

•:~4C. - I



TABLE 4C-2. COMPUTER PROGRAM ENTITLED/FRAG/
IN FORTRAN IV

Function: This program computes the velocity of a fragment from a
bursting sphere or cylinder, with or without spherical segment end caps
with one base. which contains gas under pressure. It is assumed that
the vessel breaks into two equal halves along a plane perpendicular to
the cylindrical axis. Distance, acceleration and residual pressure as a
function of time are also computed.

Input-Output Considerations: The prograra accepts input in either SI or
Englist. -inits and can print output in SI or English units making any con-
versions needed internally. The program considers SI units of mass in
kilograms, length in meters and time in seconds. The program con-
siders English units of mass in pounds of force (weight measure used for
convenience), length in inches and time in seconds. Input data are:

(A) Gas characteristics:

(CAPI) Adiabatic exponent (ratio of specific heats) for gas
in the containment vessel.

(AO) Speed of sound in gas of vessel.

(PO) Initial pressure of gas in vessel.

(B) Vessel characteristics:

(RR) Cylinder radius

choice of

(ZN) = 1: (A) Cylinder length

(B) Length of end cap

(C) Cylinder thickness

(D) Thickness of end cap

(E) Wall density

;C 1
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TABLE 4C-2. (cont'd)

(ZN) 2: (A) Volume of containment vessel

(B) Mass of reservoir

(C) Cylinder thickness

(C) Dynamic variables:

(FN) Number of fragments (always 2.)

(FK) Discharge coefficient (chosen to be 1.)

"(AH) Nondimensional time increment for calculations

(XMAX) Maximum r ,ndimensionaL time calculation.

(D) Input/Output format:

(ZN 2) Input units
"( 1. =SI

2. =English

(ZN3) Output units
I. =-SI
2. = English

(FN 1) Display nondimensional dynamic variance
I. Yes
2. No

(FNZ) Display dimensiona.l dynamic variance
I. Yes
2. No

(FN3) Make range calculation always
2. (NO)

Variables: The definition and units of variables in this progranm follow.

4I
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TABLE 4C-2. (cont'd)

Program Units

Variable Variable Definitio SI E

FNZ -- if 1., program displays --

normal time, distance,

velocity, accelerations

and pressure

FN3 (always 2.) --

CL Cz cylinder length rn in

EL E end length m in

CT Ct cylinder thickness rn in

ET Et end thickness m in

DEN - density kg/rn lb-f/in
3 .3

VO0 -- outside volume of vessel m in
3 .3

VO Voo internal volume of vessel m in
3 .3

VOW -- wall volume n in

TM MZ total mass of rexervoir kg lb-f'

POI -- unit conversion step for PO .. ..

RRI unit conversion step for RR -- __

CLI unit conversion step for CL

ELI unit conversion step for EL --

CTI unit conversion step for CT --

lb-f indicates English weight measurement of pounds of force. Sea level

0 gravitation is assumed.

4C- 14



TABLE 4C-2. (cont'd)

Prog ram Units
Variable Variable Definition SI En=!ish

ET I -- unit conversion step for ET .. ..

DENi -I unit conversion step for DEN .. ..

TM t -- unit conversion step for TM .. ..

CAPI K ratio of specific heats of gas .. ..

Ao aoo sound speed m/s in/sec

Po P initial pressure Pa psi

RR r cylinder radius m in

ZNI -- if = I., input is C. EIP -- -

Ct. Et. density of vessel
(A, B, C, D, E in pro-

j, gram)

if = 2.. input is Voo, M,0 -- --

Ct (A, B, C in program)

ZN2 specifies input units .. ..
1. implies SI
2. implies English

ZN3 specifies output units .. ..
1. implies SI
Z. implies English

FN number of fragments

(always 2)

FK gas discharge coefficient

All dilmensionless time inter- . .. .

val of iteration

SMAX maximunm dimensionless .. ..
time of iteration

4C-15
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TABLE 4C-2. (cont'd)

Program Units

Variable Variable Definition SI Enizlish

FNI -- if = L.. program displays .. ..
a , g. 6 'a g " P*

VOl -- unit conversion step for VO .. .

PERI n perimeter (calculated) m in

2 .2
FF F area of cross-section to m in

which force is applied

(calculated)
2 in

XX X characteristic dimension m In

(calr'ulated)

THETA e characteristic time a sec
.(calculated)

CAPZ -- quantity K/(lK-I) 1.. .

CAP3 "- quantity (3K- I)/ZK .. ..

CAP 4 -- quantity (K+l)/Z(K-l) .. ..

Al dimensionless parameter .. ..

BI dimensionless geometry .. ..

parameter

X -- norm•lized time .. ..

Y(I) "" normalized initial frag- ... .

rnent displacement

Y(2) -- normalized velocity .. ..

Y(3) - normalized pressure .. ..

F(l), F(Z), -- differential equations .. ..

F(3) solved (see Equations
4C- 19 and 4C-20)

4C-16
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"TABLE 4C-2. (conclld)

Program units
.lariable Variable Definition S.I EnLish

TT -- normalized time (output) .. ..

G g normalized distance (output) .. ..

GG C normalized velocity (output) .. ..

GGG g normalized acceleration .. ..
(output)

PS P0 normalized pressure .. ..
(output)

T I -- time (output) a sec

GL,-- distance (output) m in

G2, -- velocity (output) m/s in/sec

FCZ

G3, -- acceleration (output) m/s2 in/sec2

FG3

G4, -- pressure (output) Pa psi
FG4

4C- 17



TABLE 4C-2. (cont'd) ORIGINAL PA E j

or' POOR QUALMT

XTRAN

eAPPEN~eFRAG2/
a/
DIMENSION F(3).Y(3),.'I( 3),'.i2(3).PS(50).TT(50).GC50).GG(5O).GGG(50)
3001 FFIMAT Cr10.3)
309 FOP-MAT (2/.45H R.EAD IV KAPPA, SGIMJL SPEED* INJITIAL PRESSURE)
310 FORMAT (3`10-S)
311 FORMAT (2;,1911 IF PARAM4ETERS AREls/#624 CYL. LENJGTH1. END LENGTH*.
CYL. THICX.* E!4D THICA.& WALL DLnS.&./*
614 INTER 1&2/,40H1 VXL01, '~ASS OF RESERVOIR, CYL.. THICK...t,
SI L'41CR 2)
312 FORMIAT (SXI0.4)
313 FIRMAT (2/,3511 P.EAD IN TIME INTEnVAL, l1AXZI'.IM TZIAE)
314 FORMAT (ZLI0.3)
316 FORMAT (2/,45H4 DISPLAY nJIDVIIENS13!IAL DYNiV41C VAR~.? YESsI N~s2)
311 F8RMAT (21.4534 DISPLAY D14ES1omAl. DYNAM'IC 'jAR.? YESsf N3*2)
316 FORMAT (2f.3SM M1AKE RANGCE CALCULATI831' Y-ISel J3v2)
30 fOXIAT (52H C)LAACTERISTICS OF :13719N aF 1RAG:IrJNS .NJrL'IALIZED)

322 FORMAT (2/.1911 II:TIAL C3'j1TI94:aS,/,6H X(0)u,L~I).4,7H G(0)v.EI0.4.

095 FRM.AT (2/,2;H E=.-LIS INPUT/F.;iCLlSH 0'JTPUT,2/,,(.5H !TL1,6X.
I"~ ENGLISH UNITS,2i.6H KAPPA,9XC, -1U.../*3 121 3IDj SP--ED,3X.LlO.'i.
74 IN/SLC./,9H PRES3".RE#6XE10.'sMAi P53../#7A RAOiUS,3XFI0....
3N 111/.711 VSL?4CE.SX.EIO.4.611 CU I?..4RESERVOIhR MASS.Z30.4.
4X1 LSF.t,1211 CYL. TH2CX.,3X.E10-4s.3XE./,( N3. OF FRA:'S,2X.EI0.4s

N4~LISH UNITS.30X,911 51 UNI-V5.2/,6H KAPPA, 9X,EI0..A,114X.L10.i. /,
12)1 SO=mD SPEr-D,3XEL3.4,7H INi/SEC. ti(10.14,61 ;I/$EC,/.911 PRESSUJRE.
6LLEIO.aAH PSI,I0.T(.EIO.M.8H PASCALS,./7it RADIUL.9X.EII.4.3H Z1J,13.'(
916.4,7H1 METLXS,/,7i4 VOLUM1E, 8XE30.4,6A CUI?,XE0414 CU M--TZRS,

3K.E3O.4o3H I3J.IIXEI3.4,7kC METERS,/,1M =S. OF -RAlC5,2X-EI0.4,

897 FORMqAT (2/. IF 'ENIGLISH tUTTPVT.,,2/X.SH 1TZ.4.6X,9A
SI UNITS, $XI5.'% TS.2/,#H 4AA00.9X,El0.lA1XEl30.4,/,I2;4
SOUND SPEF . C,8X.EIC-4&.70iJ/f .. i PASSVRL-,6X.El3.4
#$H1 Pi Ci ~ .. A- PSI,1.711 RADIýZag,.-10.4.7H M9ETEIRS,7X.
E30.4, * L'ZlE.L8X,-r10.4, 10A = ~r5~xL046 CU IN4.'.
IS34 RE .IASS.Z30.4,3H KG.IIX,EaI."..I LII7./.12ii CYL. THI;CK..
3XEIO. M ~ETERS,7.7LE10 -4, 3H ; ~!'N6. F ?RAGZ. 2X,.E10. 4,
14X& EI 10
598 FORM¶AT (2/.19H S*1 INPUT/Sl 0UTPUT.X/,-*.A5H ITE-.(X.9.q SI

7H1 VOUE8,-1-, CU t-*1TEAS./.snm ?)TAL '%ASS.*X.FI0. 34

900 FORM'AT (Z/.2'4H ý-ý IN %;YL~l0E~l RADIU5)
901 FORMAPT cE30.5)
902 FORMAT (2,.I.SH PREAD IN VALUES)
903 FORMIAT (19l3.S)
904 TSR.'IAT (Z/,-61 1 READ IN NO. OF 7FA~rIENTSC2.1 21SCHARGE CfgZP.'



TABLE4C-2 (cot'd)OR' NAL PAfGE IS

TABL 4C2. con'd)OF POOR QUJA~ny

905 FORMIAT (2f.28H INPUT UNITS? Slul ENGLISI4s2)
906 TOR.'IAT (2f.2911 OUTPLUT UUsITS? Stlu EJGLISHa2)
907 F9RIAT (2/.191( SI INPUT.'SI OUTPUT# 2/&AX,531 ITE.'16X*

95St UNITS,2/sGH XAA.9X.E3C3.A./,12tI SOUND SPEED& 3X.EIO.a.6H .5/SEC.
/,9H5 PnESSUvtE,6XL30.M.SH PASCALS,/.
7M5 RADI'JS.BX.EIO.'..7Jf MEER~s/al2H CYL. LENGTHo3X,EIO.4.735 METERS..'.
11HI END LL'JGTH.'aX,EIO.4.7I1 M!ETERSs/.12A CYh. THICK. a3X* EIO.4*
711 NETLRS./.1II ENDL THIC(.,AXEIO.4#735 METERS,/.13H WALL DENSITY#
2XoEIO.4#6H KG/CU M1./,lSH RESERVOIR MASS.
EIO.4*3H KG*/&1335 NO. OF FRAGS#2X&E30.4)
908 FOR!IAT (2/,.24H SI INPUT1/E4GLISH OUTPUT.2t.4X.SM ITEII.6X.93 SI
WIITS*I5X.I*L( ENGLISH UNITS.2/,6H KAPPA,9XE30.4,I4X.EIQ.A./-
12)1 SOUND SPEED,3Y..ElO.4,6H :4/SEC.S;*,EIO.A.7H IN/.SEC#/.935 PiESSUflE.
6X*E20.4.8[( PASCALS*6X,EIO.,4I4H PSI./.7H RADIUS,8X.EIO.*.735 METERS,
7X#EIO.4#3H IN,/,1235 CYL. LENGTH,32C.EIO.A.7H54TR.XE04
3H1 IN,/ol3H EUD LENGTH,4X,EI0.4,7h XETERSo7XpEIO.4*335 'N./*12?I CYh.
TNICX..3X.EIO.4,7H METEP.S.7XEIO.t.3H IN,/,123 END THICK.,3X,
EIO.A,7H ME~TRs.7X.EIO.A.3H IN)
9081 FORMAT (1311 WJALL DEIISITY.2X*E30.A.6H XG/ICU 54,6X.LI0.4.
ION LDF/CU IfJ,/,p
ISM5 RESERVOIR MASSEI0.4,3H KGsIIXEIO.4,411 LDF*/&13X NO. OF TRAGS.
21.E50.4*1 IX.EIO.A)
909 FO.R4AT (2/,2'.H EN3GLISH5 INPUT/SI OUTPUT.2.'..4XSH ITEM.6X,14H
DOGL15H U.J41S,IOX#9H SI UNITSj2/,635 XAPPA,9X.Z3O.4a.1AX.EIO.4a./*
12)5 SOUNJD SPEED.JXEIO.a.735 IN/SEC.7X&EIOsr,6X 35'SZC,/, 93 ?.ACSSURE,
"&XEIO.4..AK PSI,IOX.ElO.4,811 PASCALS#/,7H RADIUS.OXEIO.4&335 IN,

*. ~IIX.EIO-4,75( HETERS,/,1235 CYL. LENGTH.3XpElO.4*335 INIIXEIO.A.
7M1 IETERS./,.353 EJO LENOTI{.AXEIO.*.335 INIIX,EIO.4.7H %IETERSo/a
12)1 CYL..TSICK.#3XEIO.4*3H IN,IIXEIO.4,735 METERS,/,1235 END THICK..
3X.EIO.A,335 IN,13X,EIO*4,75( METERS)
9095 FORMiAT (13H4 WALL DT'JSITY,2)(,EIO.4& 103 LDF/CU INs4X*
EI0.a,6H KG/CU 35./,
ISM5 RESERVOIR !IASSEI0.4,4H L8F.IOX.EIO.4,335 KG,/. 1324 NO. 6F FRACS.
MX.LIO..Q, IXE[O.'.)
910 FORMAT (2/,2935 ENGLISH INPUT/ENGLISH *UTPUT,2/*4XSH ITEM1.6X,
14H1 ENGL.ISH UNITS.#2/,6i5 XAPPA,9?',EIO.4*/,I235 SJUNID SPEED,3X#EIO.4i*
7H1 IN/SEC,/,915 PRESSURE.6X.EIO.4saN PSI.1.7H RAOIUS&IX,EIO-a.
3H1 IN,/#12H CYL. LFIJGTjH,3XEIO.4,335I./32 END LENGTH.aX.EI0.4.
3d6 IN,i'.323 CYL. THICX..3X*E50.A,335 IN,/,123 END THICX..3X.EI0.i4.
3M6 INa/ol33 WALL DENSITY,2X,EIO.4.I301 LIbF/CU IN&Io
ISM5 RESERVOIR HASS,EI0.4,*H LBF&/,1334 NO. IT FRAGS&

951 FORMAT ('2/.5OH CHARACTERISTICS OF MOTION OF FRAG.41NTS (SI UNITS)&
2.'.2XSH TIME.sX,6H DIST.,SX,5H VEL..AX,735 ACCEL.,2X,9H PRESSURE,/')
912 FORM$AT (2;,55H CHARACTERISTICS OF MOT18N OF FRAGM'ENTS
(ENGLISH UNJITS),
2/.2XSH TItIE,5X.6H D)IST.,,X,SH VEL-,AXs7M ACCEL.*2Xs9X PRESSUREof)
913 VFR.'1AT (3/1.3H3 FINAL VALUES./,614 TIMEO,E3Oaa.411 SEC,/.3035
DISTANCEuE5O.4a.7H METERS,.'.IOH VELOCITY..EIOaa.6H n.'SEC,..'3iH
ACCELERATI0:I.,E3O.A&.9H M/SQ-SEC./,IOH PRESSURE.,Z50.4,8H PASCALS)
914 FORMAT (31,13H FINAL VAL'JES,/,6H TI13Es,EIO.4,4'H SEC,/,ION
DISTANCE-,EIOaa.311 IN./. 103 VEL3CITYsEIO.a.7H IfN/SEC,/,3*H
ACCELERATIONin.E1O.'&.30H IN/SQ-SEC./,IOH PRESSURE..LI0.a,AH PSI)
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TABLE 4C-2. (cont'd)

WRITE (1,309)
MIAD CO.310) CAPI&AI.PI
WRITE (1,0900)
FMAO (0o901) RR
WRITE (l.3ll)
RLAD (0#3001) LNI
WRITE (1.902)
READ (0m903) AogCD.E
WRITE C1,905)
READ (0#3001) ZN2
WRITE (1*906)
READ (0,3001) ZN3
WRITE (1.904)
READ (0*314) FN,PI(
WRITE (1.313)
READ (0#314) AN.)OIAX
WRITE (1*316)
READ (0*3001) VMI
WRITE (1.317)
READ (0.3001) IN12
WRITE (1.318)
READ (0#3001) FN3
IT CZNI.I.0) 1000100&101
100 CLmA

ETUD

Pla3.1* 15926535
VIOuPI .(RT.RROCL.ELLRRORR.ELSEL.EL/3.0)
VI.Plsa(RR-CT)u.2.0uCL*cLL-ET.*:CRR-ETl..2.O.(L-EjT),..2.03.0))

ThaDEN*VO'J
IF (ZN2.&Q.I.0.AND.ZN3.E0-1.0) 00 TO 102
IF (LN2.EQ.1.0.AND.ZN3.EQ.2.0) GO TO 103
IF (ZN2.E3.2.0.AN!0.Z'I3,EQ*.C.) G3 T6 104
IT (ZN2.LQ.2.0.ANO.ZM3.EQ.2.0) G3 TO 10S
102 WRITE (1,107) CAPIA0.P0.RR.CLEL,GT.ET,0EU.T.',7N
Go To 106
103 AGIIAO/0.0254
POj uP6s.0.254*0.0254~. '*44222
RRaR fR/0.02S4
a. 1sCL/0. 025*
V. I EL/ 0.025*
CT1'CT/0.0250
ET IaLT/0. 0254
DENI* (DEJ/1 4.5939)*(9.30661/0.3048) *ý0.0254a*..0)
T1IuTM/14.51,3r.(9.8066S/0.30'a8)
".PtTE (1,908) CAPI.CAPI ,AO.AiI.P3,PGI,Rfl.RRI,CL,CLI,ELELICTCTI.
ET,E£ ~l

'~IL(1,9081) DEN,VENI,TM1,TI,FNTN

0Z



TABLE 4C-2. (cont'd)

OIRIGUInA PAGE IS
"Opell olp iPoo QUA=rI
Ma uRR I
CL&CLI

CTO CL!I

CTNm T I
M~DEN.OtI/386.08666
ThaTMI/386.0686
VWVO/0 .025A'3 .0
0C TO 106
104 AlleASsO.025A
PfloPS*.4.46222/0.025A/O.02SA
FRI aRR*O.025A
CL1sCL*.0O2SA
CLl.EL.0.025A
CT 1'CT.0.0254
ICT I u&T 0. 02 54
VWIDEeONe(0. 3046/9.*60665 ) t.1.59391(0. 0256.03.0)
THluTM*(0.3068/9.50665).I 6.5939
VRITE (1,909) CAPI.CAPI .AO.A6.PO.PUI ,RR.RRI,CL,CLl.EL,ELICTCTI.

VRITE (1.9091) DEN*DCNI.Th.TlII.TNFN

NPeo~ I

5CLvCL

CT' CT I
CtaCTI
DEN'DEN I

WVI.V~0.0256eb3.Q
GO TO 106
305 VRITE (I,.C10) CAPl.A6,PGRR,CL,EL.,CTCTDEN,.T4,FN
OaDEN/DN386.0886
?NTM/I~386.0866
00 TO 106

j 101 VGNA

t ~P1.3. 1415926535
lr(ZN?.CQ.I.0.A,40.ZN3.EQ.1.0) GO To 9S
1Fr(ZN2.tQ.1.0.AN4D.ZN3.E0.2.0) Go To q'.
l17(LN2.tQ.2.0.AND.ZN3.EQ.1.0) GO To 93
IF(ZIJ2.EQ.2.0.AND.ZN3.CQ.2.0) G8 TO 92
95 WRITE( 1,898) CAPIAO,PO*RR*VOTMCT,FN
0f TO 106
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TABLE 4C-2. (cont'd)

94 AOINAG/O.O2SA
POueSo.6O.02SA*.0.254,t.A4U222
RRaet R/0 .0254
V61.VI/ O.O2SA)*e3.0
Tl. (TM/ 14.*5939 )*(9. 80665/0. 3046)
C?1.CT/0o.0254
VRI?9(1,897) CAPS I.CAPI.AG.AOl.Pu. PO1. RR. RRI4 V.VG*l1.T,ThT1. CT,CM

r". FloI

vesve:

I~TMI / 386 .0686
CT9CTI
06 T6 106
93 AO1'AG*.0O2SA
P*1.Pl'4~.4A6222/0.02S4/0.02S4
RRIaRR*.0.as
VlleVgoc0.0256)0*3.0
ThluM.0O.3068/9.8066S).1 4.S939
C? 1.C¶*.0 .oas
VAITE,(1 .896) CAPS ICAP 1,AO,AO I.Pf. PfI *RR*RRI VI*VS I* 'MTh .C?, CTI,

* vlovol

Go To1 106
92 VRITELU.895 CAPI.AaP@.RRLV*,TMCToFN
THaTii/386.0886
106 CONTtNUE
PERln2.0*PtoRRf
Fl~.Pt(RR-CT).e 2.0

* )0(.TM.Ag.AO.(2.0/(CAPI1-.0))/CFT.PS)
?XZTA'TheAGO((2.0/(CAPI1 .0))a.0.S)/(VFFPS)
CAP20CAPL/CCAPI-1.0)

* CAP3u(3.0.CAPI-1.0)/C2.0.CAPl)
* CAPae(CAPI.I .0)/(2.00(CAPI- 1.0))

AtmPG*OVI(TM*AS*Ag)
bl&IFKO (2.O/CCAPLI +1.0;~) OCAPLOC (2.0/ CCAPI 1.0) )0*0. 5) *PERI eve/ rF*Fr)

* Xw0.0

* Y(2)90.0
Y(3)u1.0
WRITE (1,322) X.YCI).YC2),Y(3)
NA. 3
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TABLE 4C-2. (cont'd)

7(1 I)ftY2)

IF (TrNI-l.0) 200.200,30
200 WRITE (1.320)

30 CALL RUNGE (NAx.XY.r.AH.KA.VI.V2)
IF (KA-1) 40.50.40
$0 FT1#.Y(2)
FC 2 )3 4.*0 Y( 3)(j* 0 -Y(2 ).Y(2)/(4.0.Y(3)0(t.0/CAP2)))*sCAP

2

as To 30
40 IF (FNI-1.0) 45.45.201
AS WRITE (1&312) X&Yci)#Y(2)&7(2)&YC3)
201 CONTINUL

TGCJJ)'YCI

00(34)' YC2)
a00(4.3)37(2)
PS (34)&sY C3)
IF (X-XMAX) 41#10.100 II CONTINUE
of To 30
10 CONTINUE
IT (TN2-1.0) 130,130.131

130 IV(1N3-1.0), 106,106#109 O.ltAPAGE 7
106 VR1TE(lo9il) WUA
0 To6110 OF O1Q '"
109 WRITE(I,912)
110 Do 107 13.4Jj
713714LTA9TT CI)
03 C XX .G(I) /2 .0
G2u(XX/(2.0.flIETA))4GG(''
63eXX/(2.0*THETASTHETA)OGGG( I)
G~wPg.PS( 1)
307 VRI1E(3,312) 71,l,.2.G3*GA
131 FT1ITHETAOX
ToIU(xx*Y(1))/2.0
702.(XX/(2.0.rHETA))*YC2)
FG3*XX/C2.0*TIIETA*TKETA)*F(

2 )

voAuPGY( 3)
IT(LN3-1.0) 1311111,.112
III WRITE(3 .913) FTIFGI,FG2oFG3.rG4

112 WRITE( 1,914) 773.703 ,7G2,rG3&T04
113 CONTINUE
If (FN3-1.0) 204,204,205
204 COJT1NUE
205 C3NTI?'UE
UDI
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TABLE 4C-2. (cont'd)

READ IN KAPPA, SOUND SPEED, INITIAL PRESSURE
l.67, 6880.sSQO.

READ IN CYLINDER RADIUS
6.0

IF PARAMETERS AREs
CYL. LENGTH , D E .LENGTH* CYL. THICK** END THICK. VAW.AL DENS.#
ENTER I

V@LUME. MASS IF RESERVOIR. CYL. THICK..M
ENTER 2

a

READ IN VALUES
0oG,6*0s0.012,0.0t2,0o I622

INPUT UNITS? SI-, FNGLISHM2

OUTPUT UNITS? Stal ENGLISH*2
I

READ IN NO. OF fRAGM.NTS(2.), DISCHARGE COUL.
I. , I.

READ IN TIME INTERVAL. MAXIMUM TIME

DISPLAY NONDIMIENSIONAL DYNAMIC VAR.? YES-I NO-2
a

DISPLAY DIMENSIONAL DYNAMIC VAR.? YES-I NO.2

KAKE RANGE CALCULATION? YESaI NO"2
2

0
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TABLE 4C-2. (cont'd) IDRIGIAL PAGE LS
OF POOR QUALMY

t:

ZHGLISH INPUT/SI OUTPUT

ITCH ENGLISH UNITS SI UNITS

KAPPA .1670E+01 .1670E0OI
SOUND SPEED .6860E*04 IN/SEC .174$E+03 M/SEC
PRESSURE .3OOOE+03 PSI *34A7E*O7 PASCAL.S
RADIUS .6000E*OI IN .152AE*OO METERS
CY~c LENGTH .OOnOE+01 IN .OOOOE.OI METERS
END LENGTH .6000E+01 IN .1S24E.OO METERS
CmL. THICK. .1200E-01 IN .IOASE-03 METERS
END THICK*# .1200E-01 IN .3OASE-03 METERS

WALL DENSITY *.1622E.OO 1.87/CU IN .4490E*O4 KG/CU M
RtSERVOIR MASS .878dL. OO ..7 3996E#00 KG
Nos Of FRAGS .2000E.OI 02000E.O1

hNITIAL. CONDITISNSG'O .OOOI PNR* 1001
X(O)- .OOOOE*OI (GCO)a .OOOOEOI G() -OO+1PMOM 10"

CHARA~jERISTICS or MOT12N or FRAGMENTS (IJORMALIZED)

T-N6JI G of G. P-NOR1

.IOOOE+00 *1960E-OI .38ASE.OO .3550E+01 .9765E.OO

.2000E.OO .743AE-Ol .6943E.OO .2619E#01 .9138E+00

.3000E.OO .1SS4E.OO .9116E*OO 1I761Z*01 .82CQE*OO
*4000E+00 ~2543E*00 .ZOSSE*O1 .11SIE*O1 .7388E*OO
.5000E+00 .3648E+00 .1149E+01 .7525E*OO .6516E#00
.6000E+00 ..4831E+0O .1211Z+01 .4952E+00 .5720E*OO
.7000E#00 .6063E*OO .1251E+01 .3277E*00 .S015r.OO
&8OOOE+00 .7329E*OO .1278E+01 .2171E.OO .4348E+00
*9000E*OO .6617E*OO .1296E*Ot .1431E.OO .3864E+00
*IOOOE.OI .9919E*OO .13O8E.OI .9316E-01 *3402E*OO
.1IOOE*OI .1123E+01 .1315E+01 .5936E-01 93003E+00
*1200E.OI .125ýE.OZ .1320E+01 .3658E-01 .2658E*OO
*1300E.O1 .1387A.O1 .1323E*01 .2143E-01 .2359E*OO
*1400E.OI .11,19E+01 .1324E*01 .1163E-01 *2099E#OO
^ISOOE.OI .1652E*Oi .132SE.OI .5s91E-02 .1873E*OO
.1600E+01 .1784E+Oi .1326S+01 .2174E-02 .1675E#00
*1700E.OI .1917E+01 .1326E+01 .539?E-03 .1502E+00
*1600E+oI *2050E+01 .1326E*01 .2697E-04 .13501E#00
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TABLE 4C-Z. (concl'd)

CHARACTERISTICS OF MOTION OF FRAGM WT5 (51 UNITS)

TINE DIST. VEL. ACCZL. PRESSURE

94804E-04 .1421E-02 .5804E#02 .1116E.07 .3367E#07
.9607?-04 .5391E-02 .1048E*03 .5230E*06 .3150E+07
.1441E-03 .11271-01 .1376E*03 .5533E+06 .2859E+07
.1921E-03 .1844E-01 .1593E.03 .36618*06 .2547.E07
.*402E-03 .2646E-01 .1735E*03 .2365E*06 .2246E.07

".2652E-03 .3503E-01 .182B1.03 .15S6E#06 .197?ZZ07
:3363Z-03 .4397E-01 .1889E*03 .30301*06 .1729£*07
.3843E-03 .53151-0! .1930E*03 .66231.05 .1516E#01
.4323E-03 .6249E-01 .1956E.03 .4497E.05 .1332E107
.4604E-03 .7193E-01 .1974E.03 .2928E+05 .il73E+07
.5284E-03 .8144E-01 .1985Z+03 .18661*05 .1035E+07
*576AE-03 .9100°-01 .1993E.03 .1150E#05 .9162E£06
.6245E-03 .1006E*00 .1997E*03 .6735E#04 .8132E.06
.67251-03 .11021.00 .1999Z.03 .3655.*04 .7236E*06
@7205E-03 .11961*00 .2001E103 .17571.04 .64561.06
*T7686E-03 .1294E.00 .2001.*03 .6831E#03 .5775E*06
.8166E-03 .1390E#00 .2001E+03 .1696E*03 .5179Z06
.864'-03 .1486E#00 .2001E.03 .Sa76E.01 .46SSE*06

. -- VALUES
lIKE- .8647E-03 SEC
DISTANCEs .14661*00 METERS
VELOCITY* .2001E+03 M/SEC
ACCELERATIen= .8476E+013 /SQ-SEC
PRESSURE& .4655E+06 PASCALS

*STOP*
(SNAINS)205#i
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The matrix of different initial conditions run on the computer is
given in Table IC-3. For these calculations, the containment vessel
w..-chosin to be made of a titanium alloy since these alloys are often
used for flight-weight containment vessels. Gases chosen were air,
xenon (Xe), hydrogen (I-Hz), and carbon dioxide (CO 2 ). Table 4C-4 con-
taits nondimensionalized input parameters and nondimensionalized final
velocities. It should be noted that these nondimensional quantities are
not the sime as the dimensionless parameters generated in the program
Io c.alculate velocity. Rather, the riondimensional parameters in
Table 4C-4 take the following form:

(1) Nondimensional pressure P z initial pressure/atmos-
pheric pressure

(Z) Nondimensional thickness hiD = c:'_nder thickness/
cylinder diameter

(3) Nondimcnsional length L/D total length/cylinder
diameter

(4) Nondimensional velocity V final velocity/sound speed
O of gas.

For all of the cases run, the following conditions hold:

(1) All vessels were assumed to be made of titanium or a
titanium alloy.

(2) The thickness of the containment vessel is uniform.

(3) All containment vessels have hemispherical endcaps.

Figures 4C-3 through 4C-5 contain plots of V versus P for h/d ratios
of 0. 001, 0. 01 and 0. 1, respectively, the L/D ratio being held constant
at 10. 0 and as many as three curves, one for each of the gases (CO 2 .
air, rI2), being plotted on each figure. Figures 4-18 through 4-20 con-
tain plots of V versus P for air, carbon dioxide and hydrogen gases,
respectively, the L/D ratio being held constant at 10. 0 and as many a•
three curves, one for each hiD ratii (0. 001, 0. 01, and 0. 1) being plotted
on a single figure. Figure 4-21 contains a plot of V versus L/D rat'o
for air and a h/D ratio of 0. 01. Two curves are plotted or. this figure,
one for each of two different initial gas pressures.

From the curves in the figures mentioned above, one can make z

fvw conchlsions.
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TABLE 4C-3

INITIAL CONDITIONS

Containment Vessel Characteristics Sonic V,.I,,,ities

R 6..Jin Air - )3550 ir / ,s c 344.17 111/.s
ýs = 0. 16Z2 lbf/in3  Xe - 6 8 80in/scL - 174. 752 mf.-
N 2. H2 - 5 0000in/sec - ?70m/.
k 1.0 CO 2 - ]OIS0in/fv.c 1 ov.l/

Run a 0oo Poo CL EL crT
No. L! D Oas Y (in/sec) jpi)L (in) (in) h/D (i63 0iii)

1 J 0 Air 1.4 13550 S00 0.0 6.0 0.001 0.012 (. 1)12
2 1 60000 4
3 500 o.0 .3 IZ ). 12
4 60000 4. 1;
5 I500 0.1 1.2 1.2

S60000 I .
7 Xe 1.67 6880 500 0.0)01 0.()t2 0.111J
8 60000 11 ,.

9 500 0.01 0.12 o.12
10 60000 4,
!31 500 0. I 7.2 3.
12 60000 v 4.
13 2.5 Air 1.4 13550 500 18.0 6.0 0.0] o.12 .12
14 4, -. 60000 8, 4 4 4,
is 5.0 Air 1.4 13550 500 48.0 6.0 0.01 0.12 0. 12
16 1 14. 60000 1 ], v ,
17 7.5 Air 1.4 13550 500 78.0 6.0 0.01 0. )z 0. 12
18 4' 4, 4, 60000 ,, 4,
19 10.0 Air 1.4 13550 500 108.0 6.0 0.003 0.l 012 ). 0.?
20 1 2000
zJ 8000
22 25000
23 60000 ,
24 500 0. 1. 12 0). 12
25 2000
26 8000
27 500 0o
'.8 j60000 V
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-" TABLE 4C-3. (Cont'd)

Run aoo POO CL EL CT VT
No. L/i0 Gas v (in/see) (Rs ( (in) (i/D (nl (in)

29 10.0 Air 1.4 13550 500 108.0 6.0 0.1 1.2 1.2

30 2000
31 8000
32 :10001
33 60000
34 H, 1.4 50000 500 0.001 0. 012 0.0J2

36 8000
37 zScoo

38 60000
39 500 0.01 0.12 0. 12
40 2000
42 8000

42 25000
43 60000 ,44 Soo 0. 1ol I .z 1 .1
45 2000 0

46 8000
47 25000
4F 60000 .
49 c0) 1.225 10150 500 0.001 0.012 0.012
10 2000 I
51 8000

0 zSO00 0

54 60000 t'6
54 •Io C' 1 1. z 1.2
55 2000 1
;6 8000

5• ~25000
58 60000

1'~ V
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TABLE 4C-4. NONDIMENSIONAL INPUT PARAMETERS
AND NONDIMENSIONAL VELOCITY

Nondim,,. Nui,,I ii.

Ron 13rcsstrt, \',. it VI uit
No._ LI_..D Gal ". 1 Iloo/ I Atmi. I h/D V acc, I , ',,

S1.0 Air 1.4 34.01 n. o)0 0. .1510 327.6
2 4081.63 j I.' '066 6 i.2
3 34.01 0.01 O. 30'14 1n6. Z
4 4081.63, 1.5841 542.2
5 34.01 0.1 0. 0527 ,J.3
6 . 4081.63 , 0. ?406 2es. 3

Xe 1.67 34.01 0.001 1.1451 200.1
8 4081.63 1.6337 2 5. S

S34.01 0.01 0.5734 1
1 q 4081.63 1.40 18 26f. 7
.I 1 34.01 0.1 0. 1,')4 .t,. .i,
"12 4081.63 1.078t7 1 s.
13 2.5 Air 1.4 34.01 0.0j 0.26 79 W22
14 403 1. 63 5 . 5,1 1 547. 5
15 5.0 Air 1.4 34,C1 0.01 0.2253
16 1 4 4081.63 , 1.5611 537.3
17 7.5 Air 1.4 34.01 0.01 0.2014 61. 31
18 J 4081.63 1.5344 52S. 1
In 10.0 Air 1.4 34.01 0.001 0. 7284 250.7
20 136.05 1.'128 417.4
21 544.22 1.5870 546.2
22 1700.68 1.7881 6 li.4
23 4081.63 l.0005 654. 1
24 34.01 0.01 0. 1851 63.72
Z5 136.05 0.4373 150.5
z6 544.22 872 302. t.
"27 1700.68 1.2703 437.2
28 4081.63 1. 5129 520.7
29 34.01 0.1 02Q2 10. 05
30 136.05 0.0731 25. 16

""., 3 544.22 0. 1812 62.37
32 1700.68 0. 3713 12 7. h
33 4081.63 0.6102 210.0
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.-..... ... . "Af .LC.4c-4. (Cont'd)

Nondim. Nowlimn.
Prte xsu re Vt h)c ity Vtloc it v

Nit.. I/I) (I.I s (P,.,/I Atm.) h/I) (V/zI')) (IIIIStcI

3. 10.,) II 1.4 34.01 0.001 0. 15(0 118H. 2
31 136.05 I 0. 3739 474. 8

'44. 2Z. 78417 996.6

37 1700.68 I. 1850 1505.
38 4081.63 J. 4457 1836.

39 34.01 0. 01 0.0333 4Z. 35
40 136.05 0. 0833 105.8

I I544.22 S 0.2054 260.8

42 1700.68 0.4)59 528.2
t13 4081.63 • 0.6712 852.4

.14 , 34.01 0. 1 0. 0052 6.550
.19 136.05 0.0130 16.46

4(. 544.22 0.0325 41.30

417 1700.68 0.0691 87.74
.I ,4081.63 ,. 01228 156.o
-c 1.225 34.01 0.001 J. 0081 259.9

- tsIJ 136.05 1. 5550 400.9
SI S44.22 1. 9600 50S.-3

S1700.6s Z. 1958 566.1
53 4081.63 2. 3339 601.7

S4 34.01 0.1 0.0440 11.35
I 136.05 0. 1100 28.37

S6 544.22 0. 2711 69. 10
57 1700.68 0, 5446 140.4
;8 4081.63 0.8627 222.4
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Conclusions

(1) In all cases, fragment velocity increases as initial
pressure increases, but at a decreasing rate.

({2) Fragment velocities from vessels containing the heavier
gases (and the lower sonic velocities) are higher than that
for the lighter gases (and the higher sonic velocities) for
the same initial pressure, LID ratio and h/D ratio. The
rate of change in velocity with increasing pressure, how-
ever, is greater ioy the lighter gases, and all the curves
plotted appear to approach an asymptotic limit for a
fixed h/D ratio (Figures 4C-3 through 4C-5).

(3) Fragment velocities for thin-walled vessels (low h/D
ratios) are higher than those for thick-wxlled vessels
(high h/D ratios), for the sarre initial pressure, L/D
ratio and gas. The rate of change in velocity with in-
creasing pressure, however, is greater for the thick-
walled vessels, and all the curves plotted appear to
approach an asymptotic limit for a fixed gas (Figures
4- 18 through 4-20).

(4) For a fixed initial pressure, fragment velocities decreasz
with increasing LID ratios. For higher iniLial pressures.
however, the rate of decrease in the fragment velocity
with increasing L/D ratios decreases (Figure 4-21).

0
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The silti.t ion disciissed here inuvol .,es tile interact ioni of appuFtc -

vizincifc( (iiva rlh olI) ects) with the blast wave from propellant or pressure
vessel explosimis. These r-,bjects can be parts of the Launch tower. stor-

age tanks, vehicles. ind objects in or attached to thc tipper stages of the
launtch vehicle itself, or they can be toolh, benches, chairs, and machinery
iii a shop area. The types of appurtenances depend upoet the location of thc
t'xplulsiqon, and, fobr this reason, results in this appendix are presented in
stichl a manner that velocities of essentially any conceivable appurtenance
inIiv thlhast field can be calculated.

Tit be able to predlict vclocities to which appurtenances are acced-
vr.,tud lhy exTplostittis, one iluist consider thle interaction of blast waves wvith

%olhd objects. Figure 4D- 1(1) shows schematically, in three stages, the
iiiteract ionnof a blast wave with an irregular ob 'iect. As the wave strikes
the11 obIject. a portion is relec tcd from the front face. and the remia inder
cli fracts around the object. In the diffraction process, the incident wave
front closes in behind the object, greatly weakened locally, and a pair of
trailing v4ortices is formed. Rarefaction waves sweep ac ross the front face.
attentiating the initial reflected blast pressure. After pas sage of the front,
the bodly i% ininiersed in a tim~e-varying nlow field. Vainleufl pressure on
the front face during this "drag" phase of loading is the stagii"~'inn pressure.

"*l'll fprediv the effect of 4 blast wave oil all apptIrtenance, it is neces -

sa~ry It) ,sxt,,umn the net transverse pressure onl the object as a function of
IigI1.*. th~is lodn.oehat idealized, is sho~wn iii Fititire 4D-2. After
Iine.. tot arrival l a the owt t raiisverse prcssuiri rises linvarly- from zero

1-.1 n1.XI1ii'1.ni pt-ak reflectet(, presstire Pr in t lilc (-I Ia For an oifjecl
%v -Ili a 11.0 fatv niearest thqy approacllini2 blast wave, this9 timiu interval is

Z.A 'r. l' ri-stirc then ialls linearly to dracý pressiiref in tire.i. (T 2 - TI) and
c-t;&vs ujauri slowly to z.,rc ii. t inie (T -

Oiiciu fli timit. hiistoury oft net t ransverse pressure lnadini! il kniown.
il )ru(Jilt titoi i~ pptirit-iiiiiicu %elocity can ht- made. The basic asslinip-

tigois ti- that t liv appu rtecnance behaves as a rigid h)od v, that flont- of the

vinergy inIlith blast wave is absforbed in breakinu. thle appurtenance loose
frrnii ifs wii,orin'i-s or deforiiiing it elastically or plastically, and that
,ravif iv effects can. he~ i-_nnred during~ this acceleration phase of the motion.

'[lIe eqtia~t ion oI miot ion of the ol,~ect is then
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Figure 4D- I. Interaction of Blast Wave with
Irregular Object
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* where

A area of the object presented to the blast front

p(t) net transverse pressure according to Figure 4D-Z

M total mass of the object

x displace' , of the object (dote denote derivatives
with ret to time)

The object is asaumed to be at rest initially, so that

x(O) z 0 , c(0) .- 0 (4D-2)

Eq:iatio, (4D-l) can b,: ic .:rat'.d directly. With uýsc of thr iniiial condi-
tions, Equation (4rD-z), thin operation yields, for appurternance velocity,

(T -t
•3 a A

4) ;(T 3 ) = jo p(t)dt = A 1 d (4D-3)

where

I total drag and diffraction impulse

The integration in Equation (4D-3) can be performed explicitly if the pres-
sure time history is described by suitable mathematical functions, or per-
formed graphically or nuneri'-4l1% if p (t) cannot be easily v, ritten in fminc -

Pion form. In either cast, Equation (4D-31 yields the desired result--a
predrflced velocity for art ob.lect. The integral ir. Equation (4D-3) is i-,erely
the arra undr -r the cirv," in I- jgure 4D-2.

'Ilie time history if drag pressure is the modified exponential with

ntiaxiniuur givten by

C Q C (4D- 4)
D4D-4

w ,i. - r
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C = steady-state drag coefflcievWt'fbr the objetI
D

Q = peak dynamic overpressure

p -- peak density
s

u = peak particle velocity

The characteristics of the diffraction phase oi the loading can be deter-

mined easily if the peak side-on overpres.lure P. or the shock velocity u
is known , together with the shape ancj s•.•,', z:,aracterisfic dimensii.•s of
the object. The peak amplitude uv the drag phase CDQ can also be det:ur-
mined explicitly from P. or us. The time history of the en.'uing drag
loading CDqtt;. however, is quite difficult to predict accurately for pro-
pellant blasts or blastb from gas vessel explosior.s.

Side-on overpressure is often expressed as a ftnction of t 111t. 1Iv
the modified Friedlander equation. (2)

p(t) = P (I -t e -bt-',

where

T duration of the positive phase of the blast wave

Integrating this equation gives the impulse

TP
p (t) dt =T 41) -b b J

The dimensionless parameter b is called the tinie± constant. is a Itticiloll
of shock strength, and is reported in Chapter 6 o( Iefevr-iic •' . Ii is plotted
graphically in Figurc 4D-3 for a range of shock strenLtlh.s, 11, wh'erv

- P
P - (4D- 7)

P

and po i s armIhient air pressir#-, Ambie nt ai r pressure- po) .. xrit': s %Ih a lli-
tude as shlowo in 'Vigtire 3-). The peak reflected overpressir' I'r .-"'d
peak & 'n,-n lit: pressure ) -re uinique ftunctions of P Ior I. ,L:i n dIlii•t 4l*t•,

prv's tire p| . -'or shoi j of ilterri)e-,,te it) w eak s lr -ri-:thls, p
these WorCtior's are()-
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' 'I r '1i
a .i I

€3 P

a I I j * .

r 4 (4D-8)

and

T= ;2 (4D-'1)
2 /+

where

P
.__ , u Q (4D M()r PO PO

For the time history of drag pressure, a good fit to experimental data for
TNT is a slightly nioditi-.d form of that employed by Glasston', (3)

I - ! -bt/'r
O ~q(t) = Q T / e 4)-I

In order to estimate values for the time interval3 shown in FigUre
4D-2, it is necessary to obtain the shock front velocity U. This is a unique
function of the shock strength P and, for P < 3. S. is given by( 2 )

U 14 -_P (4D- I.)
7

for

U tjba (4l)-I i)

Will: r

S spvud.()I sij•H idc i:i ai r
I)

The manner in which ao varies with altitude is shown ini .iqure 3D-2. I-',ir

shock strelngths P Ltreatcr than 3. S, Pr' Q and U for Equations (4D-8),

(4D-')), and (4D-IZ). respectiv'ely. can be approximated from table.-, in
Chapter 6 of Reference Z. Methods for estimating (TI - ta) and (T' 2 - T 1 )

arce iliven by Norris, et al. (4) and depend on the shock front velocity givein
above and the geometry ot the appurtena nce. The first time interval ( .-±,

lIt: ,a qklulrcd Iralili

4 1) *t
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T -(- 4D-i4)

re X i.- the disi t, di' !r. ii the frnt (if the olject to the w plane facinne the
,pplpis),wlhifig h1t,%Sl ,VvvLe whi, h has the a rg,.st c ross -sec-tiional area. Vic

latlr liszt,, it-it .al atn bve deternline(! ftt••m

(1 - 1 4 11 (4 D- IS)

Iiir .LJp)Ilitenatneitc2s on Ohw grot.nd and

2 h
(0 -T ) 21 1 (4D- 1,)

z I U

for appUrtcnances in the air. where II is the minin•-atn transverse dimen-
sion of the largest mean presented area. Time interval (T 3 - ta) is equiva-
lt'nt to "T and can be acquired by rearranging Equation (4D-u) ['ivinp

I 
(4 D- I-)

-I)

Thie integral in Equation (4D-3) is just the ar.a tund, r the curve in
,itIu t. 41)-?. Usiing the law of similar triangles, lime inlt:rval ('r, - '")

(:e livilre 4D-2) can be obtained from

(0V - "'V.) CD q'(T
0.I - r D (4 D- 18)

.';,lving t ,quation (4D-18) for T

C q C('2

r)

2 D.Tr Clq r )( II-19)

i -

'Vlmhe ,loLil .arCita itilder tim" c-ur've in FPilttre 4D-2 is (he'i

4 U).?
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- 41'o oal I)
.i rf

A AreLaIT> C 0 )I-, 'T)-.~

where A~t. 1. P' represents the triang1c with verticts t,, P 1. 411111 1 ~f
.1 1.2 (Gpq(1' 2 L I' represents the trianglIe with v-eri ictes T2 C 1) q1t ), 1

- T1~~' The initcs,.raI in Eq u it imi (4 D- 20) call be s4)oel i- by ~II ti i l ~4.
tion (4D- I I ) for q (t). Making sim~ilar substitut ions and1( solving f lit. mI t.

,ral, Equiation (4D-20) becomes

P4 r (I

CJ 1 00/1,1)1 .11 2 1 t - -

1 .P

C D0 1 ) - T /T

) If 2

- After substituting approp ritc \-allies for the %a riablus an'd vvai IudttifL lilt'

Mniddl e port ion of Fquat jot (4 D- 21) over tl':. time intevrval T to T , I It;Il

draL! and diffraction impul1~e 'd can bh det-rmtni.cd. SuUbst ituit! n ttal lilt-

Pulse Id , the mean presented areas A and total maiss MI of' thc oh~jit-c i111,4

Equation. (4D-3), the maxiimum - elocitý ofc the appUrt(hnancte can hi Inmidu.

Siirly.thi isa needkisly IonIt4 procedure it)'Iov ~r~1114.l

cs5tfimate Ill pp kt I1& ccvlociti v i..; ri-iiti red. In ii rcl r if1 s impW HiIt.l

vehicily 4 alt~~~~~~~ tia i i u F i* liii (I f) )4a s ilii.1,1( i. . 1..11

M Va C I a

pA (KI I X) p P (KIItX
I) s

4l 11,48



"- M = mass of object

V = velocity of object

"a 0 velocity --f sound in air0

"p0 = atmospheric pressure

A = mean presented area of object

K = constant (4 if appurtenance is on the grourd and 2 if
appurtenance is in air)

H = minimum transverse dimension at location of largest
presented area of cbj-ct

X = distance from tie front of object to location of largest
cross-sectional area

P = peak incident ovcrprez..•re

CD = drag coefficient

I Z peak incident specific impulse

The manner in which po and ao vary with altitude is shown in Figures 3-Q
and 3D-2, respectively. Representative values for drag coefficient CD can
be found in Figure 4D-4. Equation (4D-Z2) statou that nondimensional appur-
tenance velocity is a function of nondimensionai pressure and nondirnensional
impulse. A computer program was written to determine combinations of
nondimensional pressures land impulses required to produce various non-
dimensional velocities. A graphical representation of the nondimeasional
pressure P. and nondimension;,l impilse IT combinationr producing vari-
ous values of nondimensional velocity V is shown in Figure 4D-5. Objects
of various sizes and shapes, as shown in the key for symbols. were used
as input into the program to test the nondimensional scaling law. As ex-
pected, all calculated points were near the appropriate nondimnsional
velocity curves. Thus. Figure 4D-5 can be used to calculate the velocity
of any type of appurtenance. Care should be taken when interpolating be-
tween curves and extending curves. Estimates made by extending the curves
to lower nondimensional irnpuives are especially hazardous. An example
for calculating appurtenance velocity follows.

4D-9
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Example

Suppose a square cement block is subjected to an ex,'osion. Ai the

block it was determined that

Pa = 1.0 X 105 Pa (14.5 psi)

1 2 1.9 X 104 Pa.e (2. 756 psi-sec)

The explosion occurs at sea level. Therefore,

p 1.0135 x 105 Pa
0

a 340 m/e (1115 ft/sec)
0

The block has characteristics [see Equation (4D-22)]

X -0 n

H 2.5 m (8. 2 ft)

C D 1.05

A 25 m (269 ft

M 2.8 X 105 kg (6. 17 r 105 1 b l m

Since the appurtenance is on the ground.

K = 4

Nondimensional pressure P is then

Ps 1.0 Y 105 Pa

Po 1.0135 X 105 Pa

P = 0.995

Nondimensional impulse I iss

-- D 1 a 0 (._ 05)(1.q 9 kU 1(340)
s P (KH + X) (1. 0 Y 10 ) [14) (2. 5) + (0)]

0 4D-12
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S

l.ocating- th,! point (PS .1 ) on Figu&re 4D-S, tine can find that it lies very
,iw r tlh S. .) nondiuiensi, nal veloh ily V ctirve. Choosing V- eqpal to 5.0.

appurtenance velocity can be calculated as follows:

M Va 0

p A(KH +X)

(S.0) poA (KH +X)
= 0

Ma

0

(5. 0) 1.0' 0 10 5 Pa) (Z mr 2) + (0)'

(Z.8 Y 10 kg) (340 m/s)

V 1.33 mrs (4. 36 ft/sec)

The listing of variables and list of the computer program follow.

COMPUTER PROGRAM ENTITLED /NDAPVE/
IN FORTRAN IV

Function:

This program computes nondimensional appurtenance velocities

for various nondimensional pressures and nondimensional impulses.
Input data are:

(A) Nondimensional values for calculations

(PB, BB) Ordered .zirs of nondimensional

peak incid* nt overpressure P

and dimensionless time constant

b.

(PBBUB,QB,PRB) Ordered quadraplets of non-

dimensional values of incident
overpresure P , shock front
velocity U, dynamic pressure

0, and reflected pressure Pr

S4D-13
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(NDV) Nondimensional velocity values.

(E) Blast wave characteristics

:P (0", Peak incident overpressure

LPI(I) Specific impulse

(C) Ambient conditivns

£PO()0 Atmospheric pressure p

£AO(I)• Speed of sound a 0

(D) Appurtenance characteristics

(X) Distance X from front of object
to location of largtst cross-

sectional area.

(1I) Minimum transverse distance
H of the mean presented area
of the appurtenance.

(CD) Drag coefficient CD

(A) Mean presented area A

(TM) Mass M of appirtenance

Variables:

The definition and units of the variables in this program are Oiven
in the following table.

04D- 14



TABLE 4D-1. DEFINITION OF PROGRAM VARIABLES
rOR APOURT:NIANCE PROGRAM,

VA~ r,4blie V \r %able D i m it' mn U; nit s

l~tr..incimt-i s mnA IaI i rlAsit, rt It- *-.c ilax Iriv Ii -

fit b ~~dmtvcniitonli. t att,v ctonstant h -

PnitH riidtnrnsion~it jas.tr iiden pressaure for
Calculai~ng z;. Q. P

r

CIft nondinicnsiona I sin.k froint %- lot tv ...

Q1% rindnr dttnsional pek dynramic preasswre..

PIR I' rridimensw.nal pv.*I. r.!iecctvd pressur ...I
r

N1) V mnditner~sitral selocity for inte~rnal

caIc u Iat I irs

PM1 pettak incidvnt o,.rprvs&iirr sa~uca P

I incident spec itik irv pulsc '.&Iucs Pa. I

POO P &tntIspherric press-ire %alurs P*

AO(I) .1 n-d ot sound 'alt"-Sr

x x dIi~la cc ;r.,nfl r,,r.t ,! . - !i, n4~ ,i

I! It I.tirnurr trainsxrsf- dlgtar(ic v w

pr-.rentvr area -f appurtenance iT

AA mrar, preacntud .rea

- - tjber (if p,, . a input con.vtIr.5t1,na

Rt nom beillr of PI (1) 1rput %'4Iuv-

rirtybi r of ND mjIput ýaZi,es ..

PIfAP n'rtondilrnt-nional pi&f. irrcden! ;,rtsioirc for

a particfitar Iteration

!, Ital d;rarin.- ,t fiast -A ,,

P ~nodtivirr-mia! p..sai rv :1#-( It( i)ri¶s-;rv

ii,t a part;, iIA, C j.,

~ oUQUM.~



TAE~Lik 4D-l. (CONT'D)

Va riable Va riahIý Deiinition !:nos

QBAR Qnondifliensionat dynamnic press-are for
a particular interation ..

L'BAR U indinlensional shock front veloc ity for
a particular iteration

PR P peak reflected pressure Pa
r

Q Q peak dvnamic pressure Pa

L: shock tront %eloctit m1 .i

1T timve cor respondine to occurrence o
peak reflecied pressuire

1) tirie car respondir..: to 3rcord irteraciltn. 0:
z dtifrAcied an~d nira-t phase n: Ioadin.: c~rves

Q'I ~~d~nariic pressure at tim~eTP

* . urrvdtatr catct.!atin :-)r TI

I ~~t'-" v a- .hich d':tra..ted phase mrI 4 d 0

XC ,:, 1, rr rut rtd~~ i j rou tr I '**

- - * :flturl, rdiiair cdii idlu 'o r I~.

P l-.*,vt- r r: t,I 1 4r i ! !i ..u . i or -

r .u-. c--ar- u r

uF -

d I ...

2 r.,ran (ai, ,'t- *d \ s f.-i, '

0 41)- 16
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PauCR*m NOAPVE 714/74 OPT391 FIN 4,04a

PROGRAM NDAPVECINPuToOuTPuT) -

C
C I w 15 PROGRA % l . 46 0INF S THE COMAIjAT!O'.S r.F N~O1njENS~'I'L

C OuviT1TIES ,H!CiI AILL PQflDtCt A SPFCIPO FDI !'.D V.-LE

C 'Dv(NO.I~t S~AL ELZCEITY) 604' VAW~InU5 APPLlwTE.,;*Ct5.
t &r.fAPVE n t.~ -L'*a*1 Y 1S A C0rE &AW OESI GNAT 1 -~.I 1 C'.-t.
C AsPLfIEflCE. VECLCITY9

c PAO IN Lt'rVtS FO PRA VS, hl A~i0

c PO A1UPl~l'f;?1C PkE55LIRE
c D SPEtO (F~ SOUND

C Ge , I M'jECT Ift AN1
C2 't-jECi C:.- ,.jy,

P 9IIjE3$IUE
c PI 10"PULLSt.
c x )ST. Fkrkl' FR~QkY OF OBJECT TO LOCATION OF LARGEST wF4
C .--- Pwl.'.L-4j-&> AREA

C 6.2 !N.!"II ?9A'1 SVf!aC fTn 5640CV foAVJE C1wECT'.C:) tI?..C?*

c Lr&j.NoF t-4W44 VEAt PPESE#YIED AREA

C C) n ODkAO CM~F1CUNT -- ..-

C A =Er %fNPPEýE7jTED Ae'EA
C 7w O~?~Cl %*-SS
C 17 3 VELOCITY OF APVUQTEFiA'.CE

C -.fiv CO%.Sl;,T vALUL FOR4 TM.,1UmXT3/((PO*A)('tN41))

ge L 0 1 f, o " I d I)ta CI)oew 1s

& k AD l~2n,V

&CAD jf~n*Q

"wt-D 18 n,5

00 11 LI'*01)
11OIAD' 10 KZ"IV A#T

IF (X.t r'. (. ) O" TO 301
on I." I~ "./C' 3( '- (ls~Kc-)18
DO ts *.Ii'.1 4 , ,C 0~~

00* JIL

Q4l 10

F .V NA: PAI
6'6i. zo1 QUKLI)
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GO TO 3n7
305 CAI.L PtJRLV-P (PRAR, U!$AROgAR,PBARR.PB6,UB, QS.PBA)

JFCUFLR.tr.O.nO) GO TO 30
jn17 PQ:PfAQW*Pn(j)

UZ:IýA 40 A(J) -j

IFcGjicj.2) GO' TO 3CR

31'q 1?=26 r..Hd/U*Tj
30q Co\TrI*uE

IF(12.C7.T) GO TO V~

- CTC':ý.( ,~.P/T).,OEPp ~.2
C!CzPR#7L/PR .-

- .-. -. CDO=CC.GT2*(TL.T?)/2.O

IF ~!()LT. NNOLý W) GO Tr) 17 .

*1 !F(K,[D*I) GO YU IVJ
IF(FT'C.E0.23~ CO TO 13

- . . . . ZCNOVW).GTONNVCIK)) Go 10 J0O -

FI' 060SL):I( - - --

P(K)=P(K-..)#(P(K+I)-P(Ke ) )/2* -- .

Go To I.,
- 1 ZIf'(N.OVjj),GT.NOV(fA)) Go To 114_ -

P(K[-):P(K(.).Ps.)PK)).O--

GO 10 12
- 0 CO'jTZ'tuE .

6O TO lb .

COTO Ii,

lb NNDV(P,JLIZNN.OVCK) . . .-

PPICMvJ#L)=PJCL)
POOC".J.L)zPC(J) -

A0O(M#J#L)=AO(J) -. . -

. Yt(m*J*L)=P(K)/DOCJ) - .

"0 I1lJ4JKQUAI= Lr 1



Mj L I rAPL) AQ J~ I P CK C Va *

PRINT OUT FESULTS
PPIrIPPULSE 

0 R e

,PPPRESSURE
~X11ZvELOCITY OF APPURTE&"ANCE

,~NV~v¶j.±. PIADCATFS V'P *Gl, b7,4

NNNDV:ZW13-2.0 PC'VCAIES le GITT
JN'J"IVz3.9 I L)IC I 1, NL)VC'L *GT, dPJ()V(V)

VZN0PDlEAkSIL':L FRISSuPE

;FtGEO.,) GO TO 400
PRINT %RQoxd,C~DAg Tm

GO' TO 401
400 PRINT Snp~x,ý,Co,A,¶m
%01 PWI.NT ¶$01 -

DO 2u Wzo
DO ?0 JZI.'
onl ?fl LzI,Q

GV' TO 30r,

In foiw C ("T i
1101 -ATVIr,
1?0 f op""tII?) -

130 #0;&T RVIV. P
*4q F~~4 12I *U.k/b 1 2 *EIP*S./,bm Co.,1?~/

Ibb ism 1 ,IP.q t"IW *(* 12/, 6 2H APPURI I hA'.CE I h A RI)
SOOfrRMAT I-) p '.,s/'9F H aU *:12Ss/,bk CD fesl

I b* A k T-~5e'~ 2M of* 12.S.//.iP3m AbPPUQ¶t'AI.Ct ON ('J)iU,)

$0 ;06..UAI(&I V.Ql,1 V0 11 0-0w ,' ~~l ) P P ,f x j g
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SuURROUT9CE PARAmbCSPSARPS,5B)
V1MOtNS1O% 9qOR(obCift)
PfAL ",PRAR
2P(P~AR.LE.PS(t10) 00 10 20

co, YU 11

P (PIllSI~.G1.PWAl)) Go TO 4.

G 0 5191q suM AR(PPKjP5))

00 TO 11

10 CON?1INUL

0 4V-Zl



NEAL v&~b9oA~AR
p(P~P.Ls~b65))GO 70 &C

to 00 In lairs-

1! ~p ex IG7P'C) GO 10 to

UsiOS APES , wilt M /) .B (pb) PS I *(IA)P (I #'(I

to 10X.7.~ GO10

q UFalRope M

*OI ONII .
.

11 PETURN 
.
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4 ....... APPENDIX IV.E

ANALYSES FOR FRAGMENT TRAJECTORIES

Analysis for Obtaining Fragment Range and Terminal
Velocities for Disc-Shaped Fragments

List of Variables

z
A - planform area - m

AP projected area - m

AR - disc aspect ratio (diameter/thickness)

C - chord or width of rotor blade - m

CD - drag coefficient

C L lift coefficient

c D - profile drag - N

-I mass moment of inertia of rotor

L - lift - N

M - mass- kg

Q - torque - N-m

R - radius of rotor

T - thrust - N

V - rotor blade velocity along rotational axis
c

V - initial velocity of fra-menti

.V - tip velocity of rotor

iiSV. - induced velocity from thrust

* I. X - range - n

4E-1
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List of Variables [C. -. .. .

Y -... :.de- m

X horizontal velocity

y vertical velocity

X horizontal acceleration

Y vertical acceleration

a airfoil curve slope

b number of rotor blades

d - disc diameter

- acceleration of gravity

0r disc radius

t disc thickness

At time increment Io'

o trajectory angle - rad

- initial trajectory angle - rad

p density of air - kg/rn 3

B - angle of attack of disc - rad

- angular velocity - rad/sec

The range of disc-shaped flying fragments from an explosion was
determined from the fragment accelerations due to lift and drag forces.
The forces acting on the particle are as follows-

0
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SY1 L-Lift

~6U e-Angle of Attack
a - Trajectory Angle

; fM -MASS

The acceleration in the Y direction is:

I-

At CDP (:k2 + -ý21 ACL (kz + ;12)

" ACD(sin a + coA a (4E-1)

SZM cm
Sand for the X direction

L z - IVos M -in a (4E-2)

; v/wherle

A = area of fragment

C = drag coefficient
D

C = lift coefficiert
L

At t=O

X = V. cosa. (4E-3)

Y = V. sin a. (4E-4)I I

where

V. z initial velocity
I

0. = initial trajectory angle

It is assumed that the fragment is spinning about its Y axis. This
motion gives the required stability for flight and allows the fragment to
maintain a constant angle with respect to the relative wind.

S4E-
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A complete program (FRISR) was written to determine the particle

trajectory from these •quat. The second order differential equations
were solved simultaneously using a fourth order Runge-Kutta method.
T'ýiese solutions gave the velocities, which were then numerically integrated
to yield the distances.

The lift coefficient based on the planform area was determined
from

CL = 1.82 tan (8) (see Reference 1) (4E-5)

which is valid for a "thin" circular wing. It was assumed that the particle
retained a constant angle of attac,, throughout the flight, which resulted in
a constant lift coefficient. The maximum lift coefficient would be for ap-

proximately a 10" angle of attack. Larger angles would result in stall or
total loss of lift. Using 0 = 10' in Equation (4E-5), C = 0. 32.

2

The drag coefficient was chosen from Hoerner for a fragment with
a rectangular cross section

d -'

For a "thin" disc or d/t > 3, the drag coefficient based on the pro-
jected area is constant at 0. 85.

As can be seen -1--.-'k ing Equations (4E- 1) ¶hrweh (4F 4). the
trajectory ot a tragrnent is governed by a number of dependent dnd irnde:-

pendent %ariables. The dependent variables are displacenments X and Y
th. indepcncdent va,-iable list include:; , Vi, M , A, and AP . To con-
• ruc' a useful] system of t•raphs, a spect run) of values for O1 e pr.d...
varidhlcz. wa: input to FRISB, v,'hi(*j, . a,.-e tl-f, Iltichl '. ra :ct -

"Ihe input data were select-d by assuming a disc aspect rat-,.

AP = d (4E - 0
t

and values of fragment mass and density. The mass is expressed as

1 3
M 2 r p (4E-7)
ME-AR

4E-4
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C

and

/MAR 1/3-- -- ~

Now the planiorm or lift area is given as

A (4E-9)

The projected or drag area is

AP = dt (4E-10)

where d ,s calculated from Equatio,- (4E-8), and t is determined from
Equation (4E-6) for a given value of AR . The indcpcndent variables used
in various computer runs are shown in Table 4-1 of the text. The results
of these runs are plotted in Figures 4-27 through 4-36 of the text. The
graph shows the maximum range of the fragment versus the initial trajec-
tory angle. For a given velocity and aspect ratio, a family of curves is
shown for various values of M/A. For several cases the lift force would
act to pull tle fragment up into a completely vertic-I flight. When this

•"" occurred, It was assumed that the fragment became unstable and fell

straight to the ground. This phenomenon generally occurred for relatively
high initial velocities and/or trajectory angles. A line has been drawn on
Figures 4-28 through 4-35 to depict this occurrence. All points to the
right of the line represent a "normal" flight, and those to the left are for
the fragments that attained a vertical flight.

The value 300 m/s (938 ft/a) was used as a maximum initial velocity
for the test cases. This velocity is very close to Mach 1 for STP conditions.
and velocities above this would result in the need for a more complex aero-
dynamic analysis. The FRISB code would most likely predict larger ranges
thai. would actually occur at higher velocities due to the increased drag at
supersonic speeds. Therefore, for the purpose of estimatin, the results
from FRISB could be used for higher velocities.

Some fragn.ents may not be disc or spherical shaped, but long and
thin as a helicopter blade. The disc analysis is not valid for such a frag-
ment because of the differing mechanisms of flight. The disc depends upon
the forward motion to generate lift, where a whirling blade would generate
most of its lift from the thrust due to the whirling motion, much the same
as a helicopter rotor blade. Due to the possible nced for such an analysis,
the FRISB code was adapted with a subprogram to compute the trajectory
of a fragment that flies, such as a helicopter rotor blade. The fragment
geometry is as follows:

4E-5



V a velocity at which blade moves
VC C along vertical axis

< Viri 1 i - velocity induced by thrust of blade
a j a -pitch or trajectory angle

x Vt tipspeed -Ru

9

The induced velocity is obtained from (see Reference 3):

IV

6 ' .o R. *. ýV F - Sf

V V

V = V cit aC 1V (4ba Em-1)

The acceleration in the y direction due to the thrust is

S-- -. + sn aip sp (4E- 13)

T change in vertical velocity is

4 V- .
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I V -yAt (4E. 14)

The torque produced by the rotating biade is

(•i ~T(V -.•V.)
c in

]: O , v4 D It (4 r-|I)

w!;c r, 1)p is -he profile drag, which is giveni by:

•*D 1 t (4 V. I t,)
SP 1) 9,c

The change in angular rotation is

tha for: 17)~ 
-VSwhere I is the mass moment of inertia of the blade.

S- ~A fragment flying in t~his fashion would eventually lose its &~ng,•ler

velocity due to drag, and thus lose its lift. This procedure differs from

that for a disc In thatit assmes that the lift force comes from the rotation
of the fragment and not the fragment forward mo.ion. The drag due to th.
Sforward motion of the! fragment blar is considered whetn the computation

S~is returned from the subroutine to the trriin program.

Input Data

Igt data card NN - number of test runs inclitied in data check

2nd data card 1N - number of differ.intial equations tv ba solved by
Ru.ge-KuttA s 2

i ~X - initial timne - 0. 0

H - imrne Increment (0. 1 eec is us•illy sufficient)
S• Z

AP - proj-teted iarea and drag area - m

OFER - I for disc - Z for rotor blade

If rotor subprograin is used, this in read in as anything becausa it Will

U iot be used.

t4E.



AMR -1rgmn m6 -t

S.... )|1'..(
(

hrd data card .O - density of sjr.ag ..kar it.y - .. .
2

A -lift rea (ptanform) - m

CL, - lift coelffclmnt

CD - d orwd o.qff c roto

AkfAaS$. sragmn•t mass kg

ALbP-AO - initkao trajectory angle .- 2

V * initil*, frAgment velocity - tn/s

0 -macmteration of IravtLy - rolNZ

4di dat. card EMLOA • angwiar velocity - red/a
(only If us~ung
rotor analysisl) R -radiqas of blade . mi

SA•LF - lift curve slope of rotur airfoil -2'

C ,, chtrd or width ol rotor

-J nunmber of rotor blades . 2

2
[MI - mall| moment of inertia * N-.s *mn

41.;. n



- mis ~ L E au~6~iti SEON OR it DFERE EQUATIONS TA
GOVLON THE TRAJFCTOGY OF AN EXPLOSION FRAGMENT. THE SECOND ORDER
EQUJATION'S AOL %R3?TI$k AS FIR31 ORDER LAND SOLVED By RUNdGE KUTTA
TE.CHNIQUES* TýIE 3OLUI1OfS ARE THEN 14TEGRAIED 10 OBTAIN I1HE FRAGMENT

*TRAJECTORY,............-____ 
.-

T4 INPjJY VARIABLES *REJ XOINI7iAL tIME'. N-NUMBER OF EOUATION~e
40 #OIR DENSI1tV.FA ~GPENY PLANFORM ANMEA,CL-L1FY COE.Ff1CItoT,CD-DRAG
COfFFICJC`VTeAwA3S-PARnICLE &iASSPAI.P.AO-INIIAL TRAJECTORY ANGLE,
VOwPN!TIAL VELQC1TY1 TMCT,0AN6CLE OF WIACKP,,4TIWE ICR~EO~ky AP-PROJEC

AESOPEROSIGNdALS USE OF ROTOR SUmROUTINEj OPE~lz1.Dl5GOPERa2ROT0R

INTEGER OPER -~

READ ?,I
READS IOIUODIh.CLocehfAAS33ALPNAO,.VQ.Q..________

q .... 7tOP!RNC.~GOTO 3I1-4
READ aOEIAfSPCSE._________.

PR'INT lob
-. PRINT 111,CL*CD .. ___ ---

*PRINT 116.....- ---- -. .

.. POINT is), A AS.........___

C) PR1N RiNT biA..- -- - - ----- -

- ~PRINT 116 - ____.--~--

r P - RINT jjq, ALPHAO,-.-.____ - -

PRINT 11b,. . ________

-.. PRINT 11lsVO

PaINT I k.b,. - - - - - - - - . .

$'(N 10 1 NT I. . .

.. Ccv74ETUC . . . -

IC41 a ICT l .

- OOTOYCI) . VOISIN(ALPI.AOI
1vCOFEREOe2)YflOT 2 YOOT *VC*CO3(ALP'4A)
XDOTSYCZ) # VO*C0SCALPN601O

OF 4E-9



o'.. - -

I J IEQ2XQTYO-VaICAPA

I, COPER.NF,?) GO TZO 30TVShCLH - . -

~~~~ OA~LPHA ) AA(OO/DT

IFCO(J".\Y'.) OT3O

BECAL s*Qn~ftMEAP*CD/ D £P4OSPCMAS30VCDC~4C MAS

IF(LP' ~ k .Ec. )A -S__ 0-__0___ _

AS~is z YC1)*- _______. ____ ____ ___ ____ ___ ____ ___ ____ ___ ______VO* C

FVl) z -G -()" ST*(YSXS*?.T(LPMv) GAN(YSPMO) *IOy(ALm)VOCS

- - F(2) = G Sl !A(TAOPySPKSOSAPvALPwGAM*(YSPX5)*3KN)ALClCALP)

5s z -1.0 _____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

IF(SSlfn,0.0)C.O TO0~

W ) Y(?) ____

DCZl * v0.S1AdCALPIMhO)
IF(OPEd.EA.,e)yoflT 2 vOo # V'C'CO5CALPMA) .....
Xfn!'Y(P) # vUeCOSCALPHAO) ____

-. 1OPEQ.Er.2'xOUT~xD0T.VC.SIN(ALPMA)*- --

*IS ¶0.13.. AACZ))/2.)*M #Vo*31NCALPHAO)*m-

-- S +1K (H~ (9m(2)- pt4(i3)/tl)e*" # VO*COS(tL~p"AO)qm

lF(0ER~f)*?015Y:0 z OIY VCOM-

5UK OSX - .-

LL:LL$1 . -

b r'-T 1.,uE

x-ýI[ TOJ

L*IIA 1pAG.MJ

CLLL Exl vAL(cu'Y, 1C~i,fyvAxCv1li) W LAZi
Pr'lT 3001 O ~ UL

3001, FORM:AT(jNq)
CALL PLOiC2*21
CALL PLOT?(KmAK .0. YM4%#0,3
CALL PLQI3CIMKDSUmxOSUM!,I)

4E- 10



CALL PL0TSC0#0#H . .-

1414 CrNT1INUE

10b FQOJ`A?(I1j) -

* ~Il 11DI3XtI.,XYPPLACE"ENT*#b%,*X V1A~E?*IY~
- - ~~4LDICIjyiljxsX YfLlC IT Two ill# ALP09A.) .~- * .

ILE1Z F0Q"A~t1ON.*LIF; COEFFICIENT S 4*Fj10.l0XvON~OAG COFFIZCIENT s flor

J* - f OQ1AT(lD~t*1%ITJAL MASSuo40 * b,evKCA)
..III FOSOAT(1OR..*INITIAL TRAJETORY9 ANGLE AYOIOAI~S)... -

.-11% VOwuAC01O,.INIY1AL VELOCITY 5 *.Vo~ji,.01SECC')
!t% P03WAYC145) . -.___ -
2b) 70RA& A(101 ,v *RAGMEN4T AREA Se,1_*tFI0*pU. PETE43t),.......,......

* ...._logo F0Qo41(bF10*S....)_
44 FORMA~T Cli, JFh0.b.110) --. -

4F- I I



I #l IO.fHOIOTLG O IN t (ms gt1es0

C Ii 50ITN FLI

04 1, 1

CIU~fW aLO IN#I$.d,

g ...e.o..li 1**** 15100 -- --

JS 14140C & 11N . .d.O ..IO~A .41 L. e . MI ... 1.2 03l).,.

.C T'I UI5 L A70 O 1 0hIA ~GA W L PI BULD A 1LO LlI IOA N3MT I

*C JILD ?MEL Ykil POICAM GR ID TO ES AND b PV.MIACN C AJNTIO sI0TN IS P305
C . P li. £SP.T-k PO i *~.~-

- -ow .. C u..IW LT
C F P I4 (14 fil MC Go to- . It . - - , - -. - . -

DI CN INUE-- a ---

.-. Dos Ie)fl#'(lso*a... . ..- * - -

s0:0 16 5 8 IU CLI .~~-

00 3 96010

b POIN¶CIfJ) S C *. ... -

* 0 0).. . - . . .

4-,- 1 Z O T iJ .-. --- .- -- *. -



-C - Of .,..RK O -I - r--- - --

-c 'MOD1FA) UAt 14U] CC RtMOVEC FRaOMCALLING SEQUENE)-
...C....- TEST OF ALGOL ALOOPI1WN -

-c-. REAL R..jTGNhTCMN.SGI.oTC 1JLeREALA

00 To (,,,)tT.
c Go 10 ~~
1 00 it jai*"

Go TOI.

-- GO To s.

DO~4E 312#1



SLIRROUTINE ROTOR CEMEG&. R#CL#,cDALP1MAC#AsLP@Ct eE01 *RoVC #DVC #No'-#
INASS.ALPHA)

VT a EwEG&OR . . -. . -

VA 2VT/2.-I. .-.

VI VYt-'Dlbq- VCi/?.*VT) (CODI'Ib, VC/CvV?))**,*(ODO.LPI4
IOf.- (f,.~VC)/tU.'VT))6o',) .-.

I = SaCL9(vA*92),oRO.qaCtA/G
ACC zt !CT.GIAkAS3)*COSCALPNA)wG)a*I CC (T*G/APASS)a.51N(ALPH4A) )e*

OP7 aR,fOCOotvA.a?),,Oa3?fG
0 t (76(tvc * V1)I~VA + OP -.

OPEGA a 0..el-Am.

EfGAxEPEGA - OMEGA

OvC tVC -ZZ ..

IRI FOQmATCSX#*EmEGA zeF0? SI ~c~ 0 Il IG#L* x Qa L
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SUBROUTINE Pt?(XMAEXHINTMAK.YuIN)

, ~ ~ ¢IPY ****_ ***ease**.*

¶ ~--
_C__ % L I THE PAR, SCALE VALUE FOR THE

___ 11"11 % .F 8 THE #41%e StALE VALUE FOR THE X-AXIS.-- -
_C- __ VAk .t % rL 2 THE MAXl. SCALE VALUL FOR THE VOWSXIS _

Tw__PC3i.jrF. •THE .V SCALE -VALUE FOR TH.AxIS

S...I... IS A fORTRAN PROGRAM 4I.t% 4 SCSE3HCPLOt _SCAL E--

- ,.e e e.., Xe ............
-C

" TL-X. a XP4AX

YF_ U -yMIN;. ~~~~RETURN .. . . ....

.4E- 15



I ¶_Q*0/c~m/ *10ttIDO X#I*Y#I*4

CC
CC

SUSYROUTIVALES OFYT LOT(4RMST.TRYN
NO, OFSIO RAAYlOINVARA(~OR IE3ON) fXRR N VR LT

4 ~-
* ~ ~ ~ ~ c a CHAR----_______

C ALLT P VLOT -O - T P
.C.......YRETURN UE FT T PO



3USPOUTNE PLOT

-. (X JQ.XFiiUR

C..... .FYL J . YFI. -R

ALW 8~. -0*tL X
C9 IM a . -/(.*. -

0Do b IsIO.-

lrxciti aEO XPi)NETUO x

* I(Y IVO. r)EN _____-__

5_I(1) LY __ __ _ -G.

-I (L Gl-bG JOi.110

G O to Il.

_LL a LXI.'~V. .
AF t PONT'. K) * NEYCI) * YF).8., Y (LoI .K)4,1-DP~h(#K

POIN.T. t LK ) G .O C0M_______

GO ToFC .r.10 CT 0~~~___ -- - - - ---

* 1.ONI NUECODG.l L... _____ .~

10 COTNE

--- RETURN K.CCIAOPIN(,C .4.tA10PIT(.).

1~~~&~ -ON(,3Sfi
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SUBROUTINE PLOT%(NCYNCXLABEL)

10) -a. Do. APIO

C-.. 8 I UP To la RCO CNAQ&CTERS IN TITLE --

C -. N4CX a 39ITCII INDICATING X-AXIS CAPTION .* --

_C _ - a of 14O CAPTION
-- C a Is~ UP TO ?e BCD COAAR&CTERS 7O BE PRINTED AS A H4EADING

_- ABOVE THE PLOTP AND UP TO 7? NICO CH4ARACTERS TO BE PRINTEPI

ON A LINE SELOW" IE PLOT -. .

_C_.TMIS 1S A FORTRAN PROGRAM "MICHI PRINTS ?ML PLOTS. CAPTION4 AND. SCALES

_.-C. OF- T'E. DESIRED GRAPNS. 3-

. .IF(NCX .Ego Q) GO TO I
#POINT 101, (LABEL( IX) a 113sL~ -

IFf"OD(ItIO) ,E-. 1) G-O TO 1,S. .--

- .PRINT

10FOR'AT(20XDIOIAI).----l- - -_____

Go TO3 - . --

IU'0(N ,10 E . EO. T]O 2 1 S- .* -

~. PRINT 12O.(POINT(1,J),J3Z,1)#O1 N~l#Jo .. DI

2PRINT lU0#TCIOX~(INNT(IaJ)DJID1OL).-

___ .IF('0CX *I0 0E,) GO TO 5

-- P..~RINTURN tPI~I#)Jl~~

-_-GO 7 W



0__O eI l .4. . .

IFG OC0

IU -i 4,-N0 1() 6 -70.0

RETURN _ __ ___

-~~~~~E I"~XI...-
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Computer Code TP.AJE for Obtaining the Range and
Terminal Velocities of Drag Fragments

The following computer code, TRATE. was used to generat,- figures
for fragment range versus initirl trajectory angle for fragments which ex-
perience no lift forces. It can be used to determine the terminal velocity
of fragments at their maximum range. The program is based on a pertur-
bation technique described in Reference 4. The following table lists the
program variables used in TRAJE that were not previously defined in FRISB.

Program
Variable Definition Unit

FM input fragment mass kg

z
AF input fragment characteristic area m

CD input fragment drag coefficient

NCD input brancls constant (for NCD > I the
velocity dependent drag coefficiai.t is
introduced)

DT input time increment s

TrM input maximum time limit

V) initial fragment velocity m/s

ALO initial trajectory angle rad

BBT drag constant N/kg

TT test time

XQ fragment horizontal displacernent m

Y fragment vertical displacement m

VX fragment instantuneous horizontal velocity rn/s

VY fragment instantaneous vertical velucity rn/s

ALP instantaneous trajectory angle rad

V tutal fraL!;nent velocity n,

4f,. 20



PDOGRA" TRAJI C?'%PITo0TPUT,7APLLaUgAPt.j~I
71C0P0O'v /VARI 11[Tf AF0110

" I ~~~fOO"hY (tiffs)__ *--

I 4FO0kfA7 Ci.?,I7 £I.HS,&ttoo -;qwisIfpIOIg;hhflp

OAD) I?* ',P -

*VLAD (loab f.Cm * ..lv

V.Vla t "I PC __________

'WRITE (tell CO
5P19 (' ~It. VALb k . -. .. - .

Q13 :11 O TA*

at.'

0Los01.7 niV- -

x 24, a.1 f

111) Al PS'AV

IF (1.10,) 10101010109

in,~1 Csit

&..~~ 1... 'lt IAIC



I :I j I

1111yg IL)) 1,,YVIVYS

lit 10 001 La)M119

jo IFIhLC 0.'r&-S4' I I I fj lo
304CO ( l 1901() 10911 -0 -d

.10 ,; I(7.?M ) ,Of~j1 --

iacnv;"4I&Qv0

JON ' Cu (J 1110 -4 to-

'go Ito___00

(Ato f ) Wuit

too COS(.fl,4vt (I,±~,.*-

I Oct I afepifii) ( i

Inn caif1111



2 * SI,1MROUT!%' DtL. (OT#ALPoVI,~lDRY*X#V~jDA)
RLAL LOO
CO'MO01iE/%'A0MEY.AF,FO

_____ Uur'c.OT -

_ _LI.Fz A LOGCS)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

763- A03LhF/IbLT-

GCNG&CS%(ALP)____________

__C&LC. Dy pq'ý ovwi.C'-tCVv1NG CoflRD*_____

tPQI -f -006)

TP9.C (O.5.,C/ (LK.?) ) *SMTi) -

CALC. 00' VVK DVX OY PIN IX.0 CUORO. ____

Ows (f'#XCO I tALP) Ov CO.S1(ALP))

OAZhTA*4( VV/ VX)

DEEID~
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APPENDIX IV. F

STATISTICAL FITTING TO FRAGMENT DATA

"4F-I Derivation of Figures 4-46 through 4-49

From the initial fragment velocity data on grouped tostt by pro-
peUlan and configuration given on page I OZ of Reference 1, the following
estirmc.ed means and itandard deviations for the log-normal (to the base
e) distributions are shown it, Table 4F- 1.

TABLE 4F- 1. LOG NORMAL DISTRIBUTIONS OF FRAGMENT
INITIAL VELOCITY (TO THE SASE e) BY PROPELLANT

TYPE AND CONFIGURATION

CI C1AM CBCS ClICs
LO /LH LO /RP- I LQ / LH LO /RP- 1

e I;,

Estimated Mein 5. Z759 S. 5249 4. Q4 10 4.7739
Extimated Std. Dev. 0.9875 5. 5Z49 0,7715 0.6387

These distributions are plotted on Figures 4-.!' through 4-49,
respectively. The goodr#.As of fit statistics (W) ire givcr. in Reference 1.

4F-2 Derivation of ''igure 4-50

The datMi from page 86 of Referene, I ftr- frA,ment initial velocity
measturements were us•d,. to determine the regression line (least sejUazes
fit) shown of trItial v4-locity, U, in Figure 4.50. The 95th percentile
(U 9 5| estimate was constructed by tAicng the estimate for the standard
deviation (¢) from the CBM LOQ/LH2 group in Settion 4F-I above,
establishing a point 1. 65 cy above the point U - 73. 96, Y 1%0 by the
formula:

U exp r ln 73.96 - (1. 5) (0. 9875)'
95

3's77. Z4 netrt. (I[37, 7 it)

To determine 'he eorn#.tric rrtan tg, mrters/iccond, raise e to the
power ihown.

'S 4F- I
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A lir.e was then extended from the point U ' 377. 24, Y z 1, parallel to
ihe regression line !oa U an, Y (U a 73. 96 yO. 4296)

The values for aire tests irom Reference I are presented in
Tablo 4F-2.

TABLE 4F-2. MEAN AND MAXIMUM FRAGMENT INITIAL
VELOCITY FOR LO /LHz CDM

Mean Velocity Maximum Velocity
Tg%_g yi• & m/9 MeAsured

0S 4 110.3 240

091 Z9 417.2 1100

118 20 216.4 340

199 a 201.2 455

200 17 Z66, 2 504

210 7 .98.1 46Z

z1z 27 240.8 383

213 35 301.8 459

Z65 10 210.3 441

Figure 4F- 1 shows the regressfon line, the estimated 99-h
percentile line, and the mean and rnaximur observed velocity point..

4F-3 Rationale for Averaging Fragmert Mass Distribution for Events
3, 4, and 5

The estim&ted meant an:'. standard le-v/atians (log-normal to the
base e) for the fragment mass for the five events frorn Reference I are
shown in Table 4F-3.

The estimated means a-•d standurd deviations of events 3, 4, and
5 were fairly close to each other, and the events were of the same type.
Therelcre, it avemed zeasonab;e to apply a "t" test (s-!c Reference 8)
for 5ii;t'ificant difference in means, This test was applied to events 3 and
4 since the diiference in cstlrnatEd rnsBns was the greatest for any pair
of estimated means froin eventu 3, 4, and .
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TABLE AF-3. ESTIMATED MEAN AND STANDARD DEVL.TION
FOR FkI.-MENT MASS DISTRIBUTION (LOG NORMAL TO

BASE e) FOR 1'IVE EVENTS

Franment Mass Distribution
Event No. Mean Stand rd Pev Percent Yield

1 7.7226 0. ýi2O 5.0

2 9.3940 1. 1 t42 1.1

3 9.7761 1. 17d7 Z3. 0

4 10. 1488 1. 0367 24. 4

5 10. 0522 0.8838 62. 6

The "t- test is applied using the following steps;

(1) The pooled estimate for the standard deviation (Sp) is
calculated by:

Sp V(S +

(2) The It" statistic is calculated by

t = (W1 -W 2 )/(Sp)( /2/n),

where n is the number of points to estimate W and W2
in our case n = 9.

(3) The "t" -'atistic is then compared to a value in the t
distribution table. t,;;2(n .1) where e is the
probability of type I error or risk of accepting the
hypothesis that there is no significant difference in means
wheze there is, and Z( n - 1) is a parameter in the t
distribution (degree of freedom) used to find the tabled
value.

(4) If the calculated value of t (from step Z) is between
tr.; - 1) (the table value), we accept the hypothesis

To determine geometric mean weight, raise e to power shown in table.
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that there is no significant difference in the means. If
"not, we reject the hypothesis, and conclude there is a
significant .. ference in the means.

Choosing an I, of 0. 20, the table value of t for 16 degrees oi
freedom is 1 1. 337.

The formula for calculating "t" can be further simplified to:

"t nf (W - W 2 ) (4F-1)

S2 +22

Using the above formula, the calculated value of t is:

t = 3 (10. 1488 - 9.7761) 0.712

1.0367 + 1. 178721

Since the calculated value of t of 0. 712 Lies between the table value
* 1. 337. we accept the hypothesis that there is no sig.ificant differea-ce in
means and can use a single distribution for the fragment mass distribu-
tion for events 3, 4, and 5. Averaging the means o€ events 3, 4. and 5
yielded an average value of 9. 9924, and for the st ndard deviation an
average value of 1. 0331. These values were used to construct Figure
4-53.

4F-4 Fragment Mass Distributions For Gas Vessel Bursts

The fragment mass data from each of the tanks were sorted in
ascending order; the values for the mass for the 10th to the 90th per-
centiles in 10% steps were identified. Table 4F-4 is a listing of these
value s.

Figures 4F-2 through 4F-5 are plots of the percentile points on
log normal probability paper for tanks A, B, D and E.respectively.

Table 4F-5 is a listing of the estimated means and standard
deviations for the log normal (to the base e) distributions.

A "W" statistic (see Reference 9) for goodness of fit was calcula•ed
for each of the distributions. The approximate probability of obtaining
the calculated test statistic, given that the chosen distribution is correc%0 was then determined. The results are shown in Table 4F-6.

4_F-5
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TABLE 4F-4. PERCENTILES FOR PLOTTING FRAGMENT
MASSES OF TANKS A, B, D, AND E

Mass fl)
Percent Tank A Tank B Tank.nr.

10 2.2 1.1 85 61

20 3.7 4.6 199 199

30 5.2 6.6 454 454

40 11.0 24.0 624 738

50 15.0 31.0 1731 1277

60 42. 0 38.0 2015 1617

70 53.0 63.0 2156 1873

80 96.0 92.0 2270 2270

90 145.0 125.0 2639 30360

TABLE 4F-5. LISTING OF ESTIMATED MEANS AND STANDARD
DEVIATIONS FOR LOG-NORMAL DISTRIBUTION

(TO THE BASE e) FOR GAS VESSELS

Tank No. Eodtimratd Mean Estimated Standard Deviation

A 2.9730 1.4821

3. 0327 1.6429

D 6. 5698 1. 8080

E 6.6782 1. 5815

i !
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* * -...... TABLE 4F-6. SUMMARY OF "W" TEST ON NOX.dALl'i V FOR

FRAGMENT MASS DISTRIBUTION FOR
TANKS A. B, D, AND C

IIf
A .948 .6s

B .929 .45

D .d01 .08

E .956 .74

As it is customary to consider values exceeding I to 10T# as
adequate grounds for not rejecting the hypothesis that the daxib belong to
the chosen distribution, the fits for tanks A, B, and E are more t1hAfn
adequate, and for D somewhat questionable.

Except for Tank D. the other values compare favorably with tho.e
obtained for tho log-normal fragment 4istribution for Events 1, Z. 3, 4
and 5 for the propeliants (Reference 1).

4F-5 Rationale For Averaling Fragment Mass Dist.rih,,ions For
Tanks A and B and Tanks D and E

A "t" test for significant difference In means was made for each
of the p&irs of tsnks, with the following results-

For tanks A and B, the calculated value of "t" was 0. 314
versus the table value of 1 1. 337.

F'or tanks D and E. the calculated value of "t" was . 1354
versus the table value of * 1. 337.

"17 us, no significant diffcrence in means for either pair was
found, and ; singie distribution for each pair was derived by averaging
the respective pair of means and standard deviations. Table 4F-7 pre-
sents the resultc, and the distributions are charted in Figures 4-54 and
4-5S.

4F-I1
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TABLE 4r-7. MLTIMATED MEAN, A4D) '2'rANDARD DL 3,VATIUN
(TOTH kE BUSE '1 FOR TANKS A "ID A, A D A.DD E

Xanhkt rkw1matedfLMmltd i a-

A and b 2, 9964 1.5b.3

D and E 6, Z40 1.695

4F.-6 Derivation of Flgtre 4.-57, Fragment Vistatice &rsus Percent
Yield For P•opeU@at Rcplusions

Table 6F-8 is tar~en from Refev.:nce 1. with some minor correc-
tions. For each of the five ertents, a 95S upp-r confidenco limit was put
on the estimated mean (M) and a 90% app. carolidencc limit was estab-

lished for the estimuated standard devittLon (5), umL-tg methods outlined in

Reference R.

The confidence limit or, the mean was calculated using the follow-

Sing forula:

CL. r 4 t(n; 9S)

n is the nunber of fragments and t is the value of the t distribu-
tion with a degrees of freedom at the 94th percentile.

The confidence interval for the standard deviation was calculated
using the foUowing formula:

4- - 1/2
121/2

CL a I
X(n l); 90

L -J

where X. is the distance of the ith fragment, n is the number of frag-

ments, and XZ(n - 1);90 is the value of a chi square distributiot with

n - I degrees of freedom at the qOth percentile.

Then, using the new upper confidence level values of M and S.

the R 9 5 in which 95% of the fragments shouli fall was calculated as
follow s:

4F-17.
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R M +S t
95 (n: 9S)

The interval from the mean (M) to R 9 is indicated for each event on
Figure 4F-6 by a bar.

A line was then drawn parallel to the regression line, and just
touching the longest bar. Thus, the distances read from this lJve could
be expected to encompass at least 95% of the fragments resulting from a
given yield..

4F-7 Derivation of Simulated Fragment Range Distribution for Gas
Vessel Bursts

For each tank, the fragments were divided into classes by frag-
ment area. The computer program FAISB was then exercised taking
into account fragment shape (from drag) for initial angles of 15, 30. 45,
60, and 750 to determine a range for each angle for each clazs of frag-
ment. Table 4F-9 presents the results of the range simulation.

In the table the fragments have been divided into groups or classes
with the average planform area AL and the average mass IT of each
class listed. The area data were obtained by measurement from the
photographs of Reference 2. Mass data were given in the reference for
each fragment, AD is the average drag area for eacb class of fragment;
this area is calculated on the basis of the thickness of the fragments and
a characteristic width dimension equal to the square zvot of the fr'gment,
planform area. The inaximum range of the classes of fragmcnts ;or
various values of initial trajectory angle (Ct = 5 n. 0 n = 3 15) was
calculated using code FRISB assuming the average characteristics for the
fragments in each class, and that the initial velocity was the maximum
initial velocity for the fragments measured for each taTnk.

The fragment ranges were ordered, and the percentiles were
determined and are shown in Table 4F- 10. Then the percentiles were
plotted or, normal probability paper and are shown in Figures 4F-7
through 4F- 10. The estimates for the --nean and standard deviation for
each distribution were then calculated and are shown in Table 4F-l 1.

A "W" goodness of fit statistic was ralculatcd for each distribu-
tion and the probability of obtaining the calculated test statistic value,
given that the chosen distribution is correct was then determined. The
results are shown in Table 4F- 12.

4F- 1'
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TABLE 4F-10. PERCENTILES FOR SIMULATED RANGES
-FORRCAS. VESSEL BURSTS

Percentile Tank A Tank B Tank D Tank E

10 0.S66 0. 532 6.4 6.9

20 0.806 0.747 11.9 20.8

30 2.330 1.98 23.5 25.4

40 2.947 2.95 28.7 45.4

50 5. 10' 4.33 43.8 56.0

60 6.473 6.38 63.8 77.4

70 8.679 7.39 66.5 96.3

80 11. 120 10.25 108.4 114.6

90 12. 969 11.00 131.6 143.3

TABLE 4F-o1. ESTIMATES FOR MEAN AND STANDARD
DEVIATION FOR SIMULATED RANGE DISTRIBUTIONS

Estimate for Estimate for
Tank No. Mean (M) Standard Deviation (S)

A 5.67 6.72

B 5.06 3.92

D 53. 05 44. 05

E 65. 1 46.20

4F-17
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TABLE 4F-12. SUMMARY OF "W" TEST ON NORMALITY FOR
SIMULATED FRAGMENT RANGE. DI.TP.RBtJaION FOR - _

GAS VESSEL BURSTS

Taa- No. "W'.1 ,robabjuty

A .9Z9 .46

B .921 .37

D .933 .47

E .956 .74

As shown from the probability column of Table 4F- 12. the normal
distributions are fairly good fits to the data.

4F-8 Rationale For Combining Simulated Range Distribution For Tanks
A and B and for Tanks D and E

A "t" test for significant differences in means was made for each
of thtj pairs of tanks, with the following results.

For tanks A and B. the calculated value of "t" was 0. 235 and for
tanks D aria E was 0. 558 versus the table value of * 1. 337. Thus, no
significant diference in means for either pair was found, and a single
distribution for th: simulated range for each pair was derived by
averaging the respective pair of means and standard deviations. Table
4F-13 presents the results, and the distr'butions are charted in Figures
4-58 and 4-59.

TABLE 4F- 13. ESTIMATED MEAN AND STANDARD
DEVIATION FOR SIMULATED RANGE DISTqIBUT70! FOR

TANKS A AND B, AND TANKS D ANDr

Tanks Estimated Mean Estimated Standard Deviation

A and B 5.4 5. 5

Dand E 59.2 45. 1

4F-22
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CNAPTER V N76"19301
EFFECTS OF FRACMENTS

5- 1 Damage Estimates to Structures and Facilities

5- 1.1 General

r One can see irom Chapter IV that there are wide variations in

*; characteristics of fragments generated during accidental explosions of
U the types covered in this handbook. Large sections of pressure vessels,

and appurtenances accelerated by the explosions, can be quite massive
(over 500 kg or 1000 lbr), while some fragments thrown to large dis-
tances are quite light (less than 1 g or 0. 002 Ibm). Imxpact velocities can
range from a few meters per second to several hundred meters per
second. Also, in Chapter IV, methods are given for estimating the
probability that fragments of given mass and impact velocity will strike
a structure located a specified distance from an accident. An important
characteristic of fragments from these accidents is that they are of low
velocity, and large average mass, compared to fragments from muni-
tions which are intended to cause damage by penetration or perforation.

Conventional structures which can be damaged by fragments in-
clude frame or masonry residences, light to heavy industrial buildings,
office building--, public buildings, mobile hoines, cars, and others too
numerous to nane. Damage can be superficial, suchz as denting of metal

* panels or breaka,- of panes of glass. But, massive fragments can cause
more extensive damage such as perforation of wooden roofs, severe
crushing of mobile homes or cars. etc. Moist of the fragments will be
nonpenetrating and will cause damage by imparting impulsive loads
during impact. Methods similar to those used to establish threshold
damage levels under blast loadings can also be used to establish thres-
holds for impact damage by fragments, i. e., lower limits for superficial
damage. The methods will be somewhat simpler because the i'mpacts
will almost certainly be of short enough duration to be purely xim'pulsive
for almost any "target" structure or structural component. Impact con-
ditions with large fragments which can be certain to cause significant
structural damage can probably also be established by equating kinetic
energy in the fragment to energy absorption capability for typical roof
panels, roof supporting beams, etc.

Launch facilities for liquid-propellant rockets present some
special "targets" tn fragrments from accidental explosions which can be
especially susceptible to perforation damage. These are thin-walled
tanks for storage or transport of energetic propellant liquids such as

5-1
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SL• RP- 1, or L0 2 . Fragment impact conditions which would cause
peioration of such tanks can be estimated from ballisti-c-perforation ....
formulas for munitions fragments and from hailstone impact data. These
formulas will be presented and discussed.

5.1-2 Impact of Fragments on Thin Metal Targets

The following methods can be used for fragment impact on ,netal
shtets or plates. The details of the formulation of these methods are
presented in Appendix 5A.

The VS 0 limit velocity is defined as the velocity at which a pro-
jectile will have a 50% chance of penetrating a given target. Knowing the
properties of the projectile (fragment) and the target, V5 1, can be ob-
tained from Figure 5- 1.

In this figure, a is the radius of the fragment (assuming a spher-
ical shape), h is the thickness of the target, •- is the density of the
fragment (or projectile), -t is the density of the target material, and

"t is the yield stress of the target material.

0 The solid line in Figure 5- 1 gives the relationship betwten limit
velocity and target thickness. As the graph shows, there is uncertainty
in this relation. For hard fragments which are less likely to deform, a
lower nondimensional limit velocity (more conservative) should be chosen.
For softer fragments, a higher limit velocity can be used. At this time.

h
it is not known whether this relationship holds for values of - greater

a
than about 2. Z.

This method is good for the impact of a fragment with its velocity
normal to the target surface. For oblique impacts, the normal compo-
nent of the velocity should be used. According to one report, (1) for
oblique impacts, the penetration velocity is minimum at an angle of 300
from the normal direction. The difference between the penetration veio-
cities at 00 and at 300 may be as great as 20%. Therefore, if oblique
impact is expected, the penetration velocity obtained by use of Figure 5- 1
should be multiplied by 0. 8.

For fragment velocities iess than V5 0, the permanent deflection
F at the impact point on the target can be determined. Figure 5-2 is a
graph of nondimensional deflection versus nondimensional velocity.

For given fragment propei ties, a given target, and a given normal
component of fragment velocity, ,• can be obtained. O0 course, for very
low fragment velocities, there is no permanent deflection.

5-2
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"This method was developed for impacts -not very close tothe..edg&_... .

of a sheet or plate. For fragment impact near the edge of an unsupported

or simply-supported sheet or plate, the deflection may be twice the de-

flection that would be otherwise expected.

t This analysis has been formulated for spherical fragments. To
, 1/3

apply this to fragments of other shapes, let a = 1 _
p op 3

where m is the mass of the fragment. More research must be done to

determine other effects of fragment shape.

Tabl; 5-1 is a list of the important properties (density and yield

stress) of a few selected fragment and target materials.I
TABLE 5- 1. MATERIAL PROPERTIES

(References Z, 3)

density o yield stress "

hL lb r
3 3 P

m ft a psi

Steel 7850 489

1015 3.46 -4.49 x 10 50. 000-
65, 000

1018 3.66 x 108 53.000
8

1020 (large grained) 4.42 x 10 64,000

1020 (sheet) 3. 11 x 108 45,000

Aluminum Alloys (sheet) 2770 173

Z0Z4-O 8.85 x 107 1Z. 800
8

2024-T3 3.66 x 10 53. 000

2024-T4 3. 66 x 108  53. 000

Titanium Alloy 4520 282
9

S6AL4V . 11 x 10 160,000

5-5
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Examp~le I :

Given fragment radius a 0. 020 rn (0. 066 ft) and density =
7000 kg/rn3 (440 Ibm/ft 3 ), target density 0 t = 7000 kg/rn3 (440 ibm/ft3 )
and yield stress -t = 4.40 x I08 Pa (6. 38 x 104 psi) and fragment velocity
V = 200 m/s (660 ft/sec). find the minimum target thickness h to
prevent penetration. Solution: Nondimensional velocity is computed, and
h/a .s read from Figure 5-1:

'P V5 0  (7000 k 3 (ZOO rn3 ) o 7/s

_____c 8 2 3 1/2 z 0. 798
4e~t [(4.40 x 10 N/rn ) (7000 kg/rn )I

Then from Figure 5- 1. h/a = 0. 202. For the given a. h = 0. 0040 rn
(0. 013 ft).

Exanrinle Z:

Giv n fragment radius a = 0. 010 rn (0. 033 ft) and density r
7000 kg/rn" (440 b, ,'ft 3 ), Varget density = 7000 kg/m 3 (440 lbm /ft)

yield stress -t - 4.440 x 10 Pa (6. 38 x'10 psi) and thickness h = 0. 0010
m (0. 0033 ft), find V 5 0 . Solution: h/a is computed, and the nondimen-
sional velocity is read from Fijrure 5- .:

0.0010 m
0.010 m

Then f rom Figure 5- 1. V 0. 43. For the given

t t

properties, 'r50 = 110 m/s (360 ft/s).

Example 3:

Given the same fragnent and target properties as in Example 2.
and a fragment velocity less than the limit velocity V = 52. 0 rn/s (17 1
ft/s), find the deflection at the L-npact point on the targez.

V 3-(700 kelm (0 rn/s) I

( 2 73 /Z
A ~ (4. 40 x 10 Nrn ) (7000 kg/mn I
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From Figure 5-2, 'L = (.. 068. Then for example. b 0. 0068 m4 2
a

(0. 022 ft).

5- 1. 3 Impact of Fragments on Roofing Materials

Nearly any impact of a fragment upon the roof of a building will
cause at least some superficial damage. Damage which only affects the
appearance but which does not interfere with the performance of the
roofing will not be discussed here. Serious damage includes cracking
and complete penetration.

Because of the many kinds of roofing and the scarcity of datU of
fragment impact upon roofing materials, the following discitsisn wil be
kept as gneral as possible, presenting only the lower limits of damage
for groupings of roofing materials, with the understanding that these are
not known very accurately.

The analysis for the impact upon metal targets leads one to be-
lieve that the important projectile property is momentum. Ontil more
information is obtaisbed, it must be assumed that momentuni is also im-
portant in inpact upon roofing materials. (The following discuosicn is
based upon data in Reference 4 in which synthetic hadiltones were pro-
jected at rooa.ag materials targets. The velocities in the tests correspond
to the terminal fail velocities of hailstones of the particuLar sizes used).

The roofing materials can be separated into three classes:
asphalt shingles, built-up roofs (alternate layers of bitiumen and rein-
forcing membranes, -ften topped witi pebbles or x--shed stone), and
miscellaneo-,: r•tc•4-ls (asbestos cement shirn_•es, Wte. cedar
shingles, clay tile, and sheet metal). Lowe- limits o fragment momen-
turn for serious damage to common roofing materials are siven in
Table 5-2.

For oblique impact, the component of the velocity 'orrfl2 to t ae
surface of the roof should be used in the calculation of rnome-' urm.

Aged shingles may sustain serious damage at a lower fragment
momentum than that which is given in the table. Also. the tests wer-
conducted at room temperature. The limiting momentum would be *"rater
for shingles at a higher temperature, and less for shingles at a Iveer
temperature.

*
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TABLE 5-2. FRAGMENT IMPACT DAMAGE FOR
ROOFING MATERIALS (Reference 4)

.Miaimurn Fragment Momcnnuzn
F--:or Serious Damage (mvj

Roofing Materi-I k.- mrs l ,.. Corrimrnts

Shingles U. 710 5. 13 crack sihinglu

6. 12 44. 1 damage deck

Built-up roof <0. 7 10 S- . 13 crack tar flood coat

2. 00 14. 5 crack surface of con-
ventional built-up roof
without top layer of

stones

>4.43 >31.9 with a 14 kg/mr top
layer of slag, there
was no damage up to
4.43 kg m/s, whi:h
was the maxinmum
momentum of the test

Misce~laneous

o. 003 m (1/8")
asbestos 0.710 5. 13

0. 006 m (1/4")
asbestos cement
shingles 1. V7 9. 1b

0. 006 m (1/4")

green slate 1. 27 9. 16

0.006m (1/4")
grey slate 0.710 S. 13

0. 013 m (1/2")
cedar shingles 0.710 S. 13

0. 019 m (3/4")
red clay tile i., 27 9. 16

Standing seam
terne metal 4.43 31.9 plywood deck crackcd
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SExample 4:

-' A fragment with a mass of 0. 25 kg (0. 55 lb ) and a velocity of
20. 0 m/s (65.6 ft/s) strikes a roof of asphalt shingles in a direction
normal to the surface of the roof. What kind of damage can be expected ?
Solution: Calculate the momentum of the fragment. and compare it to
the values in Table 5-Z. Momentum - mv n (9. 25 kg) (20. 0 m/s) z
5. 0 kg m/s. According to Table 5-2. this momentum will crack the
shingle, but it will not damage the deck.

5-2 Damage Estimates to People from Secondary Fragments

5-2. 1 Penetrating Fragments

Fragrrents can be divided into two categories, penetrating and
nonpenetrating. Due to a limited amount of available data, penetrating
fragments will refer to fragments weighipg up to 0. 015 kg (0. 033 ibm)
and area-to-mass ratio A/M up to 0. 09 m /kg where A is the cross-
sectional area of a fragment along its trajectory and M Is the mass of
the fragment. Nonpenetrating fragments will refer to fragments weighing
4. 54 kg (10 lbm) or more. Only a summary of the methods for deter-
mining fragment damage to people will be presented here. The develop-
ment of these methods is given in Appendix 5B for the convenience of
the interested reader.

1., To determine whether a fragment can cause severe body penetra-
tion damage, it Is necessary to determnaq its striking velocity V in (m/s)
and A/M ratio: these parameters can. In genera,. be determined from
other portions of this handbook with the exception of rarameters from
glass window fragments which follow. The ballistic limit velocity VS0
(in m/s), which is the velocity at which half of the missiles incident on
the body are expected to perforate the skin with enough residual velocity
to cause severe damage is( 5 . 6)

V • 1247.1 + 22..m/. (5.,,

for

A/M . 0.09m /nAkg, M - 0.0IS kg

whe re

A is the cross-sectional area of the fragment along its trajectory
in m2

M is 'he rmaas of the fragment in kg

m 5.0



4 V sois the ballistic lin .i velocity in rn/s

05

If V • V5 0 . then one can expect some serious wounds from body pene-
tration.

To determine if a glase fragment from a window pane broken by
the blast wave can c•uee @evere body penetration damage, it is necessary
to calcIlate an effective peak overpressure P

e

whe re

P " Pp Po (5-Z)

for windows oriented side-on or back-on to the approaching blast
wave where p. is atmospheric pressure in Pa, see Figure S-3.

or

P ! Pe (S-3)

• ro

icr %indows oriented face-on to the approaching blast wave.

for

P . 3.(7)
3

z + (N, (5-4)
r C .,- -) +

where

• 1.4

For P -3. S. Pr can be acquired directly from Figure S-4. The ratio

AIM should be chosen as the smaller of

M t

ur

-10
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A . J (5-6)
* 'M , "

where

t is the thickness of the window pane in meters

Sis the density of the glass which is approximately 2471 kg/mr3

(from Reference 8)

A' is the geometric mean frontal area of the glass fragment in

m 2 expressed by

A'- 6.4516x 104 2.4 - /12. (5.856 6 x 10-5 p 1 (5-7)
e e

for Pe in the range 0 Pa to 96. 5 kPa . (From References 8 and

9).

Striking velocity v (in m/s , is

V = (0. 25 3 9)+(1.89 6 x 10 4 ) (t - 7.62x 10-0928
(5-8)

x 3. 3443 P 0. 5
C

for Pe in range 690 Pa to 689 KPa ind t -. 7.62 x 104 m.

If V _ V 5 0 , then one can expect some serious wounds from body pene-
tration.

5-2.2 Nonpenetrating Fragments

Criteria for body damage from nonpenetrating objects are con-

tained in Table 5-3. It should be nnted that damage is dependent on

fragment mass and velocity only. The table also only contains one irag-
ment mass value. One can logically assume that larger masses pro-

pelled at the same velocities shown in the table will produce more

damage than the 4. 54 kg (10 lb) -mass presented in the table.

5-13
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TABLE 5-3. TLNTATIVE CRITERIA FOR INDIRECT BLAST
CFFECTrs F,"OM ";ONPENFTRAtING FRAGMENTS

(Refercnces 10, 11, 1U)

Extent
Ma Event of Dam&aie Imract Velocity

4. $4 kg Cerebral Concusvion Mostly "safe" 3. 05 m/s (10 ft/sec)

m Threshold 1. 57 m/s (15 ft/sec)

Skull Fracture Mostly "safe" 3. 05 rn/s (10 ftl/scc)

Threshold 4. 57 m/s (15 ft/sec)

Nvi.r I00S 7.01 m/s (21 ft/sec)

S-Z, 3 Example Calculatlons for Determining Damage Estimates to
People from Stconlary Fragments

Fnvlrunmenttal Conditions:

P 3 33 x 1O4 Pa (0. 53 psi)S

I L 1. I(. x 103 Pa. b (0. 0163 pij/hec)

1) .013ý x I0 5 a J (x14. Z 1) )

1•'ti,|r•Iing fr.gtrii wt - Ma *, N1 0 0. (Jl1 i'g (0. 033 1b M

V-.Iuily V 1 131 ft/oec

(rro . :tt1tJ,.,I rc:) A aloni, tr.,.jectory
(A fra r.,-'n:, t ; (J. 0016 I))' (0. 0 17 ý ft )

W iIf'II ., i, ,i a I4' rI)y silrin at,. 3. 17'/, m) (0. I.ý5 Itn) thl, A . r.

;.h.iii ljti e'ltI.&tj,j' iiAi~4iie'fiI .. 'ltiba •-1 - 1.00 (){J (8, 1 0j
.Ii

V, hi, it,( ,' ,/. (76 ito ,
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From Equation (5-3)

P p (0. 864) (101, 350) 87, 567 Pa

(b)
/ Mi t

S 3 3 3
(3. 175 x 10 m) (2.471 x 10 kgg/m

0. 1275 rn /kg

-15



From Equation (5-7):

A' (6.4516x 10-4

-5 4 212
2.4 -12oS.+ ((5.8566x 10-) (8.7567 x 0) p /

X e

A' 0. 1402 m2

Therefore,

0. 00108 m /kg
"2 (2471) rJO.. lIZ

The smal ler value for A/M (0. 00108 rn /kg) is

the better choice.

(c) V 5 0 for A/M = 0. 00108 m /kg can be calculated

from Equation (5- 1):

V 5 0  = (1241. 1) (0. 00103) + 22.03

Vso = 23.4 m/s (76. 8 ft/sec)

(d) From Equation (5-8). the striking velocity V is

V = (10. 2539) + (1. 89f• x 10-4 ) (3. 175 x 10-3

7.62 x 104 ) 0. M8(0.3443) (8. 7567 x

1040. 547

V : 53. C m/s (174 ft/!,cc)

(e) Since V -, Vso, Cofne can epxpct soneV scvcrc body

penetratior: damage.

5
5- 1(
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(3) Nonpenetrating fragment3:

The mass (4. 00 kg) and velocity (Z mis) of the nonpene-
trating fragment are less than the rnass and velocity re-
quired for the mostly "safe" damage condition shown in

t Table 5-3. Thus. one would not expect deaths to result
o from nonpenetrating fragments.

*

*i
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"APPENDIX V.A

EFFECTS OF FRAGMENTS ON STRUCTURES

The structures that are considered here are metal plates and sheets.
There does not appear to be any effect of the curvature of the tarRet; there-
fore, it is reasonable to use data for flat targets and apply them i:' av,'y gen-
eral shape that may be of interest.

The inethod3 described in Section 5-1 are based upon an examination
of data of frakment and hailstone impact upon metal sheets and plates.l -3)
In these studies, synthetic hailstones (ice spheres) were fired at target
sheets of aluminum alloys, and various shapes of fragments were fired at
steel targets. A model analysis was performed, using 'he methods de-

--scribcd in Reference 4. The parameters of interest are listed in Table
SA-I.

TABLE 5A-I. LIST OF PARAMETERS

a radius of fragment (assuming spherical
shape)

h thickness of target

V velocity of fragment

"permanent deflection of target at point
of impact

c density of fragment (projectile)
r

P density of target
t

yield stress of target material
t

This analysis is concerned with plastic deformation, which makes
the parameter et more important than the modulus of elasticity of the tar-

"-__: .~. get material. Also, the iragment is assumed to be a rigid body, which
makes the strength of the fragment an unnecessary parameter. The model
analysis and a study of the data resulted in the nondimensional terins
(Table 5A-2).

,A- I
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TABLE cA-2. NONDIMENS.IONAl. TERMS

o V
2-P dimensionless projectile velocity

~t

dimensionless target deflection
-a

- ) dimensionless target thickness

aV
a t P t

line with some scat-er in the oaw points (see Figure 5-2 in text). The line
intersects the horizontal axis at a positive value of velocity. This is ex-
pected because there is a finite fragm-ent velocity below which no permanent

target deflection occurs.

Letting the velocity in the dimensionless projectile velocity term be"I p .5 \ h ' i e r w t

the limit velocity, the locus of I versus a is lirear with

t t

the data points lying within aboul 15'0 of the values on the line (see Figure
5-1 in the text). The hailstone impact data fall in the region above the line

(hi4her limit velocity), and the s=eel fragment data fall on and below the line
O( .ver limit velocity). This indicates a possible effect of fragment strength.
For this reason it may be desirable to be more conservative with oteel frae-
ment.t, choosing a lower limit -elocit-Y, and less conservative with alumi-
num fragments, choosing a hig.wr limit velocity.

A-2
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-- .-. APPENDIXX V. I

DAMAGE ESTI!MATES TO PEOPLE FR~OM
51C0?CDARY rRACMAENTS

513.1 Penetritir~: Vra~rnscnts

t'ndnl~tedly A are&, deal of research Ihas tien eondUi ted to DrOd..ce
classified wound ballistics equations for the rnihitarý. Although it ~rn'izk -r.-
classified equations of thijs t-,p do not exist, some publicly avaslands bodv
penetrastion data h.&ve betri aceunvitlated in recent times and somne relr-irly
simple anal-. sea have becri performed. Methods for predicting body dmanate
from~ fragntnt s osing frea'ment paramsrters available in this documnent are
presented ;-this appendi,:. More reliable damage criteria will undoUbt4c%
be produced &a the state-of -the-a rt improves.

hperragga and Kokinakis(I Z concerned themselves with a baltss¶.c
Itt 'e-lOr ity ver sor antim l targets. The VS,0 velocity is the strikinw .-*0 l'..:s% at v*hich orne expects %alll the impacting missiles to perforate an otlect.

I he y found@ that th t veloc sty depe rded on the a rea to massa rat a. that is

where A -e crcoss-stctiortal art-& of the, projectile alonR the tras.ctory. and
IV is the nmajr of the projectile. They fired steel cubes, spticres and :vttn-
derx of various masmes up to 0. 15 kg (0. 033 Ibm) into 3 mm (02 !18 in.)
thick isolated xrin (humnan and goat) to establish a ballistic limit. One a:
their assurnptionn waiý that, if the projectile penetrates the skin, its re*:id-
ual velocity would be fiufficient en-)ugh to cause severe damage. This ca,-:
tiovs assumption is appropriate for establishing a certain margini of safett
in the calc tlation. Their concluuions were that, 9 n the range of their da:.%
for ste-el cubes, sphcrieg atidL ylinders. V50 depended linearly on pro~iec!;Ile
A/M ratio. Specifically,

V5  1 I?.47. 1 ....h.- ( -6 " + 2Z. 0 3 min (a-
0Thg9 M

wherr A.".! is in n)2 7kg, a&nd 'i' s in rii/a.

. - Eq~uation (SB-2) has been adjusted fo~r ST inits.

-!
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Kokinakis later fired plastic sabots end-or. into 20" gelatin that
was I cm thick. The sabots were fired end-on since this represents the

... , 'r case. Ihd 2 0 Pr- ge.atin was used be4'ause this ballistically st111ulat':b

isolated human skin. The linear rlatioi of VSO veruus A/M formiul;Ate-d

by Sperrazza and Kokinakis(l) is plotted in Figurc ;l-l. The a raL. valuivs

for these experiments ate located on this graph. Circles on the figure rtep-

resent the initial experiments using steel cubes, spheres and cylinders

weizhing up to 0.015 kg (0.033 Ibm). and each average value represents as

many as 30 data points. The line drawn on the graph is a least squares fit
to these average values. Upward pointed triangles represent the average

values for the oubsequent experiments with end-on plastic sabots. These
average values also lie near the line drawi for the prior study, thus adding

a degree of cotnfidence in the analysis.

Unfortun,•telv, other authors have not presented their penetration

data in the same form as Sperrazza and Kokinakis. Glasstone( 3 ) expressed

the probabil,,ty of glass fragments penetrating the abdominal cavity in terms
of the mass of the glass fragments. To compare Classtonems conclusions

with that of Sperrazza and Kokinakis, it is necessary to make a few assump-

.ions. The first assumption is that the glass fragment velocity for 50"*
probability of pencration of the abdominal cavity is biologically equivalent
to, the ballistic limit velccity V 5 0 fcr penetrating isolated human skin. This

assumption is true provided that, after the glass fragment penetrates the
skin, it does not encounter too much resistance before it perforates the

abdominal cavity. Glasstone only specifies the mass of the glass required

for penetration and does not give its cross-sectional area, thickness or
density. For the purpose of comparing the conclusions of Classtone with

those of Sperrazza and Kokinakis, it was assumed that glass 1frapments are
propilled ,dee-on. which is probably the worst case, and that they are

square with thicknesses of 3. 175 rmm (1/8 in. ) to 6.35 mm (1/4 in. ). It
was also assumed that the glass fragments have an aver;,Re density of 2471
kg/n 3 . (4) With these assumptions, it is not difficult to calculate A/M.

If the glass fraement has a thickness t , and edge length y, then for volume

2y (-t -3)

w h o_ r e

V volume of the fragment

y = edge length

t = thickness

Thus, the mass m of the fragment is

0-
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i oy t (5B-4)

where C is the density of the glass. Rearranging Equation (SB-4) gives the
edge length,

NIP

The area-to-mass ratio A/M , assuming edge-on impact, is

A = ty 5
M M\

or from Equations (5B-4). (5B-5) and (5B-6),

A t mNI V' i (SI,-7)

Giasstore's criteria for 50% probability of glass fragments penL'raiink! ihr
abdzrminal cavity are shown in Table 51-I. This table also contains the esti-
mates for A/M for glass thicknesses of 3. 175 mnm (I /8 in. ) and u. 3. nun
(1/4 in.). The velocity values and calculated values for A /M which fall in
the range of values used by Sperrazza and Kokinakis are plotted as squares
in Figure SB-I. The dashed lines indicate a range of AIM values for thick-
ness values from 2. 175 mrnm (t/8 in.) to 6.35 mm (1/4 in.). Even with the
crude assumptions mentioned above, the calculated points fall very near the
line drawn on Figure SB-I.

While~~ a'so related skin penetration velocity to the masses impact-
ing fragments. He concluded that slight skin laceration occurred vwhen
spherical bullets wi-, mass 0. 0087 kg (0. 0101 lbn) were propelled :ntn tl-hy
body at 57.0 m's (100 It/sec). Assuming that the density • ot steel is
79Ž5 kg/nj 3 , the A/MI ratio can be calculated from

- 2
ZA r. 

CrB SNI (.SB-B)

where r is the radius of th, -pherical Denetrator or

A . 3M "3X
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TABLE SB- 1. 50 PERCENT PROBABILITY OF GLASS
*.._F RAGMENTS PENETRATING ABDOMINAL

CAVIITy(
3 )0

Mass of Class A/M A/M
Fragment Impact Velocity [3.175mm (I/Sin.) thick) r6.35mm (I/4 in.) thick'

k1 rn/s (ft/sec) n 2 /kit mZ/ke

0.0001 125 (410) 0.1136 0.1603
0.0005 84 (275) 0.0507 0.0717
0.001 75 (Z45) 0.0358 0.0507
0.01 S5 (180) 0.0113 0.0160

e
Table SB-I has teen adjustcd for SI units.

Using EquatLon (5B-9) A:,d the mass and density menti)ned above, A/M be-

comes 0. 0148 n 2 /kg. The velocity value given above (57. 0 mr/s) and the

calculated value for A/M are plotted on Figure SB-I as a dowriward .ninted

triangil. T"is point appears to be a little hither than e.xpccted. especially

since only slight skin laceration is expected at these velocities instead of

50% penetration.

Custard, et al. . like Glasstor,. specify velocity as a function of

mast only for 50°0" penetration. Making the assumptions that the thickness
of the glass can vary from 3. 175 mm (1/8 in.) to 6. 3i mm (1/4 in.). that
the fragments travel edge-on arid are square. and that the density of ass
is Z471 kg/rn 3 , A/M was calculated from Equation (5B-7). The results are

plotted on Figure 5B-1 as diamoads and agree fairly vwell with the conclusions
of Sperra-za and Kokinakis. Thus, for values of A/M up to 0. ('," n 2) /kL, and
valuies of NI up to 0. 01 k.• ((.033 ibn), the functional relationship exprcs•cd

in Equation (5B-?.) and drawn ;-s a solid line in Fi~.urc 5S-I is an adequate

repres.ntation of 50", probability of skin penetration by a proJectile that can

result in serious wo)unds.

Estimates of velocities, presented areas and nmasses '.up tt ), k:

(0. 033 Ibn)T of fragments from a propeliant or gas -c.plosion can bc acquired

from other portions of this dcurreret and compared -ith F1-iure ;..F-I Io de-
termine if pene' ration is likc~v. No estimate, however, oi the velocit,-.

mass and areA o. window glass ita' emnts hz-s beer. made elsewhere in this

report. Since woui.4irg from fl',ini Zlass is a tma...or con,-ern, a r..ei1nd !or

determininc these parameters will be included here. Fletcher. R .. rn'.d

and iones( 4 ' 7) conducted blast exper.iornts to obtain innrirmation on :lass

fragments from breaking window panes. Fi.,- their t.aistical 1rAlts9 0:

the data, they were able to establish functional relationships arong, se,.-ral
variables. To be able to be used in conjunrtion with the work eJf Sperrazza
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If all glass fr~gments travel flat aide forward. then

A A' (513- 1')

If all gliass -nients travel edge forward, then

A (SA fB -16)

~hus, ,or these two cases, the ratio~ AIM is

or

A I (B 8

Whichevtr gives the lower value for A/M should be chosen for safety rea.
Auriil. T iax uie rL. t~o.vvlu(.ti can 6ce A'C4wit-CJ £f4J13 rF 4til.1 r, -l al (4,7

After converting( their equations to SI units,

10* 4 * 40. ('28

for 1' in th.e range t090 Pa to 6~8r kPa and t > 7. 64 , 10 M.

A xir;-trr-ary r;.1 tha rmcth;ýd; ',-r dvtr-rrntr,;i;j Ili. crhination;~ ofp-
rarnete ri whicl' riiay p~roduce se rl wig pvinciratir:;, deavibsice 'rain mepntintl
1...- t~as 0. 0j '5 iW (0. 03 11) Ii is hev~i re '.)r '- orivenietl . To d-ilui rmine
wheyther & r~wrimnt c cali.. *evtort. foldy pev-1. -ai lrv dismague, it if noces-
silry tfj deterrinu it Iif striI~iri 'iclor-Ity V/ (in tlu/s) and Ai/M ratio.- hcr A

rn ii cr).-ge.t()fa'area oif tbr pjrij~ei' tile o''''iv d' tairt tury (mn rT,Z) and
M. Iiin tha rt, .mum 11 the projet. file, (in I litee pa rin oiet.rs aCarl, ill ' r.~tfPal,
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"so is the ballistic limit velocity in m/s. If V > V 5 0 . then one can expect

some serious wcund. _from body penetration.

To detern~ine whether a glass fragment from a window pane broken

b'; the blast wave can cause severe body penetration damage, it is neces-

sary to calculate an effective peak overpressure PC where

P - P p (5r,-2 I)

ior windows oriented side-on or back-on to the approaching blast wave
(po is atmospheric pressure in Pa; see Figure 5B-2), or

P Pp (5B-22)
e r

for windows uriented faLe-on to the approaching bl&at wae."'.

FoT r 3A.

(v+

F P .
, T-

r M (vY +~
£

whure r- 1.4.

or i7 :> .5, Pr can bv" accqui.ed diriuctly from Figure 5B-•. TheFor

rafln A.I'.' q•ould bt. chosen as tk.e 3mnaller of

S -- (5 1, 24)

AI . t I ,-

A A"A- - 11 - ;

.1 0'11 0 1 l I ý.ii ' e I V 0 f thlt' W'aII..'V' 1 '.' rP letu , 1. i 0 (f," nh riIfi% "I

I. *,.* l i 6~ "N , 1ppguy. 111,.1tv 1, Z4; j p. ,/I11 3, 14) t~ncj A' vi tit h ,e'rm .vt rIc
S'. . , t II ,,I r ji it• ',i I"'.' . 1rn,• -,'t ijt 'In tmlz npros. ,ed by

A'' '

A' -f ,4' I V, t 01( " ' )

( ,.ir , ' I ', '}r La h¢f. U I'a tto 'Ie,. '5 kI~i•,



Striking velocity V (in m/s) is

" -~0. 928

v (0. 25391 + (1.896 x l0o) (t - 7.62 ) 10")

0. 1443 PU. 547 '(5B-27)

e

for P. in the range 690 Pa to 689 kPa, and t> 7.62 x 1O4 rn. If V >VS0,
then one can expect some serious wounds from body penetration.

5B-Z Nonpunetrating Fragments

Criteri?. for body damage from nonpenetrating fragments are rather
limite.d. "iable 5B-2 ;ontalns tentative damage criteria for indirect blast
effet ts invuhing nongenettating objects. It should be noted that the table
&,pýlits to a fragment (f o,',y one mass. One can logically assume that
lasýger masmpp propelled a, the same velocities shown in the table will pro-
dice mnre dar',&.S than tc S. 54 kg (10 lb) mass presented in the table.0

TABLE 5z3-2. TENTATIVE CRITERIA FOR INDIRECT BLAST
EFFECTS FROM NONF'ZNETRATINC FRAGMENTS( 9 " I)

-- tent of
Mass - vent Damage _Ifnpact •.eocit-

4.54 kg (10 lb) Cerebral Mostly "ser*e" 3.05 mnis (10 ft/ ec)
C_ unc uos to n Io hreaýi.ld 4.57 ti./s (IS ft/ ,ec)

91-111" Mostly "sfte" 3,05 rn/A (10 ft sec)
Tbretihold 4.57 m /s (1 ft/s ý)

Near 100U'7 7.01 rr/s (?.'J ftfue.)

*
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S:~~~~HAPTER VIA "19:

RISK ASSESSMENT AND INTEGRATED EFFECTS

"U-I Risk Assessment

A systematic. effective approach is required to id:a,tify the T-..pe.
.- magnitude, and probability of occurrence of Ludesired evceits ir. the opera-

tion of any given system. Certain wcll-know.n related techniques have hien
used in industry (chemical, aerospace, nucle-r and defense) to accomplish
this result. These systems analyses are allurr i:ely referred to as "Harard

"•-- Analysis, " "Safety Analysis, " "Risk Assessrment" aTd "Reliability Analysis.

Three basic related systematic methods are employed, eit-.er singly
or in combination, to accomplish these types of analyses. These rtlethods
are:

(1) Even, Tree - Starts with an event that initiates a pe.s$ible
accident and develops :he possible conse-ue.ces
of the event by considering the response o. enct-
neered safety systems that would bt callcd upon
as a result of the initial event.

S(Z) Fault Tree Provides a method tor detertrininc -1he proL.A-

bilities n, eded for the event trees. Fa&Li* t revs

employ a ioeic almost the reverse of e-ent "rees
in that they start with an undesired e',r. and

identify the ways ii may ha•e been caused.

(3) FMECA The Failure Mode Eifects and C riticalitv Analy-
sis is a systematic procedure for identftvi-.-
each failure mode of the system and ;or evalu-
atin• the consequences. The F.MECA ,tarts
wit), the co||puients ol the 5-tsvit)I, works ;i
throuah the subsystem to the system It- el, ard
identifius the effects of each failure rrmrne cr.
the system nperatinn.

An exatpie cf a siniple event tree ii. shown in Fiiure u-i and a sirr.
pie fault t!-e•, in .ri,ir, 1,Z for a chemical spill in a storaue trana:er s5sienm.
r.'.'en an outcome frTim the event tree, a spill magnitudte t defined. roir each
spill magjnitude, a hazard or risk asseutivient can be made. Frr.- the fauit
tree, the probabilities of failure are deterr ined to Assiln to each branth of
.he event tree. Th,.n. the proiability (or expected frequency) of occurrence

S•,,. i
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IN . .~ .. , *. Ai. - e . .

SAFETY SYSTEM
#1 FAILS

- (Either one or both)

SPILL EXCEEDS PUPT EEV
RESERVE TANK TN ALCAPACITY I

(Both must
occur)

LOSS OF LOSS OF
LINE EMERGENCY

POWER PO__ER

Figure 6-2. Typical Fault-Tree Diagram; CombininR of

Failure Probabilities
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is determined by the proper algebraic combination of the branch probabili-

ties leading to the outcomt.

Examples of these types of analyses can be found in references I.
2, 3, 4, an-! 5.

For gas vessel or propellant systems, th,: figures and methods
described in Chapters I through V can be used to assess the possible effects
of any given undesired event based on the characteristics of iragmcnts (mass
initial velccity, and range) or blast phenomenis.

The workbook does not give methods for estimating probabilizies
of catastrophic events occurring, nor does it employ the methods of risk
assessment just discussed. It does, however, allow prediction of severity
of certain classes of accidental explosion, as well as effects, under the
assumption that an explosion does occur.

6-2 Prediction of Relative Blast and Fragment Effects

In Chapters Il through IV, we give a number of examples of specific
calculations for use of graphs, tables or simple equatiens each of which
provides an estimate of some aspect of explosion hazards or their effects.
But here we give a series of more complete examples. Each example
represents a possible accident which can occur at aerospace launch or
test facilities. Our assessment, as is true for all such estirmate-s which
can be made from this workbook, starts with the assumption that an accident
has occurred and does not consider the probability of occurrence. Fiv.e
different accident "scenarios" are presented, and estimates of blast and

fratmentation effects arc made for each scenario. The quantitites of prop-
ellant, volumes and ty-os of compressed gases, masses of vehicle structure.

etc., are often approximate, but they are realistic values. The problems
are intended to illustrate the way in which the data in Chapters II through
IV can be uscd to estimate relative blast and fragment characteristics, for
some 'typical" accidents.

b-2. I Scenario # 1. Fall-back of Space Shuttle during launch.

"The scenario for this accident is A failure of thrust just after lift -off
Mf the space shuttle.-. This multi-stave vehicle is a large, winged orb,.-vr
and landing vehicle similar in configuration to a largec aircraft, which is
boosted by the solid propellant rotckct engines and a liquid fucled vncir.e.

At lift-''ff. all thret. engines art firing and dt'liv'ring thrubt. "1he t-h,, It.
is assurnt-d to rise at mlust a few nwtt'rm. and then to fall blk ,rti, th,. lauiath

pad with suffit tent inipact velocity to ruptirte 0h1: liquid roccket lanksc-. 1"he"
propellants mnix on the ground surface and re.ach an ignition sourc." afictr
some time delay.

t b-4
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D ata for types and amounts of propellant in the Space Shuttle at
lift-off. flow rates. and estinmate-s of structural weight are given in Table

6-1. Because this accident occurs inimediately after lift-off, all propellant
weights are (conservatively) assume'd to be the same as at lift-off. Assuming

fall-back under gravity from a height of 10 meters (33 ft). the impact velocity
is U 14.0 ~rn/ms (45.9 ft!ssec).1

The propellants in the solid propellant boosters are assumed not
to be cxplosive. This assumption seems well founded, based on the extensive
te-ting of detonability of solid propellants in Project SOPHY. Furthermore.

the quantities of liquid propellants listed for the first four subsystems in
Table 6-1 are relatively smaU, and the type of accident postulated would be
unlikely to rupture tanks containing these prop-,lants. So. we assume for this
t'\a1Mple pr:ibl.ni that only the c\ternal tank ruptures and spills its propellants

in a CLdGS type of accident. For estimating fragmentation effects, we also
use only the structural rnass of the damaged external tankace.

A numbner of other hazards are obviously associated with this type
of accident, but some are not calculable from methods given in this workbook.

In particular, the trajectories and impact effects of the propulsive solid pro-
pellant boosters, which are burning and thrusting when fall-back occurs.
cannot be estimated. Presumably, the orbiter with its human payload ,.an
escape by igniting escape rockets in the event of fall-back. If we can estimate
its flight location when explosion occurs, some predictivii of blast effects
can pos-ibly be made. But, we havc too little data in hand at present to make
this estimate.

6-2. 1. 1 Y.e Id

The yield is calculated by the methods in Chapter I. Accordinc to
Table 1-2. Equation 1-2 and Figure 1-7 are used to determine a value for the
yield, wh:ch is compared with a value obtained from Figure I-1. The smaller
value is ,i-ed:

Equation 1-2: Y 10% + 4.4s
m (m/s I <d-4.4 r/s)

10% 4. 43% Y ( 14.0 m/s) ,2.0%
(mIs)

In Fi..urc 1-7. choose t for maximum Y: t i 0.u sec.ignition ignit~con

* , -
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6O1 Y
____ 2 - ___ - :44.6%,•

100 ni 1Y 17 100 lot)

From Figure I - I (u.ing a total propellant and oxidizer mass of 711000 kc I,
y - 0. 06. The multiplier is 370%. Y = (0. 06)(370%) = 22. 2.. Choose

the lower value of Y which is 22.2S.

6-2. 1.2 Overpressure ;.nd Specific Impulse

The overpressure and specific impulse are cal.-uiated by the methods

in Chapter II. Vihe effective mass is calculated from Equation 2-9.
W = W TX Y . Tab.z 2-1 gives the procedure for finding the overpressure

and specific impulse as functions of distance:

S Y 22.2S
W =WX 100 (711000 kg) 100 : 153000 kg (348. 000 lb

According to Table 2-1. the overpressure is read from Figure 2-1 t, and the

-pecific implse ic read from Figure 2- 17.

The following (Table 6-21 is a list of overpresures 'P , anc

specific impulses I i from Figures 2-16 and 2-17. "1 !:c solid ir.ess

ir. :hese fitzares were used. The other terms in Table o -Z will he exDlainred

lai er.

o-2. 1.3 Effect of Blast Waves on Structures.

The mcthoids described in Section 3-1 are used t-) deteryine the

effects of blast waves on structures.

Glass Sreakaoe

Equation 3-1 relates overpressure for class breakaec to the pr,,p-

erties of the class pane.

X.0 3.011 + ". (3-" 2

8.- V. 1q 0. I - 0.7 " 4

6-7
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P L ZP for a blast wave strikinI4 a window head-on.

P P for a blast wave traveling parallel to t0.e stirfa•.e of the

i.ass. s

It can be shown that P increases as - increases. For theýe west P r to break any kind glass that is like'y to be found, choose
".- =0.20,0 and X - 0.300 m (0.98 ft). Then, P = 2420 Pa (0. 351 psi)

ýor glass breakage with the glass surface perpendiScular to the di-ection of
travel of the blast wave. P = 4840 Pa (0.702 psi) for glass breakage with the
direction of propagation uf t~e blast wave parallel to the surface of the window.

Looking at the data in Table 6-2, it can be seen that, for no .lass
breakage with windows facing the source of the blast wave, the distance
must be much greater than 1080 m (3500 ft). (By extrapolating curve - 1,
the i vs P curve in the next Figure, Figu-e 6-3, it appears that the
dist-ance for an overpressure of 2420 Pa is near 2000 m (6000 ft). ) With
the glass surface pz.rallel to the direction of travel of the blast wave, the
distance for no glass hreakage must be about 1100 m (3b00 ft.).

Building Damage

The degree of building damage as a function of distance from the
source of the blast wave can be observed in Figure 6-3. Figure 6-3 is a

copy of Figure 3-2. with the (impulse, overpressure) points for selected
distances R. The (i , P ) paths for four of the scenarios to be discussed
in this chapter are includecg •n this figure. The paths coss the limit of
damage lines. By finding the values of R at which they cross one knows
the minimum distance at which a given degree of safety exists. One can
interpolate between two adjacent values of R by assuming a logarithmic

soale for R on Figure 6-3. Alternatively, one can determine the overpres-
sure or inipulse at the point of the intersection of the (i , P ) path and the
damage limit curve, and then go back to the lieure in the texts where the
overpressurc or impulse was obtained and find the corresponding distance.
The resulting building damage for this scenerio (# 1) is presented in Table

-3.

Overturning of Object:

One can use the methods of Section 3Y- 1.3 to determine the minrimum
Gistance from this explosion at which a Saturn V rocket may be placed, for
wnich it will not be overturned by the blast wave. Assume that the foeled
Saturn V is standing vertically without restraints. Assume standard atmos -

pheric temperature and pressure. Let h = 110 ni (3b0 ft), h.e = 30 rri (10U ) .

b = 10. 1 rm (33 ft), H = 10. 1 m (33 ft), hbl = h/2 2 55 m (180 ft), n, = 2.8 1 I0V

O •bI
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0
TABLE 6-3. BUILDING DAMAGE

Distant-v
[ c-r:e of Damna et (ni) (.ft)

threshold of minor structural damage 12 00

threshold of major structural damage 470 15 o:)
(some load-bearing members fail)

threshold of partial demolition ?.70 .,l)

kg (6.2 Y 10 6bn), and C = 1.2. Then, A= 1100m 2 (12000 ft 2

h/b = 10.9. and h /h =0.4.73. The procedure is to find the minimum imotulse
i- for overturning. Setting this equal to the applied impulse i allows -,-r.c
to find the maximum distance for which the vehicle will overturn. ror al!
larger distances, the vehicle will not overturn.

h/b is too large for Figure 3-4, so use Zquation 3-4.

rg 11/ 2b31 3z 6b 2  b2  hb h hj

1.25. Then i. = 5810 Pa s. (.8427 psi - sccP

Let it = 381 Pa• s . Then a i /p H 1.77 (.000257 psi • si.t. a
This is the minimurn nondimensional appCiied impulse for overturninu ,-ch
is shown on Figure 6-4. a copy of Fieure 3-3. The points (a C i/pH. P
were plotted on Figure 6-4 for several values of R. The placewrhere t--s
curve (curve P i) crosses the line of minimurn appliud impulse for overtrninmn"
gives the value of R for the "threshold" of overturnint. For S&.cnarto
this distance is 220 m (720 ft). At distances grea,.er than 220 rn (720 ft
a Saturn V will not bc omerturned by a blast wave from this explosion.

L -2. 1. Effect -f Blast Waves on Humans

The methods described in Section 3-2 are used to determine th" effects
of blast waves on humans.

S•-II
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Lung Damage

Fiitire 3- 10 in Section 3 -4 is used to dctermine the extcnt of damav e to

the lungs of humans by blast waves. Figure 6-5 is a copy of Figure 3-10 with•
the | , [s

th (P ,/ ) points for selected values of R . p 1.013 X 10 ' )z!
s 1/2 1/3

(14.7 psi). The value of m is chosen as 5.00 kg (I I bm). The same pro-

cedure as the one that was used for building damage is also used here to

determine the values of R for various degrees of lung damage. The resuilts
are presented in Table 6-4.

TABLE 6-4. LUNG DANA.,GE

Distance

Degree of Damage (mn) (ft)

threshold of lung damage 170 560

99')% 100 330

90 100 330

501"C 90 300

10I 70 230

1I ;a 230

Ear Damage

Figure 3-11 is used to determine the extent of damage to the tcars of
humans by bl3st waves. Figure 6-6 is a copv of Figure 3-11 in Section 3-2
with the (P , I s) points for selected values of R. Table 6-5 shows the results.
No:e that a Value of R cannot be determined for TTS because the curve for

Scenario I never reaches the TTS damage limit curve, and it is inadvisable
to try to e\trapolate this cu--v,.

6-13
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TABLE 6-5. EAR DAMAGE
1.

Distant 1
Degree of Damage (iM) (ft,

ternporarv threshold shift (TTS) over 2000 over 6000
%'•0 < -r,.• los.• 1

threshold of eardrum rupture 270 890

50-', carurum rupture 130 430

Skull Fracture

Figure 3-12 is used to determLne the chance of Skull Fracture due

to bodil ; translation and impact ,'ýned by blast waves. Figure 6-7 is a
is points for selected values of R.copy of Figure 3-12 ".vjth the Ips

1 /3rn

The body mass, mI is chosen as 5. 00 k, (II lb ). "Ihe results are pre-
sented in Table 6-b.

TABLE 6-6. SKULL FRACTURE

Distancc

Chance of Skull Fracture (Mi (ft)

mostly safe 350 1100

threshold 310 1000

50', 270 89U

near 100% 240 Q

Body Transla'ion and Irnoact

Fi'.ire 3-16 is used to det. rtine the probability of Tiortalit\ from

•.':, .1),Ad% translation and irilpatt ipton .I hard stirfak c , aiitld h' 1d.i,; wav --.

I iu'lrf ', -' is a copy of that fi!ur1 t w ith thi . 1l K _t__._._
1 ;3

vatut's of R . The body mass ii is c-hosen as 5. 00 kc . Tali,- ,-7 sihows th

:csiilt.-. Nte that no VA. ue. It distan e, Is f.. i fr 'ncar 100'l , l •j rtilitv
I I }) . s. s," It I,, I ,a d v isa1 1c i o c.xt ra pi, ,Ia • f hv : I Irw.. vuý I Vin L!', ,r .c ,-."

f; - h
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TABLE 6-7. MORTALITY FRONM BODY IMPAC1

Distance
-Au ,'',f M,)rtality (m ,j (ft)

'H,,s lv s of, 340 1 OM)

threshold of lethality 240 79 1)

509% mortality 160 520

6-2. 1.5 Fragment Characteristics

The initial fragment velocity distribution is obtaired from Fig-rre 4-48.
95-"c of the fragments have an initial velocity less than or equal to 500 m/s
(100 ft/sec).

The fragment mass distribution is obtained from Figure 4-5.
of tin( fra,!ments have a mass less than or equal -c 120 , 1•, '- l .

The frahment rantce is obtained from Figure 4-57. '0:" of the Fraý-
ments will strike the ground at a distance less than or equal to 580 n" ( 1,'0 ft.

6-2. 1.6 Appurtenances

As an example of an aopurtenar.ce. a cement block identicai to that
described in Example I of Section 4-4 will be used. Suppose that it is located
at a distance of 108 m (350 ft) from the source of the ulast wave, ana one rn:st
know its velocity after being picked up by the blast wave.

At R . 108 ni, P = 1.52 Y 10' Pa, P 1.50, and I = 7.,63 I') Pa- s.
The nondimensional impu.lse is s S

C Isa 37Q s c1.05,7. 03 Y I i34 -

P P(eH X 1.5-2 x 10 4(2. - 01

LocatinQ tht (P I, I point on FiL'ure 4-2,. onc finds that V 3. . xnr..
S s

Ma,
r) 12. 8 10 )(3-0 )1

,.2- m . ." .7o ft!9 ec .
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Tlhis c.-ment bl. ,:k would be thrown at a very low velocity.

7,--2-1.7- F~ht orFragmcnts on Humans

"Vhe Qffect on humans of flying glass from windows broken by bla.st
waves wi'l 61: considered. In Example I of Section 5-2, the 50:, penet ratinn
limit velo.-itv V for typical class was found to be 23.4, m/s (7L. 8 ft "sec).
_ceation 5-8 relates striking velocity V to overpressure Pe, which may

h, P or P , dcpCnding upon the orientation o, the Olass wNth the bWast"- r
wavt,.

V 0. 2 531 t (I.8OG, X 10- ) (t - 7.62 X 10 " ) 0.928 0.3443 P

e

Setting V = V one can solve for the minimum P,. for humar. injary from

ivin Ja:s. 5 .Lettin, t = 3. 175 Y 10,3 m, P z 1.'o6 y 104 P,?2. 84 p!si).

For windows where the direction of propagation of the blast wave i!

parallel to the glass s-irface, Pe = P . Then P = 1. Q ',5 104 Pa. From

Fcure 2- It, P. 380 ni (1200 ct). At any distance less than 380 r-., th.rt: is
likelihood at human injury by flying glass from windows with sirlaces paraiel

to ,'.e direction of propagation of the blast wave.

FPar x,.nd¢w' where the directio:" of propagarion of the biiaj . N :

normal to the glass surface e r ' Solving 5-4 for Ps and ntr, ipulatinw

1,ives P, -- . 45 x 1(. 3  Pa ( .37 psi). From Figure 2-16, R = t.41 n, (2!( )1

Ta'1-, : -S and ';- s Im 'ariz. the dac a,,e and iniury thai can ).'t ý . ;w,:!d.

2 Scvnario ,'-. Explosion of Sp-ic Shuttle Propellant Tanks in Early
Stages of Fli;ht

In this "scena-ia", the: Space. Shuttle has lifted off from the pad aid

started its ascent. A failure occurs in the tankage for the main liquid
propellant rocket engine. causinm the LHz and LO to mix and isznite within

thcttanks (CB.M). The explosion occurs at about !06 m (32M0 it) a'tit,.dc,

w.hcrc cround reflctions do not affect the blast wave pr(,pe-tieE. T7t--

.*ltitudc i.i not crt:at enouijh, iowcver, to affect blast wave charactertsti.-s

other than by lack of crourd reflection. The initial quantities ol propellants

at lift-rif are civen in Table -I. Ass..iminit 30 s,:conds of proo. lan,,t nsons,, )-

ti:'fl, r- I-lIl.li n nL weichts trc:

L 0 , 44 101) k _ ('C,77 000 lb 4

S.o li 'ropcllant: - M45 000 ,_ ( 1, ')W30, 000 tb
m

-.2



T TA TE: 6--8 SCENARIO 1: DAMlAGE TO STRUCTL~RE.S

Di stancco
Dar~iale to Structures (mt) (fL

t~c~h of n! v.trturinmfiz Saturn V 21)

-. -i v i f ii: r s w' ilIl st r ikc t li rwndlu
within 58 d 0

thr(ýcdhol nft side -or. class orcakacezt 1 100 2i "1

threshold .4 minhor -;tructural damape t 600 3 r)Q

iiirushldW~ fu:c-on ý-ia~s brea:ýag.e Q(O WY0

T AB LE 6 -9 SC ENIARIO0 1: !.ILT N I'N JVR Y

Ll i st anct
Ntimar. Injurv (m I(t

I-- 107ý .urvival (lunw. damage) 70 230

50", survival (Iuw.~ damage) 90 300

909%sorvival (lung darnage) 1100 330

tardruirn rupture 130 .430

50'ý mnortality from brsdy in-ipac.- 160 520

the~n!jof Iona~ daniazc 170 560

,)ear I Th' * haticc of sku.1 fracture
thre shold ()f lethality! frowm ýodv tmpact 2407"
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..... -TA13-LE 6-9 SGCNARIO 1: HUMAN INJURY (CONCLUDED)

Distance

Human Injury (m) (ft

threshold of eardrum rupture, 270 89')

50c' chance of skull fracture

threshold of skull fracture 310 1000

mostly safe from body impact injury 340 1100

mostly safe from skull fracture 350 1100

threshold of injury from flying !lass (side-on) 380 1200

threshold of iniurv from (Iyinc -lass ,face-on) 640 2100

0 temporary threshold shift (hearing) over 2000 over 6000

0I
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In this type of accident, we can estimate explosive yield and blast
effects, as•wAII a, initial velocities of fragments, .-making the sanie res-
trik-tive assumptions as for Scenario i. But, fragzment tajeclories znd
irmp~act corndit ions cannot ht: estimated, hei.ause all of the graphs in Chapter
I\ rt-l.t ln, - 1', tltist, prop)ct- Iu . f ' :, a ! it tnt$ are baseri on Uxplcsin.. whit h

mii , r I 1h. !i toii l ., tlrfl.tt h. ." i: t l -h for omniputini: fraivrroerdt tra-
.it-- toris airv applicabl:, hut the appropriate computer programs nave not
Ijtv:n exercised for initial conditions of significant altitudes above the ground.
Be.cause we cannot estimate impact conditions, we. of course, cannot use
the methods of Chapter V for predicting damaging effects of fragments.

6-2.2. 1 Yield

The yield is calculated by the methods in Chapter I. Acccrdins to
Table 1-2, values for the yield are obtained frorr. Figures 1-I and 1-6,
and the lower value is used:

Fro:n Figure 1-1, for a fuel and oxidizer mass of 5.20 x 105 kg,
S-0. 0'. The multiplier is 370%. Y = (0. 06)(370 22.2%

[n Figure 1-6, choose ti ttion for maximum 7. Then Y = 58'-.
Usine the lower value, Y = 22. , .

The overpressure and impulse curves for propellant expiosions werc
obtained from data of explosions occurring on the grour d. An argument
similar to that used in Section A-2-b can be used here. The around explosion
can b: approximated by the vessel in Figure A2-4b, wl-erc half of the eneriz%
is re' leased above the ground. To apply the _nalysis to an explosion- in frec
air, the encru," (or yield) must be halved. Then Y z II. I'

6-2.2.2 Overpressure and specific impulse

The overpressure and specific impulse are calculated by the methods
in Chapter 11. The cffective mass is calculated from Ecuation 2-9:

W : W.. ' y0 . Table 2-I ,,ives the procedure f3r findin,.g the overpressare
and !pit ciftc Irmpulse as functions of distance:

Aw 1O0-----X%1 = 57 500 ( 12Ue, 000 1)
T 00 . 1001%

According' to - able 2-I, the overpressure is read from r. iure 2- 14, ant.i
the specific impulse is read from Figure 2-15.

The trllowinr (Table 6-10) is a list of overpress res WP ) and
pecific impulses {i 1 from Figure 2-14 and 2- 15. TI-e solid "Ines in these

ficures were u.-ed.
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t -. , 2..) 3 FEffv'n,F -1l•as• -Waves-on St-ructures

"liii, iih~t.I h cis :h •riIt(I :' ,Scu tini; 3- I .irr iisud t"• dv.termine, the:
$ l•t . ((I Ihl;ps! wdv Is 'n ll .i'it I urrt':.

GIass iroakau.'c

In Scenario . 1, it was found that the minimum overpressure to break
a typical pane of class facing the explosion is 2420 Pa. For a pane of class
parallel to the path of the blast wave the minimum overpressure required to
break it is 4840 Pa. We are concerned with damage on the ground. The
Llast wave will be reflected by the ground, Therefore, the reflected over-
pressure is important here. Replace P by P and c:.Jculate the new P

From Equation 2-3, P = 2420 Pa (0.3 g psi), r P = 12FO Pa 10. 186 p~i .

For P = 4840 Pa (0. 762 psi), P 2420 Pa (0. 35sl psi). As in this

particular calculation, P and wil1 be used in place of P and I
r - 7throuchout this scenario. Fromrnigure 2-14, one would expect to be

able to obtain the distance at which these overpressures would be observed
fCor Scenario -2. For P 2420 Pa, or P = 1280 Pa a value of R/W 1 ! 3

cannot be read from Figure 2-14, but it cansbe seen that the distance R

must be over 1000 m (30%0 ft), Therefore, glass breakai:e will occur on

the ground below the explosion.

Building Damage

Ihe (i . P ) points for selected values of R for Scenario -2 are
includ, I in Fi,,gure 1-3. Usin. the same techniques as in Scenario 1. bat

using the reflected overpresrurcs and impulses, Tabler - 11 was assrembled.

(The reflected impulses are calculated by Equation 2-4). For this cxplosinn
at an altitude of 1000 m, there might be buildinig damage on tne ground
(possibly minor structural damage.).

TABLE 6-11. BUILDING DAMAGE

Distance
DeLurce of Damace (M) Ift

threshold of minor structural d:,.r.nac over 800 over 2t,'3.

threshold of major structural 'damage 430 1500

threshuld t i•rtial demolition 300 O)

0 !
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-2. 2.4 E-ifect of Blast Waves on Humans

The methods described in Sec.ion 3-2 are used to determine the
effects of blast waves on humans.

L,:r. Damape

S

Tihe 1P I2 1/3 ) points for selected values of R fars rn
0

Scunc rwo -2 are ir.cluded in Figure 6-5. Tabl> -,- 12 was obtairned from
this figure. There wtll be no lung damage to humans from thi; explosion.

T',ABLE 6-1Z. LUNG DAMAGE

Distance
Ch:incte nf S.ur'.'val (m) 1+'

threshold ý" Lune damace 170 5C0

100 330

9 07 100 330

50%' 90 30,

1' 90 30)

C)1 300

Ear Daniace

The IP , vc ints for selected vatles of R for Scenario ,2 ar-
.:],+'ded mn . ' re t-<:. Table b- 13 was asscmbled us ir. this fiý'Ar.. Th'c

data culd n,.'t be cxtrapolated to find the distance for "Temporary Th.-5koci

02
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TABLE 6-13. EAR DAMAGE

Distance
Dvirec of Dunrap,, (M) (ft)

threshold of eardrum rupture 340 1100

50% eardrum rupture 150 400

Skull Fracture

S

The iP , 1/3) points fo." selected v. lues of R for Scenario -2

are included in Figure 6-7. Table 6- 14 is the result.

TABLE o-14. SKULL FRACTURE9
Chance of Skull Fracture Distance

(M) (ft)

mostly safc 390 .300

threshold 360 1200

501o- 34- 1 I1O

near 100"1. 320 1000

Body Translat;Kon an,i unpLct

1
5

The (P M 1/3) points for selected values of R for Scenario =2

arc includ,.d in Ficure -)-8. in the result, Table o - 15, note that no value
of P is -i,,'ctn 'or "near 1000' mortalit,- because e2xtrapolation is net

ru•L.',mcndcd.

2
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TAP'TE 6-15. MORTALITY FROM BODY IMPACT

)f Murtaity (M)Distance ftDe,_ree '•t Mortality; (in) {l'~cc t)

ni-)stlv :satc 3(10 1300

treshold of lethality 370 1200

50" mortality 300 660

-here would be injury to people on the ground iue to the blast
w av C.

c -2.2.5 Fragment Characteristics

The iritial frat.mert velocity distribution is obtained from Figure
4-50;5", ';of the framents have an initial velocity less than or ejt•ial to
1JO'0 m/s (3300 ft/s).

The "rac.:ent mass distribution cannot be determined with the methods

tiat are presently available. Figures 4-51 and 4-52 show the mass distribu-
tion for C BNI explosions with yields of 5% and I. 1%. T.hcre is obviously

a strong depenclence of mass distribution upon yield, and it is not valid to

attvnf. pt to cxtrapolate the information in these fiizures to a vivld of 1 1. 1i";.

,-2. Z.6 Effect of Fragments on Humans

The effect on humans of flying glass from windows broken by blast
'vavc: will be considered. In Scenari-a 1, it was shown that for injury

fromrn fl-'ino class, P 'P . 45 y 193 Pa L. 37 psi) with tht. blast W",ak.% strikinmc
tl:, Dane of lass hea8-on, and F 1. o, x 104 Pa (2. 84 psit with the bla-it

,.ave Dropataatin. im a directicn parallel to -he surfac., of the ,lass.

As for other types of damage in this Sccnario, the reflected over-

presure timust be tised in place of P . Then. P = 4. 45 1 3 Pa for

normal blast impact and P . I' • 1504 Pa for blast inatacmL parallel to t he
elas. st:rfa•-. The coriesbondiwt• valucs of P are then 4. .4 Y 10-

(0. '3 DSi)aMd X.I P) 10 : 1,a I1. 37 psi). Fr-mo n '- L: rc L-14 )1 (C!.ap'1,r .

:Lt .1 rhl'.t;t e I !cN ,, than " i) 1l (ill('( It 1, t•h r . i., likb -Iih ,,,d ,I I -.,
iiiu ~ l,', I!.:niý i. s fr(m xvindowvs i.• u ru •,,l t(, thlc k(l I ll ,l 1 [ I II ill I • I t-

!)1:1- i Vav.. "/he (i)rr(.sp)•n dI L' di!.-ant c for wi1(l;'w.,, p1irtalll[ 1- th, (I~rr. I'l,

r :- ,I 4 4Z ,2 , 1 14 0() ft

-I ,re will be no Ij' %r' by flvingz :lais t- .um.ans on the ,:romnd.
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6-2.3 Scenario #3. Fall Back of the 'itan Ctntaur Vehicle During Launch

The scenario for this accident is nearly identical to the firnit, except
that the launch vehicle is different. The Titan Centaur is a three-3tage.
liquid-fueled rocket vehicle with a mass fraction of 0.85. The fir:it two

stages are fueled with the hypergolic propellant combination N 2 0 4 and
Aerozine 50, and the third stage with LO2 and LH 2 . The missile is
assumed to rise a short distance when loss of thrnst in the first stage
allows it to fall back on the launch pad. The impact is assumed to he
sufficiently violcn, that at least the first stage ruptures and spills its pro-
pellant on the launch pad. Impact velocity is 14. 0 m/s (45.9 ft/s). Table
6-16 gives propellant masses and estimres of structural masses for each
stage, based on the mass fraction of 0. 85.

Several possiblc assumptions regarding severity of the fall- back
accident can be madje. WVe will make two toch assumptions, and predict
effects for both. These assumptions are:

Il) Only the first stage ruptures and explodes, and

(2) Both first and second stages rupture and explode

For the first assumption, the structure of the first stage is assurnd to be
the only source of fragments, while for the second assumption, th! structu'es
of both first and second stages arc fragment sources.

TABLE 6-16. PROPELLANTS AND STRUCTURES
AT LIFT-OFF OF TITAN CENTAUR ROCKET

Stage Propellants Propellant Masses Structure Masses
(kg) (lb (kkg) iIb

m m

Titan First N 04 75 900 167,000 20 600 45,300

Aerozine 50 40 400 88,900

Titan Second N 04 19 500 42. 900 5 360 1 1, 800

Acrozine 50 10 900 24,000 ....

Centaur (Third) LO2  I 400 Z5, 100 2 410 5300

LN, 2 270 4990

0-2,1
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b-2.3. 1 Yield

The yield is calculated by the methods in Chapter 1. Accordin[ to
Table 1-2 values for the yield are obtained from Figure 1-1 and Table
I-1. and the lower value is used:

From Figure 1-1, for a fuel and oxidizer mass of 116 000 kg
(255. 000 lb n ) (only the first stage), or 146 000 kg; (3.1, 000 Ibm) (first

and second slages), y = 0.06. The multiplier is 240%. Y= 0. 06)(240%)
14.47. From Table I-1, Y 1. 4. Using the lower value, Y = 1. 5T

6-2. 3.2 Overprebsure and Specific Impulse

The overpressure and specific impulse are calculated by the methods
in Chapter .IV The effective mass is calculated from Equation 2-9.
W = W X - . Table 2-1 gives the procedure for findin~g the overpressure

T 100
and specific ii!,pulse as functions of distance:

W =W y- (1.16 k 1.5% k- 1740 kg (3820 lb
1 T 1 100 100% m

(only the first stage)

W .46 x 10 kg) = 2190 kg (4820 lb
1 + 2 100% m

(first and second stages)

According to Table 2-1, the overpressure is read from Figure 2-7, and
specific impulse is read from Figure 2-8.

The following (Table 6- 17) is a list of overpressures (P ) and
ssspecific impulses (I1 ) from Figures 2-7 and 2-8. The solid lines in the

figures were used.

6-2. 3.3 Effect of Blast Waves on Structures

The methods described in Section 3-1 are used to determine the

effects of blast waves on structures.

Glass Breakage

In Scenario J i, it was found that the minimum overpressure to break
a typical pane of glass facing the explosion is 2420 Pa I .351 psi). For a
pane of -!lass parallel to the path of the blast wave, toe minimum overpressure
requ'red to break it i.3 4840 Pa ( .702 p3i). From Figure 2-7 one would
expect tc --e able to obtain the distance at which :iese overpressures wuuld
be ohserved for Scenario 43. For ?= 242.0 Pa or 4840 Pa. a value of

S
6- 3 I)
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R / V1:3 cannot be read from Figure 2-7, but can be scen that R ,'.
be over W), cor,-esponding to R greater than 720 u t2400 ft) for o)nlV ,nv
sta-e exploding and R creater than 78C n-. i2600 fti for both tilt first anrd

second stages exploding.

Building Damage

The (i , P ), points for selected values of R for Scenario =3 arc-S
ir.cluded in Figure 5-3- Using the same technique as in Scenario - 1. Table
o- 1S was assembled.

TABLE 6-18. BUILDING DAMAGE

Distance
1st Stage 1st and 2nci Stages

Degree of Damage (m) (ft! (M) (ft)

threshold of minor structura; damavc 380 1200 410 1400

threshold of major structural damage 140 4o0 160 520

threshold of partial demolition 95 310 100 33)

Overturning of Objects - Two Stages Exploding.

aC 0
The ( p H , P ) points for selected values of R arc included

in -':i•ure u-4. For R less than or equal to ?5 mn (310 ft), a Saturn "
rocket can be expected to overturn as a result of this explosion.

t,-2. 3.4 Effect of Blast Waves on Humans

The methods described ;n Section 3-2 are used to determine the
effects of ,last waves or, humans.

L~in Damat'e

I 1, 1 i 3 oints for selected valves of R for SC-nartc.
/ 1/3)

p i

"ar. included ir, FV ti:re T,-- . "a)Ic to- 1- was obtaained Lron this Ii~ ur'
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TABLE 6-19. LUNG DAMAGE

Distance
Ist Stage 1st and 2nd Sact.s

. wl, , c ,1 Survival (mI ) (ft) (nm ft

thrcshuhi ,C" iunn damatve 120 390 130 430

09% 53 170 53 180

9 01, 46 150 512 0

50% 39 130 45 150

10% 35 i 10 40 130

1 32 100 3t 20

Ear Darmage

The (P,;, s ) points for selected values of R for Scenario '3 arc
included in Figure 6-6. Table 6-20was assembled using this figure. The
data could not b.2 extrapolated to find the distance for "Temporary Thresh-
old Shift".

TABLE 6-20. EAR DAMAGE

Distance
1st Stage ist and 2nd Stazes

Degree of Damage (m) (ft) (m) Ift'

threshold of eardrum rupture 260 850 280 a20

5'0"s eardrum rupture "10 3t0 1z0 390

Skull -racture

I

The (P points for selected values of R for Scena-io =3 ares 3

included in 6i-7re 6-7. Tablc o-21 is the result. The curves in Figu:e c -c
should ,ot be ex'trapolated to find the damage limits beyond "mostly safe

-- 33



TABLE 6-21. SKULL FRACTURE

Distane•es
Ist Stage •st and 2nd Stages

Chance of Skull Fracture •m) (ft) (m) It)

r.:ostlv safe I10 300 12U 3-10

Body Translation and Impact

L

The (Ps 1/3 ) poirts for selected values of R for Scenariv :;,. are
m

included in Figure 6-8. In the result, Table 6-22, note that a valtv .:f JR
is given only for "mostly safe" because extrapolation is not reconmnended.

"TABLE 6-22. MOP IrALITY FROM BODY IMPACT

Distaniccs

Degree of Mortality Ist Stage Ist anc Znd Stages
(m ) (ft)n• (ft I

mostly s af,.! 1l0 360 120 39?0

6-2.t3.f5 Fragment Characteristics

The fragment mass and initial velocity distributions canne.t be oietcrmint.d
by the methods in Chapter IV because the figures there are not to be Lis ca for
hyperaolic propellants.

The fragmcnt range is obtained from Figure 4-57. c'5"- of the Ira•'n'c,..
will strike the gi'ound at a distance less than or equal to 270 m 1:190 ft.

n -2.3. i, Appurtenances

A ; a \.impke, of an appurtcrnance a ccri, nt l,)1(k will 5t. i..c.Id i- 1v
.t .,,.,,-,, I. h .I stand-off (li tan, (- is 62 ,, m ITO I w(V -1 .• .

I . '.-,. .,n l I I 140 P-a • s. "Jhe(n I 0). 2aM. I l .. 1,ln• tlFi. ii' .

polI 'an I '' ,,r," ."6, one finds that V .is ji

"Tih,,this i.a:,ht )1,ck wo-tld be thrown, at a low veloityv.



.3. 7 Effect ": i ragment on Humans

The effect on humans of flying glass from windows broke gbtyblhast .-
waves will be %onsidered. In Scenario #1, it was shown that for injur.. from
flvin nt: tlass. Ps - 0.45 x 103 Pa with the blast wave striking the pant- of
glass head-on, and P. = 1. u x 104 Pa with the blast wave propagait i n
a direction parallel to the surface of the glass. From Figure 2-7, a! a dis-
tance R/ W 1/3 less Lhan 38.0, there is likelihood of human injury by llyini.
gla3s froni windows parallel to the directian of travel of the blast wave.
The corre'pondinu distance R /W 1/3 (or windows normal to the direction
ot travel cannot be read from thc. gra.ph. The maximum distar.ces from the
explosion for human injury from flying glass are shown in Table 6-23.

The damage and injury to be expected in Scenario N3 are summarized
in Tabies 6-24 and 6-25.

TABLE 6-23. VINIMIUM1 SAFE DISTANCE FOR INJURY
BY FLYING GLASS

D.stanc e

Orientation of Glass to Direction of 1st Stage Ist and 2,.d Staces
T,.avel of Blast Wave (M) (ft) (m I

parallel 460 1500 400 io,00

TABLE (,-24. SCENARIO 3: DAMAGE TO STRUCTURES

D; stance
1st Stage 1st and 2nd Staces

Darna,.e to Structures (M) (ft) (m) (.It

Saturn V overlurninc
threshoid of partial demolition Q5 310 95 310

thrcvnold major structiral damage 140 460 1t60 520

05'ý of fratiments will strike the ground Z70 S90 270 1
.Vithin this Jistance

',hreshold ni:nor ctructural damage 380 1200 4 1C 1400

Ih r,:shftld nf od ii l'ass breakaze > 7ZO > 2400 > 7S) > 2e-"
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TABLE 6-25. SCENARIO 3: HUMAN INJURY

Distance

1st Stage 1st and 2nd S!aie--

Human Injury (m) (ft) ,-."

1% survival (lung damage) 32 100 3r 12')

10'• survival (lung damage) 35 110 49 130

50% 1survival (lung damage) 39 130 4. 150

901; s urvi.val (lung damage) 46 150 12 '71

g'~)" survivai (lung damage) 53 170 l,)

50"', cardrurr. rupture, mostly safe from 1 10 360o 3"-,

skull fracture and body impact

threshold of lung damage 120 3q0 l 0j 43)

threshold of eardrum ruipture 260 h50 " .00

threshold injury from flyirng glass
(side.-ori) 46c,0 1zSOC 4' 0 1' '

6-2,4 Scenario #4. Pressure Bursqt of a Centaur Pressurant Tank

During Pneumatic Strength Testing in a Shop Area

One of the spherical pressurant tanks for the Centair launch vehicle

is assumed to fail catastrophically while it is being proof tostea in a shop

area. Thi vessel is spherical, made of 7i-6 A! IV alloy, has a vulunie of

0. -206 n (4.26 ft 3 ), and fails at '!e design pressure of 20.7 NI Pa (3000 psii,

and at room temperatu:re of '5 C (77 F). The vessel is being pressurit, d

with heliin, with a ot I. t,7. The radius of the vessel is 0. n)7 ( I. '-) !

and thLe wall fhi-'.uess is 4.60 mm (0. )15 l !1. "l-he dLu-,ity of thi tit;1iIrlairi

all(,% is 4. ,.g M/r 3  (279 lb /ft3), rn3 A :rig the T' , 'f the V,,.S(e l Z4. is
'YrI-53. ) lb .

u - 3;-
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0
-2. 4. 1 Overpressure and Specific Impulse

Dctcrmine the starting point and locate it O:i Fi,-,ure 2-18. Us(t1.•; ..
n.ar,..t (i-rvt% to find the overprcssure vcrsiis 4istance behavir. I.,.

. .' -.' I n dIn d 'rrminic the specific inipia1A ver.sit distancv he-havi;.r:

pI 2.07 x 107 Pa (z) = 2. 08 x 10! Pa (absolute)

Pa - 1.013 x 105 Pa. Then pI/pa = 205.3

T, T 208'K. Then T I/T 1. 00.I a 1 a

For v 1.667, from Figure 2-21, P 4.8.
so

I I
4 1/3 ' 001920

I I
P a 3 ._ _01 x 10 5 Pa

in Figure 2-18 the point PR , P ) lies nearest the
,o 0 --

4th curve from the bottom. This gives P versui r
s

4-( 1,13
r 1 /33 [ CA1 3 13

R 1/3en Then r R ]
4 p

2 pPa
-4 0T 2. 08 x 10' Pa _)

R(0.~ 3 67 -n) .O x10 Pa R3 336) ir ~n m)

1.-p - I

- - a
p s 5P . Then p s- pa = 1 P - l 0 13 x i 6 Pa) P 3 ps in Ia,



I i I

PD7 5 3- a V (208 x 10 Pa - 1.013 x 10 Pa)(0. 120 6n,3
v 1 V 1.667 - I

1

- 3.74 x 10) hJ

- ' 2/3 1/3
l a I p E

? = a Then I =

2/3-1/3 a
Pa r- a

TO. 1 3x 105 Pa,2/3 3.743 x 106J)1/3
0 1019 1. (1 Ti Pa - s)

33i -
s

Overpressures and specific impulses versus distance are listed in Tablh 6-26
and graphed in Figures 6-9 and 6-10.

6-2.4.2 Effect of blast Waves on Structures

The mthods described in Section 3-1 are used to determine the
effects of blast waves on structures.

Glass Breakage

In Scenaric 41, it was found that the minimum overpressure to break a
tvpcal pane of ilas- facing the explosion is 2420 Pa. For a pane el .. lass
parallel to the path of the blast wavc, the minimum overpressu'c required to
break it is 4840 Pa. From Figure 6-9 one can obtain the distance at which
these overpressures wo-uld be observed icr Scenario 14. For P 7- 2420 Pa.
it can be icen that the distarce R must be 28ni 092 ft). For P 4i44 Pa.
the distance R is 16rn (52 ft'.

1uilding Damage

The Ii , P 1 points for selected values of R for Scenario :4 are5 5
included in Fig4're 6 -3. Usine the same techniques a: in Scena:i , , 1, l-abh.
6-27 was assembldo It is unlikely that any building damaL.c will rt slt.
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TABLE 6-27. BUILDING DAMAGE

Distance

Degree of Damage (m) (ft)

threshold of minor structural damage 1.3 4.3

threshold of major structural damage 0. 6 2

threshold of partial demolition 0.5 1.6

6-2. 4. 3 Effect of Blast Waves on Humans

The methods described in Section 3-Z are used to determine the effects
of blast waves on humans.

Lunr Damage

I

The (P , 1/2 1/3 ) points for selected values of - for Scenario 44
0

arc included in Figure 6-5. Table 6-28 was obtained from this figure. The
"|Io survivability" linit cannot be determined, but it certainly lies within the
gas vessel, and therefore is of no interest.

TABLE 6-28. LUNG DAMAGE

Distance
Chance of SLrvival (m) (ft)

threshold of lung damage 1.2 3.0

991 0.54 . ;i

0.48 1. 6

-, 0 , 0.41 1.4

1 ~0. 35 1. 1

Ear Damage

The (P , I ) points for selected values of R for Scenario !4 are
S S

S-4 ;2
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included in Figure 6-6. Table 6-29 was assembled using this figure.
-1 Althotuh it " inadvisable to extrapolate the curves in Figure 6-6, one

can ,.tirnati, valkes ()f 1 for "threshold of eardrum rupture' and "50n'*
o'at-r(i mit 1 rtl~ip i lttre"

"T 'IWI1,1: 6-29. EAR DAMAGE

Distance

Deurce of Damakge (M) (ft)

threshold of eardrum rupture 4(approx.) 13(approx.

50", eardrum rupture 1. 6(approx.) S(approx.

TTS 147 480

Skull Fracture

e s' /3 ) points for selected values of R for Scenario #4
M

could not be included in Figure 6-7. Because extrapoiation is not recommend'd.
little information on safe stand-off distances (with respect to skull fract'-,,•
can be obtained. It appears that distances greater than about I m (3ft) will
be safe for humans for thib type of injury.

Body Translation and Impact

I

The (PS, - points for selected values of R for Scenario #4
1/3m

could n--t be included in Figure 6-8. As above, it seems that a safe distance
for humans, considering whole body translation and impact, is about. I m (3 ft).

6-2.4.4 Appurtenances

"This vessel burst occurs in a laboratory. A reasonable object for an
appurtenance nii'.,ht be a hammer. This is grossly idealized as two vertical
cylinders, one on top of the other. The to- cylinder, the head. has a radius
of 0.01905 m (0.75 in), a length %f 0. 1016 m (4.0 in), and a mass of 0.918 kg
(2.0 lb 1. The lower cylinder (the handle) has a radius of 0.01905 m (0.75 in).
a lengtrof 0.254 m (10 in), and a mass of 0.679 kg (1.5 lb ). The total
mass is I. CO kiz (3.537 1b ), and thL cross-sectional area7 acing the ýiast
wave A is 0.0135 mn2 (Pr145ft'). CD 1 =. 20. K =4.

o-43
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Then. X =0 and H - 0. 01905 m (0. 06250 ft). Assume that the
hammer is located '.u67r m ( 2. 19 ft) from the center of the vessel. At
this distance, P = 2.74 x 10• Pa ( 39.7 psi), P = 2.7, and I = 275

Pa " s (0. 03Q9 pS . s)

For Figure 4-26, D s o
s P (KH + X)

S

. (1. 20(2751(331= 5.23. From that graph, "- 20.

(2.74 x 10 )[4(0.01905) +0
VP A(KH + X) 00l0~0

Then 0/ -H +_ X)(20)(1. 013 x 10 5)( 0 . 0 1 2 5 )' 4(0.0 1905)* 0
Ma (0. 679)(33 M)

0

(30 ft/s). A hammer can be thrown at a high enough velocity to be danizerous.

6-2.4.5 Effect of Fragments on Humans

The effect on humans of flying glass from wincow3 broken by blast
waves will be considered. In Scenario n #, it was snown that for injury
from flying glass, P = 9. 45 x 103 Pi with the blast wave striking the pane
of glass head-on, and5 P = 1.96 . 10 Pa with the blast wave propaqating
in a direction parallel to the surface of the glass. From Figure 6-9, at

a distance R less than 9.8 m ( 37 ft), theie is likelihood ef human injury
Lv flyinc glass frcin windows normal to the direction of travel )f the blast

wave. The corresponding distance for wirndows parallel to the dir,,ction of
travel is 5. ) m 1 19 ft).

A summary of damage and injury for Scenario i4 is given in Table
6-30.

u-21.4.6 Fragmrnent Barrier

A metal sheet or plate can be used as a barrier to stop fragments

from a burstinm press'orant tank. It was (ound that #he initial £racm,r..
velocity is 311 r/s. Assume that the oarrier is close enough to the vessel
that the fraL:ment velocity does nLt decrease sicnificantly before the fraument

strikes the barrier.

3
For zqbarri~er, assurrc a steel sheet -)r plate c t = 7850 kc/m

3. 11 x 10 N/rzi'). The barrier may surround the vessel, but effects

oý curvature and oblique impact will be ianored.

-44
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t .1 TABLE 6-30. SCENARIO 4: DAMAGE TO STRUCTURES
AND iNJURY

Distance
Damage and Injury (n) (ft)

10% survival (lung d.tmage) 0.35 I.i

50"f? survival (lung damage) 0.41 1.4

90) su rvival (lung damage) 0,48 1.6

99% survival (lung damage) 0.54 1.7

mostly safe from skull fracture and mortality
due to body impact -1 -3

threshold o" lung damage 1,2 3.0

S0% eararum rupture -1.6 -5

threshold of eardrum rupture -4 -,13

threshold of injury from flying glass (face-on) 9.8 32

threshold of injury frorr* flying glass (side-on) 5.0 19

threshold oi side-on glass breakage 16 52

threshold face-on glass breakage 28 92

tenmporary threshold shift 147 480

6 -45
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The fragment mass is determined by choosing the 0Oth per,cent ile
of distribution of fragment mass (the mass which would equal or exceed
the mass of 901 of the fragments). From Figure 4-55, the fragment mass

is then 6.6 kg (15 lb ). Assume ttiat the fragment is a sphere of radius a.

1/3 1/3

a 46.6 kg 0 0. 0U4 m (0.'1I ft;

The nondirnensional lirmit velocity is

(4520 k• )(311 m)

V3 s
I= 0. 900

JýT J(3. 11ix 108 N 73. Ix 08-- )(7850 - )

m m

F rm F igure 5-1. h/a to stoD 'he fragment is 0.23. Then h 0.13.
a z (0.23)(0. 0704) = 0.016 m = 0.052 fE = 0.63 in.

A .iteel plate of 0.016 m (0.63 in) thickness would stop 50'>. of the
fragmenLZ wth the given initial velocity. Before such a barrier is used,
the blast loadint- should also be determined.

6-2.5 Sc-nario i;. Rotor Burst of an Airvr7.,. Gas Turbine Runnint:
on a Test Stand

This problem is quite different from the previous four. It doeL- not
involve accidental explosions at all and is included to demionstrate the -itilitv

of some of the rnethods given in the workbook to safety problems c)ther tilan
,he primary intended ones.

The problem is as follows: Predict the maximun, ranc'e and terminal
velocity for a fan blade fragment of a gas turbine engine assumini that the
blade failtire ,:,i urs at its connection to the rotor disk.

1'*-r Case I, assume the spinningz blade leaves Lhrou~kh th, :.niLir,.
inlet with a deflection that tips it into the horizontal plane within an -ni- tal
ralectory gLreater "han 33%, with n., loss of kireti.: ener.v. A:t h, '! h th

twist in bladte may not contribute to t!:( assumnption of lift fort, * .. t..',in, t
thc blb.t , ,a spinninu body )r ('cfotr-m .d int,' a bijincrani-i l - Ilk c
:d[-'1 fly 1h- anOl-of--ttack and trri.mcti•ry amzIe _ for 11maxi mium fra,_1t.til '.tnL..ct

F.- Case 11 - T'he fan blade is deflected and deforms by L.',;r lie in,

a clindcr .r -;ts hv.rc-like shape ipori l.avmir, th. lilet to the u s :.'. ,', 1.i)i
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- loss of I()"- of the translational kinetic energy. In this casc•. predict the

ra1irT,'M1n possible range and terminal velocity using drag ov, officients for

a c'vlinder or sphere.

Fragment characteristics are as follows:

Geometrical qhape (see Fig. 6-l1)
Rotat inal kinetic energy 17.400 J

Translational kinetic energy 200 J

Mass Z 0.5 kg

Fan blade tip speed = 393 .r./s

Fan speed r 123. 1 RPS

Fan jet velocity = 25S mis

Location of fan blade center of
gravity (CC) from CLof engine 0.342 m

Location of fan blade CG from
failure =0.116 m

These types of jet engine rotor failures have occasionally occurred during

takeof: and climb-out. Some have also occurred on 3tatic jet engine test
stands. Documented evidence shows that trajectories have been as much as

57o forward, relative to the plane of Liilure for fan rotors. Containment

barriers cannot be provided at the inht of engines on static test stands

without upsetting inlet performance data. Thus, it becomes important to
identify hazards to people and risk of damage to facilities for such failures.

Case I was rn. under two sets of assumptions. Since FRISB was

written for "disc" fragments, it was necessary to assume that the blade

curled into a disc shape. The planform area of the blade fragment was set

equal to the surface area of a representational disc. The planform thickness
of thei blade as viewed from the front was set equal to the thickness of a

representatlonal disc. The optimal lift coefficient for a circular wing
0.32) was taken, assuming gyro stability for the circular disc and assuming

a constant anrile of attack. A drag coefficient of 0. 85 was obtained from

tables relating drag coefficient to the thickness-to-diameter rT'tio of a plate-

Rhaped fragment. 6 The area over which prefrsure -;rag a,.ed was taken as the

thi,-kncs.i times the diameter of the representational disc. The initial velocity

of th;, disc was assumed to be the initial translational velocity of the fra~rnent.

The rotational velocLty of the fragment only contributes to the Pyro stability

,of the disc. f cstilts were obtai:ned from the spectrum of initial tr-:ector •

angles from 30 to 700 in five-dearee intervals. The results civen in Table

6-31 are for the maximumn range obtained.

As a check on the results obtained for Case I under the assumptions

of the dirc geometry, the trajectory characteristics of the fragment were

Sdetermined under a difft-rent set of assumptions relating to lift. For these

"-47
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"thrust ' a.sumptions, the blade was assumed to spin about an axis normal

to its planforni area, producing a thraist like a helicopter rotor blade, and

thus lift. All c'ther sources. of lift were ignrcred. The fragment was appro:ýi -

mated from drawings to have the shape of a NACA 4412 air foil. The rota-

tional kinetic energy contributing to the thrust k% assumed to dissipate as a

result of pressure drag for,-es as a function of tfit average linear velocity

of the ',lade in rotation. The rotation of the blade .-ontributes oniv to lift.

The initial velocity of the bladu- is the initial translational velocity as in the

disc case. 1 he drag resulting from the translational .elocity of the blade

.,..tz to diss~nate the t - l-t•"Ta!,, !'tic energy.

F-or Case II in whiclo n- l.•* i3. considered,the fragrnenlt was a•ssumed

tu ridorm into a -ylndrica± .•ap,:, and a pressure drag coefficient of 0.85

was used (which is approxirm-ately correct for cylindrical fragments traveling

at Mach numbers less than 1/21. Trajectory differential equations were

solved both by the use ot Run e-Ku.tta tochniques and the time interval pertar-

bation technique as of Zaker. Results were the same. Predictably, for

the no lift case the maximum range is le-ss than for the case where lift is

assumed. The terminal velocity is aloo tlightly less. See Table 6-31.

TABLE, 6-31

dSg ____s deg

mR v

Case I

Disc 37.5 110 29.0 38

Thrust 40 97 27.9 24

Case II

NO lift 45 84 27.0 47

Table 6-31 and Figure 6-11 show the results of predictions obtained

for both cases for the optimum initial trajectory angle ai and tinder various

assumptions to be described. The maximum range in meters RM is tiven,

as well as the terminal velocity V in rmeters per second, and the terminal

ballistic angle of attack in degrees ý- . From the table it may be seen that

the maximum range exFected und,:r any of these sets of a--,urnptions Is 112

meters (367 ft) and the terminal velocity is onli', slightly less than the initial

translational velocity of 30 meters per second (P8 ft/sec). To rut the damavc

p-otential of this fraginent in perspective, a sphevical fragment hMvin the same

mass with this terminal velocity could penetrate a 0. to-mtn-thick (. '1: 3. in

stcel plate or a 1. 6-rmIm-thick i. Ot,2'9 nr,) ali.mintirn plate.

,, -48
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ChAPTER V11

DISCUSSION OF RF.SULTS

Ch1 apLers i throul'h VI in this workbook give a number of simpli-
fied preuiction methods winch hopefully can be used by a typical safety
engineer to estimate darr.ging effects for certain classes of accidental
cxplosions in aero-pace lauinch facilities and flight vehicles. All predic-
tion met6ods employ re-atively simple graphs or equat..ons, and require
at mnst the itse of a desk calculator or slide rule to make estimates.
Example calculations are given in each chapter to illustrate use of the
graphs.

Gie,terally, the first step in predicting Lhe effects of an accident
is to estimate the total explosive yield or energy. Vo. accidents involv-
ing the lirq'uid propellants commonly used in rocket /et.i-les, a number
of curves ae' presented in Chapter I for prediction of explusive yields
given the propellaoL mixttire and type of postulated accident. Th~e
graphs are based primarily on scaled rei,uits from Project PYRO eats,
with upper limits estaolished by other re.ated work. This chapter atso
contains scaled graphs for esti--nating explosive :nergy release for qas
vf.ssel bursts, given the vessei characteristics and size, type of gas, and
in-tial conditions. These graphs are based primarily on computer code
solutions rather than e.p-rimental data.

Once explosive yields or energies are estimated from Chapter 1,
they can be used ai inputs to graphs in Chap.er UI to obtain predictions of
blas: wave characteristics over a range of distances from the explosive
sources. The primary blast wave properties included in Ciapter U are
side-on peak overpressure P. and side-on impulse I , although we
include discussions of other properties such as reflected peak overpres-
sure Pr and time histories of drag pressure q. Again, blast data for
liquid propellants are based primarily on experiment, while data for
bursting gaa vessels are estimated from computer code solutions for
such waves.

Chapter Ifl is devoted to prediction of damaging effects of blast
waves, and is designed to give such pr.dictions once blast presiures and
impulsev are known. The chapter therefore contains a rumber of scaled
P-I (pressure-impulse) c'irves which are associated with various levels
of damage or injury to a variety of structures, structurai elements, and
people. From different graphs, one can estimate minor damage throuih
complete collapse of residences, threshold for glass breakage, incipient
damage to beams or plates, and incipient toppling or overturnir.; of a
vehicle. Probability of injury or mortality of people can be predicted
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from other scaled graphs. Toese give estimates of threshold of ear

damage, various probabiliti.ts of r""'al-ty as functions ot size of an

individual as well as blast vave properties, tertiary blast damage from

ndivid~uals being tumbled by a blast wave, and probability of injury from

Plyir.g glass from windows destroyed by blast waves. The prediction

methods for blast damage to structures are based on bomb damage studies

from World War 11. and a variety of other analytic and experimental
:ources. Extensive work by Lovelace Foundation over a number of years

is tihe primary basis for the estimates of injury and mortality to people.

Knowledge or estimate of some oi the general characteristics of

vessels involved in accidental explosioiz, and explosive yield estimates

from Chapter 1, will allow one to estimate characteristics of fragments

generated by thes xplosions. The first set of grzphs allows estimation

of fragment initial velocities. These, and frigment mass and shape

distributions, allow use of other,%4raphs to predict fragment terminal

•elocities and impact conditions. Finally, several curves give probabi-

lii; of fragment arrival versu.; range. Most of the predictions from this

cnapte, '-P statistical functions because of the inherent statistical nature

of fra'~mentation. The graphs for fragment initial velocities are basud on

exercise of computer program deveioped under this contract nr.d a pre-

vious one, suppoited by limited experimental data. Graphs for mass and

shape distributions of fragments are, on the other hand, based entirely

or. fits of statistical functions to experimental "'missile maps".

Once fragment impact conditions arc known, onp .-hould then be

ablc to estirnate effects of such impacts on struct'iues, facilities and

peo.)e. Chapter V provides d-ta for making some such predictions.

These include incipient damage to licht structures or panels, and blunt

objec, impact i:njury !r people. Some data on thresholds of penetration

of hcht panels are also given. This part of the workbook is, because of

lack of s,.fficient experimental data or analyses, and in some instances

the classified nature c. fragment impact effects on humans, less complete

than other ch-ap'crs. Some of the Qriphs for ilipact damage are based

on tests and anal>-3is of what one might think to be an unrelated field.

i.e. , hail damage ,o aircraft and ground -tructures.

The sixth chapter inciules a brief discussion of the more complete

field of cisk assessmei:t, of which damage estimation is a part. WI.

noint oat that a more conrepletc analysis is needed if one is to cttifl);tc
1h.- pr'•>;bilhi y of in acc:dcrit occlrrinc, which type of it.(cidunl i-, nior,.

pr(rh',ltl tr..,n another, e, -:. Most of Chaptu r VI i t dci. voleI to.; c. rj,. of

ill mttr;'ions of us.' of the methods of Chapters I throu,._h V in !)rt(diLtin_'

.2oth blast and fraementation eficc:s for !i,.t: accident '"s( Unar;uc:". l

,.. e postulated accidents include s..veral which could o, cur. durire launch

or :li-.2ht ot multi-tit.,!i ro..<e, ver . cles, or during: ,t.t of (ompnrJ ente , it:
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t iest bay or laboratory. Hopefully, study of these examples shoui. lead
the reader through the workbook methods for reasonably complete
estimates of effects of certain accidents, as opposed to calculation of
separate parts of the effects given in previous chapters.

Throughout the workbook, the "tolerances", or possible errors,
involved in various calc,,lations are indicated. These are included in
various ways, such as error bands about groups of measured data, a
range of probabilities of mortality or fragment impact, etc. A wide
error band indicates either !arge inherent spread of data or considerable
uncertainty in the m,.!thod of estimation because it has not been validated
by experiment. Factors of safety are not included as such, although use
of upper bounds to loading parameters such as blaz• pressure and impulse
or inipaci citie f fragments will assure conservation.

0
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CHAPTER VLII

CONCLUSIONS

S0mt' 'onclt•ions can be drawn rcgardir-, th,- applca~ionls of th}:i
k\orkbook, and limitations to its use. These are discussed in this brief
c hapt e r.

It 1; poisible using methods given in the workbook to rn.tkk: rv~a-
•,,,ibh ,.estimat•e. of blast wave characteristics over a wide ranrc o-
distances from ;he source of the accident. These characterstics ca;
then be useC. to predict damage to structures, for a number of types of.
structures and damage modes, and can also be used to predict various
levels , f injury to and probability of mortality of humans. Confidence
blMst damage and injury prediction is good, given knowledge of the blast
wave prepertieb, because of extensive past testir.2 and analvs;.s. The
blast da.n~the prouiction: mechods are cast in a format which allow their
use ?or o'.er types of explosions.

0 ?Prediction methods are given for estimating initial velocities,
rangeb, Massau, adC impact conditions for fragments generated by
propellant expiosions and -as ve3sel bursts. The methods for pi-cdictinz
initial velocities are reasonably well founded on theoretical analyses and
expcrimental data, and apply over a wide range of simrulated burst condi-
lions. M.ithods for predicting fragment ringes and impact conditions
have a ,cod(I Ahoretical basis, and can be used for other predictions 1:.-
volving fiicht :itrouLth the air of high-velocity objects. Such predictions
can h•; ,n3de for *bjects launched over a very wide raiige of initial Mac.-
numbers. Methods for predicting fragment mass and shape distributions
a-e entireiv base-I on statistical fits to quite limited data. and therefore
involve considerable uncertainty, as well as being impossible to
accurz,'ely extrapolate.

So<ie predictions can be made of fragment impact effects on
structureý, and itructural elements from graphs and equations given .r. c
wvorkhook. These ,.ffects are much less well-known than are blast effects,
so only limited predictions are possible. Some effects of fragrn,-n: im-
?act on humans can also be predicted, but these predictions are limited
by security restriCtons on wounding potential oi fragments. Thro.:ahout
the work:ook, limitations such as this are noted when they are known.

This workbook is hopefully presented in a manner which allows
easy use byv typical safety engineers. For readers who are intereszc i
the dec:aiU behi-!d the rr-latively simple equations or grahs used to ,nali'..

predictions, a ndi-ber of detailed appendices are included in approprim!!

3-1



Scha.tcrs.. We believe that the workbook is the first to provide safety
cngineers with relatively simple estimates of blast and fragment hazards

for accidental, explosions in liquid- propellant fueled flight vehicles.

As noted before, some parts of the "vurkbook have wider potential

application than explosive hazard prediction for liquid-fueled rockets.
The sections on fragment trajectory predi,.tion, or the associated com-
puter programs, can be used to predict ranges and impact conditions for

many types of fragments or objects thrown into the air. The sections on
blast effects apply for blast loads from any source. The methods for
estimating fragment impact damage, though limited, are independent of

the sources of these fragments or impacting objects.

0

0
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CHAPTER IX

R E•LOM MEN DATIM:,qS

This workbook will allo':• prediction of blast and fragmentation
effccts for a wide variety c. explosive accidents which could occur at
aerospace launch anti t,:st facilities, It is based on a rather exhaustive
review ,!f :^Isting teit and accident data; analyses of blast and shock
wave physics andI c;fects o1 such waves on objects and humans; and
analyses of fragment vcloci'ics, trajectories, impact conditions, and
effects of impacts. A numc')r of supporting studie3 have been made in
generating relatively simple application formulas or graphs - these are
reported in appropriate appendices.

The bases for the prediction methods given in this workoook
range from a firm foundatior. of extensive testing and analysis, through
analyses sup~ported by limited testing or accident reporting, to some
predictions whi-h are quite speculative because of little or no corroborat-
ing evidence. Predictions in the latter case could oiten be impro-.'ed by
additional research. Also, some of the methods which have been devel-
oped here have potentially wide application to problems in hazard!
prediction other than explosive effects for flight-wei-ht aerospace
vehicles. We therefore 7.ive in this short chapter a list of recomrnenda-
.io;:s for areas in which we feel there is a need for additional testin:,
analysis, or correlation of prediction methods.

Some of these areas are:

(I) Definition of fragmentation characteristics for bursting gas
storage bottles. Existing data consist of ordy five te-ts
for t~vo bottle gecnetries, one material, and one gas.
There are no reliable "missile maps" for such bursts.
Curves for fL.agment range presented in the workbook are
based on computer-generated predictions, which should be
validated by test.

(2) Definition of blast wave characteristics for burst of cvlin-
drical gas storage vessels, either analytically or experi -

mentally. Present methods are limited to essentially
spherically symmetric cases.

The analysis in thi. workbook is based upon data generated
by a computer program. It has been confirmed to some
extent by experimental data, but more experiments are
needed. More work must be done to determine specific

"7 - 1
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impulse versus distance for gas vessel bursts. Then, a
..... good nomgraph should be developed.

The cffects of charging the vessel shape from spherical to
cylindrical should be investigated, both theoretically and
e xpe rimentally.

In this analysis of the blast wave, the en,-rgy rquircd to
burst a pressure vessel and accelerate the fragments was
neglected. Analytical and experimental studies would
allow this effect to be included in the calculation of the
blast wave parameters.

(3) This workbook dcials with very particular types of frag-
ments and targets. The analysis should be extended to
include shapes of fragments other than spherical and
targets other than metal sheets and plates.

Targets that might be studied include wood, concrete,
brick and glas.. Also, it may not be desirable to treat
the side of a fuel tank as an unsupported metal sheet or0 plate. There is probably some effect of the liquid, and
one is concerned with the possibility of a fragment igniting
a fuel tank, in addition to only puncturing it.

Oblique impacts by fragments deserve more study, and the
effects of the strength of frag.-nents is presently unknown.
A model-scale experimental program is recomnended to
fill this void.

(4) We recommeri extenrion of the present work to accidental
explosions in thick-walind storage vessels typical of growr.d
transport and storage ves.els. The current work is
directed toward explosions ef flight-weight hardware.
Blast and fragmentation chara-teristics can be drastically
different for heavier vessels, an:d consequently, so can the
effects on structures, facilities, vehicles and humans.
Included in this work should be exer-ise of the SPHER ind
CYLIN codes for typical initial conditions for massive
vessels.

(5) The ,an;ilys,..- used to develop scaled ('iirvk s for fralomi nt

range and impact conditions, for both liftin,, and dra 'a-type

fragments, have potentially wider applicatio.i than Ienclra-
tion of some of the scaled curves of Chapter iV. W.

0
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ct-rommend that those prograrns be used to develop more
Momrqaphs which macludc cther parameters such as
initial altitude uf an explosion, flight velociq as a functoun
of this altitude, and adrditio:nal mass to area ratios typical
of Pround storaie ves.sels. Wv also recommend that the
programs be used for other type2s of accidents involvirg
hitIh-velocity missilb or fram,,nts such as the pieces
from a turbinm rotor burst pasttlated in the fifth atpn.i-a-
zion problem in Chapter V1.

(6) The Cxistxna codes for predicting initial fragment velocities
are limited to one space dimen'olon and time (I-D codcs).
\Ve recommeAd the development of a limited 2-D code for
cylinder fragmentation, based on a combination of the
assumptions inherent in the FRAG-2 and CYLIN codes used
in this workbook. Such a code should more accurately
predict initial fragment velocities for real vessels, but
would certainly be more complex and more expensive to
run than either of the existing codes.

(7) A.s a part of studies of .-,ccidental explosions of thick-waLlcd
vessels, we recommend a literature search for tests or
accident cases, where data on projection of large parts of
tanks could be compared with predictions from FRAG- 2,
wbich assumes that a tank separates into two pieces which

arc propelled by the exhausting fluids. Rail tank car
accident reports, and :,urst tests of tank cars conducted at
White Sands Missile Range, would perhaps be appropriate
sources of such data.

(,8) We recommend using the programs &or prediction of fraz-
ment ballistics to gen. rate tables for range and terminal
.mpact conditions, sech as was done in a limited sense
for fragments from. ibirsting gas spheres in Chapter IV.
These predictions wcld supplern.cnt, or could conceivably
supplant, missile map data for this class of explosion.

The specific recommendaticns listed before can be supplemented
by a last .:eneral recommendation. This workbook contains, we believe,
the most accurate assessments which can be made based on the current
state o- the art. In almost all areas covered, either ongoing or future
studies may well alter the prediction methods, or the results of applyinc
the prediction methods. The workbook is so organized that alterations or
modifications can be made to individual chapters, without a complete
revision of the entire book. It is ,troangly recommended that revision_ ,)e
considered on some regular schedule, say at twa-year intervals.



"LIST OF SYMBOLS

A, B,C, D terms in equations for bursting verse' motion

A - presented target .area

area of an object presented to the blast front

planform or top surface area of fragment

cross-sectional area of a fragment along its traiectory

-mean presented area of object

AD average drag area

AL average planform area

A fragment area

A geormetric mean frontal area of giass fragment

a radius of a fragment

airfoil cur:.- slope

a critical sound speed in masq flow equation

a ambient sound velocity
0

a 0 sound speed in confined gas, z 000

b -vehicle track width or depth of target base

number of rotor blades

CD' C drag coefficient

C. - lit coefficient

C cylinder length

C - cylinder thickness

C'- - nmass of gas confined at higb pressure as a function of tirre



LIST OF SYMBOLS (Cont'd)

D p profile drag

d - diameter of fragment

width of fragment segment

E modulus of elasticity

effective blast energy

bulk modulus

- end cap length

£ - end cap thicknesst

e stored energy ratio

S* fragment projected area

nondimensionalized displacement of a fragment

acceleration of gravity

H - minimurr transverse dimension at location ot lari.est
presented area of object

h - thickness of a target, glass, or plate

sphere wall thickness

segment height

, mass moment of inertia of rotor

I - nondimensional specific impulse

i total drag and diffra,:tion impulse
d

I incident specifKc impulse
S

I - nondimensional incident specific impulse
s

i initial trajectory angle of the fragmnent

side-on impulse



LIST 01 SYMBOLS (Cont'd)

1 - thI r�iRhoLd impulse

K, aLiabatic exponent (ratio of specific heats)

constant (4 if appurtenance is on the ground and 2 if
appurtenance is in air)

-value from, ti-e normal distribution table

k mass flow rate coefficient

L cylinder length

L/D - length-to-diameter ratio

. - mass of fracmnent; of contained gas

Skl - averace mass

- fragment mass

NI - cylindrical shell masst

m - total mass of target; of fragment

n - number of fragments

P - pressure of confined gas

- crack perimeter about a fragment

P - nondimensional pressure

P - peak overpressuree

P pressure of confined gas at any instant
0

P initial oressure of confined gas
0O

P - threshold applied maximum reflected pressure
r

reflected peak overpressure



LIST OF SYMBOLS (Cont'd)

P r peak reflected pressurer

P peak side-on overpressure
s

P nondimensional pressure

P - ambient air press-ire

p(t) - net transverse pressure

Q - peak dynamic pressure

- peak dynamic overpressure

R - gas conitant

- sphere radius before burst

Sradius of rotor

- initial cylinder radius

r - distance from center of a vessel

- cylinder radius

- disc radius

- fragment displacement at any instant

SE - strain energy stored in vessel

s - estimate fcr the standard deviation

S - segment length

T - duration of the positive pnase of the blast wave

- temperature

T - terperature of confined gas at anv instant
00
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LIST OF SYMBOLS (Cont'd)

T temperature
1)1)

thickness of fragment; disc; window pane

t time of arrivala

t shell thickness

U shock velocity

U - peak particle velocity
s

." - velocity of fragment

- vollune

V" - nondimensional %elocity

- in~ital velocity ratio

V c rotor blade velocity along rotational axis
C

V volume of the vessel betore it bursts

initial fragment velocity

V. - induced velocity from thrust

V - volume of confined gas at any instant
0

V - volume of shell material
S

S- tip velocity of rotor

V - ballistic limit velocity

W - effective mass of propellant

W mear: mass

W - total mass of propellant and oxidizer
T

Sw- crack width



Xdisplacement of an object

distance from the front of object to location of largest
croi sO-sectional area

the distance from the front of the object to the plane
facing the approaching blast wave

X - horizcntal velocity

X - horizontal acceleration

x - short halfspan

n..ndimensuionalizing constant for displacement

Y terminal blast yield

0 -"vertical velocity

Y vertical acceleration

v edge length

long half span

a nondimensional constant

"-iinitial trajectory angle

8- nondimensional constant

- permanent deflection of target at poi,:t of impact

At - time increment

o - nonlir,'tnsionalizin2 constant for time

n angle of attack of disc

angle subterided at the center of the cyl;inder by a
* fragment" )
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LI:iT 01' SYMBOLS (Cont'd)

•ratio of .pecific heats for confined gas

ratio of specific heats for confined gas

•.Poisson's ratio for the m...erial

-2- nondimensionalized time

density of glass, air

c 0 confined gas density at any instant
0

C density of a. fragment (or projectile)

c r density of fragmcntr

- density of ihell material

peak density in shock wave

C density of target

v - critical density of gas in mass flow equation

- yield stress of target material

a yield stress of glass; plate

stress in container wall

time

4. impulse shape factors
4

4- pressure shape factors

ancular velocity
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CONVERSION FACTORS

The following table provide,% multiplying factors for converting
numbers and miscellaneous units to corresponding new nunmbers and SI
units.

The first two digitr of each numerical entry represent a power of
10. An asterisk follow3 each number which exprestea an exac. definition.
For example, the entry "--02 2. 54." expresses the fact Lhat 1 inch =
Z. 54 x 10-2 meter, exactly, by definition. Mo;. of the definitions aZe
extracted from National Bureau of Standards documents. Numtbers not
followed by an asterisk are only approximate representations of d,:ainitions,
or are the results of physical measurements.

To convert from to multiply by

atmosphere newton/rne.erz +05 1.013 25:::

bax newton/meter +05 1. 00*

British thermal unit •mean) joule +03 1.055 67

calorie (mean) joule +00 4. 190 02

dyne newton -05 1. 009'

erg joule -07 1.00 ':

Fahrenheit (temperature) Celsius tc= (5/ 9 )(tF- 3Z)

foot me:er -01 3. 048:::

inch meter -- Z. 54'::

Ibf (pound force, avoirdupo:s) newton +00 4. 44d Z21 651 260, 5:i:
Ibr (pound mass, avoirdupuis) kilogram -0: 4.535 9Z3

pascal nerwton//meter 2  +00 1. 00:':

pound lorce (Ibf avoirdupois) newtull +00 4.448 z21 615 Zo0 5::
pound mass (Ibm avcxrdupois) kilogram -Oi 4.535 923 7

poundal newton -- 01 1. 382 549 543 76:

slug k1logram +01 1.445') 390 29



lo convert from to rnultiply hy

ioot/ -econd2  meter/ser ond 2  -01 3. 048;,

..nch/s.econd 2  meter/second2  - 0 2. 54V

ý.- --m /centimete r 3  kiic~gram /me e r 3  +03 1. 00.::

lrn'L1c h 3  kilog ram,'meter 0 .679d
lb /!fnot3  kilovr n/ntr 3  +01 1,601 846 3

~lg:o3 kilog ram/mrete r 3  +02 5. 153 79

lbf iHoot 2  ietnmtr
2b/nhzpi new'ton/~meter- j-01 4. 788 025 b

lb~~~~~ 1 ; Cnc (s)cworier 2  C3 6. 894 757 2

loot/second meter/second -01 3. 04ý;
inch/second meter/second -02 2, 5-1

foot.3  
nieter 3  .--02 Z. S3 -A '3 2

inlc f3 meter 3-05 L3s70f, 4.
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C' GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Air-embolic insult - air bubbles circulating in the blood which can
contribute to L:nt -ollapse of the heart.

An•lei u..:ttack - I.ngle between fragment horizontal axis ar,6 the
relative wind vector.

Applied impulse - actual impul.ive loading applied to a "tirget".

Appurtenance - oiece cf equipment or an obJec, located near a source
of an explcsion, vhic!. can be accelerated by the blast wave frorn
the explosion.

Blast yield - energy release in an explosion inferred from. measurements
of the characteristics of blast waves generated by the explosion.

Blunt trauma - injury caused by a nonpenetrating object.

Burst piessure - the pressure at which a gas storage ve_•sel bursts or
failt.

CBGS - Confined by" Ground Surface. This z.bbrev ation desianates a
liquid propellant explosion occurring on the ground after spill a:,d
mixing.

CBM - Confined by Missile. This abhreviation designates an ex-oos:on
within the tankage of a liquid propellant vesiel or rocket.

Critical threshold impulse - blast wave impulse which determines the
impulse a3ymptote for an izodamage contour.

Drag coefficient - ratio or drag force to dynamic foý'ce exerted by
wind pr.ssaure on a reference area.

Edema - abnormal accumulation of .luiJ in connective tissues caus;r.,-
local 3welling.

F.neray of detonation - the energy in an explosion which dr:ves a blast
wave.

-vent tree - a method employed in risk assessment for syste:,-at;c
estima ton of consequences of an accident.
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Explosive yield - energy released in an e~xplosion, often expressed as
a percent or fraction of energy which would be released U-y the
same mass of a standard high explosive such as TNf. "....... .

F.IECA - abbr,.viation for Failure Mode Effects and Criticality Analysis.
A systtmatic procedure for identifying failure modes of a systetr
and fo." evaluating consequences of failures.

Fall-bacL - an accident in which a launch vehicle settles or falls bak
to e;.rth in initial stages of laun,-h.

Fault trite - a method employed 'n risk assessment for determininc

oroeabilities for event trees (see event tree).

. _fi'.. acars of the lungs.

Free-field impulse see s9de-on impulse.

Free-field pressure - see side-on overpressure.

!-IVI - igh Velocity impact. This abbreviation designates a l.cj-_;r
propellant e-xpi•,•ion occurring after a vehicle with Unburned
propeillant impacts the earth at relat.vely hiý.h velocity.

ignition time - time after begin=,;ng of av a-ccident involving liquid
propellants at which initiatm of an en.plosior. occurs.

Induced v-locity - velocity along rotor axis, indaced by thrust generated

by the whirling blade.

Int-al trajectory angle - angle of fragmen.'s horizontal axis relativ*-

to the ground --urface at the beginning n.' the fl~ght.

Isodarnage line - Loci of com',•inat. Yns of over-.res sure and impulse
which pr)duce the same level ui b4a-.t damage ) 4 given 'rcet".

Lift coefficient - ratio of [-ft force to dynar-- !or, e cz, rtfec
pressure on a reference area.

L:mit velocity (V 5 0 ) - impact velccity, for a 1; 6qrimt )r ia S-it:
strikng a target, at wh.c:h 5W - purr" , '•- ,it

Mlajor structurai darnai e - anv&•, *• a IC s id•dtl .V.\,l\ : pAMrt al
or total collapse of roof, part al de:nolit , , o ,, r . tw\ ,,.w v -Ii lý,ii

Wa'l,.ls, ot severe dai,.ia tt,. *., 1-,,d-bitri., it >rýtt:,r. r.-q:iriri. _S~r'nl..icerrieutL.
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Minor structural damage - damage to a residence involving window

breakage and wall and support cracking.

Overpressure - pressure in a blast wave above atmospheric pressure.

Partial demolition - damage to a residence in which 50%, to 751y/ of the

external brick work is destroyed, or the building is rendered so

unsafe that it must be demolished.

Planform area - the area viewed by looking down on the fragment -

top surface area.

Plale aspect ratio - ratio of length to width for a rectangular plate.

Projected area - area of fraginent viewed perpendicular to the top

surface area.

Pulmonary hemorrhage - internal bleeding occurring in the lungs.

Reflected rmnpulse - integral of reflected pressure-time history.

"Relative wi,ý.d vector - vector along which the fragment flies.

Side-on impulse - integral of time history of side-on overpressure.

Side-on overpressure - blast wa--,e overpressure in an undisturbed

blast wave.

Standoff distance - distance from center of an exzlcsion.

Temporary threshold shift - the case wvere 90 percent of those

exposed to a bWast wave advancing at normal angle of incidence to

the earth are not likely to suffer an excc.ssive degree of hearing

loss.

Terminal yield - blast yield from measurements made far enoug' from

an explosion that the waves are similar to those generated by a

specified mass of TNT.

Threshold bending impulse - blast wave impulse which produces an

incipient bending failure.

Threshold membrane impulse - blast wave impulse which produces an

inc'pient stretching failure.

*
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